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IN THE 
Supreme Court of Appeals ·of Virginia 
AT RICHMOND 
Record No. 4795 
VIRGINIA: 
In the Supreme Court of Appeals held at the Supreme 
Court of Appeals Building in the City of Richmond on 
Tuesday the 8th day of October, 1957. 
EARL M. BAILEY, 
against 
Plaintiff in Error, 
COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, Defendant in Error. 
From the Circuit Court of the City of Warwick 
Upon the petition of Earl M. Bailey a writ of error and 
supersedeas is awarded him to a judgment rendered by the 
Circuit Court of the City of Warwick on the 20th day of 
May, 1957, in a prosecution by the Commonwealth against 
the said petitioner for a felony; but said supersedeas, how-
ever, is not to operate to discharge the petitioner from cus-
tody, if in custody, or to release his bond if out on bail. 
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• • • • • 
The Grand Jurors of the Commonwealth of Virginia, in 
and for the body of the City of Warwick and now attending 
the said Court, at its March term, nineteen hundred and :fifty-
seven, upon their oaths do present that E_arl M. Bailey on the 
24th day of January in the year one thousand nine hundred 
and Fifty-Seven, in the said City, feloniously, wilfully, 
maliciously, deliberately and of his malice aforethought did 
kill and murder one Charles Jackson Pittman, against the 
peace and dignity of the Commonwealth of Virginia. Upon 
the testimony of, W. R. Kennedy, R. J. Shaw, R. L. Fox 
Jr., W. R. Scott, sworn in Court, and sent to the Grand 
Jury to give eviden<ie. 
(on back) 
5/20/57. 
After considering report of the parole office I fix his 
punishment at confinement in the penitentiary for a period of 
4 years and place accused on probation for a period of 4 
years after he has served 90 days in jail with credit for good 
behavior. 
CIRCUIT COURT 
of the 
CITY OF WARWICK, VIRGINIA 
Commonwealth, 
v. 
Earl M. Bailey, 
Indictment for Murder, A FELONY. 
A true bill. 
Plaintiff 
Defendant 
N. NORWOOD FERGUSON 
Foreman. 
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Filed .... day of ............ , 195 .. 
4/24/57. 
Arraigned-plea Not Guilty-jury waived and all matters 
submitted to Court-After hearing evidence the Court finds 
the accused guilty of voluntary manslaughter refers matter 
to parole officer for presentence report on May 20, 1957 at 
12 :00 noon and accused remanded to jail 4/28/57. 
R. T. A., Judge . 
• • • • • 
page 27 ~ Virginia : 
In the Circuit Court of the City of Warwick, the 20th day 
of May, 1957. 
Present: The Honorable ROBERT T. ARMISTEAD, 
Judge. 
Commonwealth 
v. 
Earl M. Bailey 
INDICTMENT FOR MURDER A FELONY. 
A true bill. 
N. NORWOOD FERGUSON, Foreman. 
This day again came the attorney for the Commonwealth 
and the accused was again led to the bar in the custody of 
the Sergeant of this City( and as such jailor), and the 
Parole and Probation officer presented his report in open 
Court in the presence of the accused who was advised of the 
contents of the same and given the right to cross examine 
the inv;estigating officer as to any matter contained therein 
and to present any additional facts bearing upon the matter 
which he desired to present, whereupon the court doth 
fix and ascertain his punishment to be imprisonment in the 
State Penitentiary for the term of four ( 4) years. 
Whereupon the accused moved the Court to set aside the 
4 Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
judgment of the Court as being contrary to the law and the 
evidence which motion the Court doth overrule. 
It is ordered that after the accused has served ninety (90) 
days in jail that imposition of sentence be suspended and that 
the accused be placed on parole under the care of the Parole 
and Probation Officer of this District upon condition that 
he not violate the laws of this or any other State or Sub-
division thereof or the United States of America for a period 
of four ( 4) years, and that he be of peace and good be-
havior and that he comply with all the rules and regulations 
required by the Parole and Probation Officer. 
To all of which the accused duly excepted and he having 
indicated his intention to apply to the Supreme Court of 
Appeals for a writ of error to the judgment aforesaid, it 
is ordered that the accused be admitted to bond in the 
penalty of $5,000.00 for his appearance in this Court four 
months hence and at such further times as this matter may 
be continued, surety on said bond to be approved by the 
Clerk of this Court, and until such bond is furnished, the 
accused is remanded to jail. 
page 29 ~ 
(s) ROBERT T. ARMISTEAD, Judge. 
A Copy-Teste: 
• 
• 
GEO. S. DeSHAZOR, JR., Clerk 
By CLYDE B. LARKIN, D. C . 
• • 
.. 
• 
• • • • 
NOTICE OF APPEAL AND ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR. 
To: Mr. Henry D. Garnett, Commonwealth Attorney, 
Court House Building, 
Warwick, Virginia. 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE: That within the time allowed 
by law the undersigned will petition the Supreme Court 
of Appeals of Virginia, or one of the Justices thereof, for a 
writ of error from that final judgment entered in this cause 
on May 20th, 1957. · 
The assignment of error is : that the :finding of the Court 
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to the effect that the defendant was guilty of voluntary 
manslaughter was contrary to the law and evidence. 
EARL M. BAILEY 
By A. JEFFERY BIVINS 
Of Counsel. 
Filed July 13, 1957. 
LEO. S. DeSHAZOR, JR., Clerk 
By VIRGINIA UNDERWOOD, D. C . 
• • • • • 
page 2 r The accused was arraigned and pleaded not 
guilty. 
Court: Do I understand that you desire to waive the 
jury and submit all matters of the law and evidence to the 
Court? 
Mr. A. L. Bivins : Yes, sir. 
Court: It that concurred in by the Commonwealth f 
Mr. Garnett: Yes, sir. 
Court: Do you desire to make any opening statement? 
Mr. Garnett: No, sir, but I would like just a few minutes 
recess, if I may, your Honor. 
Court: Is it important T 
Mr. Garnett: It is rather important. 
Court: Well, take a recess until five minutes pass ten. 
At this time there was short recess after which the Court 
reconvened. 
Court: Is there any motion to exclude the witnesses T 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: No motion. 
Mr. Garnett: Yes, sir, we would like to exclude the 
witnesses. 
Court: The Commonwealth will call the witnesses 
page 3 r then. 
The witnesses for the Commonwealth were then 
called and duly sworn. 
Court: You desire for them to be separated, is that right T 
Mr. Garnett: Yes, sir. 
Mr. Taylor: We have one witness who hasn't come in yet. 
The doctor. 
Court: Call your witnesses. 
6 Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
Ernest Kashouty. 
At this time the witnesses for the Defendant were called 
and duly sworn. 
Mr. Garnett: Now your Honor, on the separation of the 
witnesses, we would desire only those who will testify as to 
material issues. The character witnesses we don't care 
about. 
Court: Is there any way you can separate them T Can 
you tell which ones are the character? 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: No, sir, our position is if there's 
to be a separation we ask that all be excluded. 
Mr. Garnett: It's all right with us. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: I know that. We appreciate your 
attitude but it may develop that they may be here in a dual 
capacity. 
Court: All right, no need to discuss it any 
page 4 ~ further. Take the witnesses down. 
At this time the witnesses wer,e then excluded from the 
Courtroom. 
The Court Reporter was duly sworn. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: Mr. Garnett, before you call your 
:first witness may I make a motion to the Court, sir T 
Court: Yes, sir. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: The motion is that your Honor view 
the premises where this alleged offense occurred, located in 
Hilton; that you do that at your Honor's pleasure but it 
occurs to us that the character of the alleged offense is such 
that perhaps it would be of benefit to the Court if your 
Honor did take a view of the premises. 
Court: Suppose I defer ruling on that until after I heard 
the evidence. If after hearing the evidence I feel that a 
view would be helpful, I shall certainly do so. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: It's all right, sir. 
Mr. Garnett: Your Honor, we concur in that motion of 
the defense. Mr. Taylor and I feel that perhaps his Honor 
could best follow the evidence if you viewed the premises be-
fore we got into the real material issues. 
page 5 r Court: I'd prefer to hear the evidence first, sir. 
I know what to look for then when I go there. 
Mr. Garnett: All right, sir. Mr. Kashouty. 
ERNEST KASHOUTY, 
called as a witness by the Commonwealth, being duly sworn, 
testified as follows : 
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Ernest Kashouty. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Garnett: 
Q. Now would you state your name, please sir T 
A. Ernest Kashouty. 
Q. How old are you, Mr. Kashouty and where do you 
live? 
A. 38; I live in Hampton, Virginia. 
Q. Are you engaged in business or not T 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What is the nature of your business T 
A. Sporting goods. 
Q. Where is it located 7 
A. 9811 Jefferson A venue, Warwick. 
Q. How long have you been engaged in that business T 
A. Approximately ten years. 
Q. Do you-in the operation of your business sell fire 
arms or not? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you or do you not keep a record of the fire arms 
that you sell? 
page 6 ~ A. Yes, sir. 
At this time Mr. Jacobs was handed a gun. 
Court: You wish Doctor Beecroft--
Mr. A. L. Bivins: No, sir. 
Mr. Garnett: Just have a seat, Doctor. 
By Mr. Garnett: 
Q. Mr. Kashouty, I hand you here what purports to be a 
small semi-automatic pistol, serial number 118655. Would 
you examine that? 
At this time the witness complied with the request. 
By Mr. Garnett: 
Q. Now would you describe that fire arm please, to the 
Court. 
A. It's a Browning twenty-five automatic calibered pistol, 
semi-automatic; serial number is 118655. 
Q. Did you have occasion to make the sale of this gun t 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Would your records disclose that Y 
. . 
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Ernest Kashouty. 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And to whom did you make that sale and when Y 
A. Earl Bailey, 4711 Huntington Avenue, Newport News, 
November 24, 1954. 
Q. Do you know Mr. Bailey, Mr. KashoutyY 
page 7 ~ A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Is he in the. Courtroom nowt 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Would you point him out Y 
A. This gentleman right here (indicating). 
Q. Seated next to Mr. Jacobs T 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That's the gentleman to whom you sold this gun Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Court: Wha.t's the date of that sale? 
Mr. Garnett: I offer this in evidence. 
Mr. Taylor: November 24, '54. 
Court: '547 
A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: Mr. Kashouty-
Mr. Garnett: Excuse me. I offer this m evidence as 
Commonwealth's Exhibit Number One. 
Court: Any objection to this Exhibit Y 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: No, sir. 
The gun was received and marked Exhibit Number One 
for the Commonwealth. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. A. L .. Bivins: 
Q. Mr. Kashouty, have you seen the gun that has been 
introduced into evidence by the Commonwealth 
page 8 ~ since the day you sold it to Mr. Bailey! 
A. I believe I have, sir. 
Q. Do you have any record, any written record as to when 
you saw the gun last Y 
A. No, sir, no written record. 
Q. Well what is your recollection as to when you last 
saw the gunT 
A. Sometime in this past year, I think; somewhere in 
Earl M. Bailey v. Coinmonwealth of Virginia 9 
Ernest Kashouty. 
January of '57 Mr. Bailey brought the gun in to me. It was 
inoperative, The gun was jammed; would not operate and I 
fixed it for him. It was a little bit rusty. It needed oiling 
and I told him he had neglected it. 
Q. You said it was rusty and needed oiling f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You say that was in the past year. Then you later 
said January '57. Now do you mean it was in the year '56 
or the year 1957 f 
A. I believe it was '57. 
Q. '57. Well do you have any recollection as to the ap-
proximate number of months, if you can fix it by that? 
A. No, I j11st remember it was after the Christmas holi-
days. 
Q. The past Christmas f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. The last Christmas? 
page 9 ~ A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Is that righU 
A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: All right sir, that's all. 
By Mr. A. L. Bivins: 
Q. Is that the only time that you have seen-that you 
saw the gun from the time you sold it until the time that 
you speak of in January? 
A. I believe so, yes, sir. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: All right sir, that's all. 
Mr. Garnett: Would the Reporter read that answer back. 
At this time the last question and answer were read to the 
Commonwealth Attorney. 
Court: Any further questions from this witness f 
Mr. Garnett: No, sir. The witness may be excused. 
Court: The witness may be excused. 
Mr. Garnett: May this witness be excused? He runs a 
one man business. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: Yes, sir. 
Court: He has been excused. 
Mr. Garnett: Doctor Beecroft. 
10 Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
Doctor M. B. Beecroft. 
page 10 ~ DOCTOR M. B. BEECROFT, 
called as a witness by the Commonwealth, being 
duly sworn, testified as follows : 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Garnett: 
Q. Would you state your name please, sir. 
A. M. B. Beecroft. 
Mr. Garnett: Now I assume that counsel will waive 
Doctor Beecroft 's qualification. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: No question about it. 
By Mr. Garnett: 
Q. But for the record, Doctor Beecroft, you are the 
pathologist, at Mary Immaculate Hospital in Newport News, 
is that correct Y 
A. And also Chief Medical examiner for the State in this 
area. 
Q. Yes, sir. Now Doctor Beecroft, during the latter part 
of January, 1957 did you have occasion to perform the post-
mortem on the body of Charles Jackson Pittman? 
A. Yes, sir, on January 24; 4:45 p. m. 
Q. Where was that post-mortem performed, Doctor Y 
A Peninsula Funeral Home, Chestnut A venue. 
Q. Were you able to ascertain the cause of death? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Would you explain please sir, to the Court just what 
your examination-
page 11 ~ A. He died as a result of a gun shot wound of 
the left chest with the bullet passing through the 
heart, the esophagus, lodging in the spinal column. 
Q. Were you able to tell whether or not death was in-
stantaneous? 
A. I rather doubt that it was. 
Q. You doubt that it was instantaneous Y 
A. That's right, sir. 
Q. Did you find any bullet or slug or anything 111 the 
body? 
A. Yes, I found a bullet that was turned over to Captain 
Kennedy. 
Q. Did you turn it over to him, Doctor? 
A. Yes, sir, personally. 
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Doctor M. B. Beecroft. 
Q. All right. Did you measure and weigh the body, Doc. 
tor¥ 
A. I measured it but the weight is difficult to do in a 
Funeral Home. 
Q. Yes, sir. 
A. Six feet two, was the height; weight estimated 230 
pounds. 
Q. Estimated 230 pounds f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Were you able to tell how long the body had 
page 12 ~ been dead? 
A. No I hadn't-do not know, sir. 
Q. Were you able to tell whether it was recently1 
A. It wasn't too long; I'm sure of that because I did a 
post on the quarter of five in the afternoon. 
Q. Of January 24? 
A. That's right. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. A. L. Bivins: 
Q. You replied to a question of the Commonwealth At-
torney that in your opinion the bullet did not cause in-
stantaneous death. Do you have-
A. The bullet caused the death but perhaps he did not die 
immediately. 
Q. Well do you have an opinion as to how long he may 
have lingered? 
A. No, I haven't. 
Q. Do you know how long he had been dead when you began 
the autopsy? 
A. No, sir, I was called by Doctor J. W. Carney, medical 
examiner, and I do not know how long. He just asked me 
to-
Mr. A. L. Bivins: All right, that's all. 
Court: Let me ask you this, Doctor. In your opinion 
would a person who had suffered such wounds be able to 
move after-
page 13 r A. The death in this case is what we call due to 
cardiac tamponade. That's a wound of the heart 
(indicating); that the blood escapes from the heart and to 
expr,ess it in terms that you could understand, it is just as if I 
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Doctor M. B. Beecroft. 
were able to grasp your heart in my hands and hold it to 
prevent it from breathing so it takes a little while for the 
blood to accumulate around the heart enough to stop its 
actions. 
Court: So a person would have an opportunity to move 
a few steps perhaps? 
A. I would think so. He had a little small nick of his lung 
with a small bronchus that accounted for the little blood 
tq.at was seen in his mouth and nose. 
Court: Any further questions? 
Mr. Garnett: No further questions. 
RE-CROS.S EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. A. L. Bivins: 
Q. In reply to the Court's question whether he could have 
moved, what do you mean whether he could have moved 
forward or backwards f 
A. I don't bel~eve he could have been very active from the 
wound because he was bleeding profusely from the wound 
from his heart but it would take a little while for the sac to 
fill from the wound. 
Q. But he had hemorrhage1 
A. Y,es, sir. 
page 14 r RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Garnett : 
Q. How long would it take that sac to fill? 
A. That's a variable. Doctor Marshland of the University 
of Virginia worked it out with dogs. They live a variable 
period and variable amounts of fluid causes the death. 
Q. You are unable to say? 
A. He had about a half pint of blood in the pericardial 
sac. How much he lost from the blood from his heart I 
can't say or from the lining in his lung. 
Court : Any further questions? 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: No, sir. 
Court: May the Doctor be excused? 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: Yes, sir. 
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Alide Elliott. 
Court : Call your next witness. 
Mr. Garnett: Mrs. Elliott. 
ALICE ELLIOTT, 
called as a witness by the Commonwealth, being duly sworn, 
testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Taylor: 
Q. What is your name please, Mam¥ 
A. Alice Elliott. 
Q. What? 
page 15 ~ A. Alice Elliott. 
Q. Where do you live, Mrs. Elliott 1 
A. 323 Enterprise A venue in Ferguson Park; Ferguson 
Park. 
Q. What? 
A. Ferguson Park in Newport News; 323 Enterprise. Q. Street? · 
A. Yes, sir. I just moved ther,e about a couple of months 
ago. 
Q. Where did you live on January the 24th, 19571 
A. 373 Warwick Road. That was in-in Warwick, Vir-
ginia. 
Q. Yes, Mam. What-in what we commonly call Hilton 1 
A. That's right. 
Q. First or second flood 
A. Second. Over Doc Smith's office. That would be-
Q. Yes, Mam. How long had you lived there prior to 
January 24? 
A. I moved there the very first day of January. the 
year before. 
Q. 1956. 
A. Six. 
Q. You lived there until since January of this year 1 
A. That's right. 
Q. Now what si2')ed apartment is thaU 
page 16 ~ A. Two room and bath. 
Q. How many in your family 1 
A. Just myself. Q. Mam? 
A. Just myself. 
Q. Do you have any children? 
14 Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
.A.Zide Elliott. 
A. One daughter, married. 
Q. Mary who? 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: Married, she said. 
By Mr. Taylor: 
Q. Married. What is her name? 
A. Alice Pittman. 
Q. Who was her husband? 
A. Jackson Pittman. 
Q. When were they married? 
A. In February, 1942. 
Q. They have any children? 
A. Two. 
Q. Where were-they living in January, 1957 Y 
A. With their mother and father. 
Q. No, no, I mean your daughter, Alice and her husband? 
A. Oh, seven-
Q. And her husband, Jackson Y 
A. 717 Fairland A venue, Hampton. 
page 17 ~ Q. On January 24, 1957 do you know where you 
were; whether you wer,e home or not? 
A. I was at work. 
Q. And where do you work? 
A. Rose's five and ten in Warwick, Virginia. 
Q. That's there at Hilton? 
A. That's right. 
Q. What time did you go to work? 
A. Five minutes to nine that morning. 
Q. And what time did you return f 
A. Well, the store closes at six if that's what you mean. 
Q. Well yes, Mam, but did you work all day? 
A. I left the store at 4:00 o'clock. 
Q. Now when you left your apartment that morning, did 
you leave anyone in the apartment? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Did you leave it unlocked? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Now how about your back door? Was it also locked 
or unlocked? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. There is a back door? 
A. Yes, sir. 
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Alice Elliott. 
Q. Is there any staircase leading down from the 
page 18 ~ back of your apartment T 
A. Ask that question again, . 
Q. Is there any staircase leading down from your apart-
ment in the read 
A. Yes, sir, the roof. 
Q. How many outside entrances to your apartment? 
A. Just two; one front and one back. 
Q. Now you say your apartment was locked up when you 
left home. Did you let anyone have your keys to your apart-
ment during the day? 
A. I always let my daughter have a key to my apartment 
wherever I lived. 
Q. Well now, my question is did you let anyone have the 
keys to your apartment during that day? 
A. Not that day. 
Q. Not that day. Prior to that time, you had let, you say, 
your daughter have the keys to your apartment? 
A. She had always had it. 
Q. I see. Well now, is that Alice you are speaking of? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Alice Pittman T 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Anyone else Y 
A. No, sir. 
page 19 ~ Q. On January 24, 1957 you said I believe that 
your daughter Alice and her husband lived in 
Hampton? 
A. That's right. 
Q. Were they then living together? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you know-do you know Mr. Earl BaileyT 
A. Well, I know him-yes, I do. 
Q. You know him when you see him. How long-do you 
see him or have you seen him today T 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is he in the Courtroom? 
A. I see him now. 
Q. Is this the gentleman here you are referring to· (in-
dicating)? 
A. The second from you (indicating). 
Q. How long have you known Mr. BaileyT 
A. Well, I have known him a long time. He used to go 
out to Jack's home. They were real good friends. 
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Q. How about your apartment-who is Jack Y 
A. My son-in-law was Alice Pittman's husband. 
Q. I see. Did Mr. Bailey ever visit your apartment m 
Hilton? 
A. Never. 
Q. As far as you know, I mean 7 
A. As far as I know. 
page 20 r Q. When did your husband die Y 
A. Alice--you mean Alice Pittman's father? 
Q. Yes, Mam. 
A. He died in August. 
Q. Of what year Y 
A. The best I remember. 
Q. Last year T 
A. Last year. 
Q. Did Mr. Earl Bailey come to your home? 
A. He didn't come in. 
Q. Well, did he come there T 
A. He went to the back door. He didn't come in. 
Q. He came to the back door. Do you know of any other 
time that he was ever in or at your apartment f 
A. No, sir. 
Q. What was the occasion of his visit in August, 1956 when 
he came to the hack door 7 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: Now it hasn't been established. 
Court : Hasn't· she already testified? 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: That she knows he was even there. 
Court: She already testified he came there on her hus-
band's death. 
Mr. Garnett: Yes, sir, your Honor, it's im-
page 21 r portant that we (!Stablish I believe as to why 
he came there. She never said he came because 
of her husband's death. She1 said he came therti while her 
husband died. 
Court: What was your ob;jection? 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: Our objection in the first place it is 
immaterial. Secondly, as far as the evidence discloses up 
to this point, she didn't say she actually saw him. That 
she-so far as she knew, he never had been in her apart-
ment. 
Court: But she did say E:he had seen him there at the 
back door. The objection is overruled. You may clarify 
it whether or not she saw him or not; 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: We sav-e the point. 
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By Mr. Taylor: 
Q. Did you see Mr. Pittman last August? 
Court: Not Mr. Pittman. Mr. Bailey. 
By Mr. Taylor: 
Q. I mean Mr. Bailey prior to January 24? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You did see him. Did he talk to you? 
A. I don't recall having said anything to him. 
Q. Do you know why he came? 
A. To notify me of the death of-her-of my daughter's 
father. 
page 22 r Q. Who did he bring with him? 
A. My daughter. She had no other means. 
Q. Well, the question is, who did he bring with him? 
A. My daughter. 
Q. And is that Alice Pittman f 
A. That's Alice Pittman. 
Mr. Taylor: Take the witness: 
Mr. A. L. Bivins : No questions. 
Court : May this witness be excused? 
Mr. Taylor: Yes. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: Your Honor, we may have to recall 
this witness. 
Court : You do wish her to be excused. Could she r,emain 
in the Courtroom? 
Mr. Garnett: No, sir, not if they are going to recall 
her. 
Court: I'm not going to send her with the other witnesses. 
Do you want to send her to some separate room? 
Mr. Garnett: If one is available. 
Court: Would you take her to some room s·eparate from 
the other witnesses. 
At this time the witness was then excluded from the Court-
room. 
Mr. Garnett: Mr. Manecke. 
page 23 r ROBERT W. MANECKE, 
called as a witness by the Commonwealth, being 
duly sworn, testified as follows : 
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DIRECT EJUMINATION. 
By Mr. Garnett: 
Q. Now would you state your name please, sir. 
A. Robert W. Manecke. 
Q. And where are you employed, sir t 
A. Warwick Fire Department. 
Q. How long have you been so -engaged there? 
A. Approximately three years. 
Q. Were you or not on ch1ty on the early afternoon of 
January 24, 1957? 
.A. Yes, sir, I was on duty. . 
Q. What was the nature o:t your duty that day? 
A. That day I was assigned to the ambulance. 
Q. As a what; driver or.-· 
A. Driver of the ambulance, yes, sir. 
Q. Is your ambulance equipped or was it then equipped 
with radio equipment or not 1/ 
A. Yes, sir, it was then equipped with radio. 
Q. Was that radio equipment so arranged that you could 
send messages from your ambulance to the police depart-
ment or not? 
A. No, sir, not to the police department. 
Q. Well, how would you send a message to the 
page 24 ~ police department? 
A. Well, I'd send into the station to the des-
patcher and he'd relay it over to the police department. 
Q. Well, they are right there together, are they not? 
A. Just about, yes, sir; in separate buildings but they 
have intercom between them. 
Q. On the afternoon of ~r anuary 24, 1957 did you hav,e 
occasion to take your ambulance to 373 ,Varwi.ck Road in 
Hilton Village? 
A. Yes, sir, I did. 
Q. What time did you rec,:iive your call to go there? 
A. I don't recall, sir. I'd. have to check on the sheet. It 
was in the afternoon. 
Q. Have you got your sheet? 
A. Captain Kennedy had it. 
Court: You can go ahead and ask him something else. He 
said in the afternoon. 
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By Mr. Garnett : 
· Q. Well; what was the nature of the premises you went 
to. In other words, was it a store or apartment or dwelling 
house or what was it? 
· A. It was apartments over business; business place below 
and apartments above. 
Q. All right sir, and when you arrived what, if anything, 
did you observe? 
A. Well sir, I was called to the back and there 
page 25 r was nobody at the back for me so I returned to the 
front and the call didn't state whether it was up-
stairs or downstairs so I had to find out for myself to go 
upstairs. 
Q. You found it was upstairs? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you go upstairs? 
A. Yes, sir, I did. 
Q. What, if anything, did you observe after you arrived 
upstairs? 
A. Well, the first thing I observ,ed were two people in the 
room and when I-
Q. Which room were they in? 
A. One was in the bedroom at the time that I recall, the 
best of my knowledge. 
Q. Which one was that? 
A. I believe that it was, as I know now, her name Mrs. 
Pittman. 
Q. Mrs. Pittman? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Who else was there, if you know? 
A. I didn't know him or know his name but it was Mr. 
Bailey. 
Q. Mr. Bailey? 
A. Y:e'S, sir. 
Q. Which one was in the bedroom? 
page 26 r A. I believe that was her. 
Q. You believe it ·was in Mrs. Pittman's bed-
room? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Where ·was Mr. Bailey? 
A. He was standing close by m the kitchen, in a short 
hall. 
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Q. Did you see any;body else there T 
A. As I brought the door back closed, I saw Mr. Pitt-
man, deceased, on the floor. 
Q. Where was he:? 
A. He was all in the bedroom except his hall kept his 
head which was in the doorway. 
Court: Say that again. 
A. He was all about in the bedroom except his head which 
was in the doorway, 
By Mr. Garnett: 
Q. Was any statement made by Mrs. Pittman or Mr. 
Bailey? 
A. Not when I first came in, no, sir. 
Q. Was any made at all T 
A. Yes, sir, they said the man had been shot when I asked 
what had happened. 
Q. Do you recall which one said T 
A. No, sir, I don't. 
Q. What, if anything, did you say to them T 
page 27 ~ A. Well, as the usual procedure I checked the 
body and moved it to a comfortable position, not 
knowing whether he was alive or dead right then and after 
I checked it, to the best of my knowledge he was apparently 
dead. Still I wanted to check it further. I asked if anybody 
had called the police and they said no. I believe it was she 
that answered the question so I asked them both to stay there 
while I went on down and called the police. 
Q. Well now, what is the nature of the entrance to and 
from that apartment, Mr. Manecke? 
A. Well, the front entrance is upstairs. You have to go 
up a flight of steps and it would be the door on the right; the 
door swings in so to s·e:e the bedroom you'd have to come 
inside and close the door. 
Q. When you went downstairs to call the police, what 
equipment were you going to use to call the police T 
A. I went down to get our stethoscope and I used the radio 
on the ambulance to call the police. 
Q. Where was your ambulance parked T 
A. Directly in front of the entrance of the apartment. 
Q. As you were enga~ed there at the entrance, were you in 
a position to view during the entire time the front entrance 
to that apartment? 
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A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Downstairs? 
page 28 r A. Yes, sir, I was. 
Q. Did anyone come out of that entrance or not! 
A. If they did sir, I couldn't see them. They had sneaked 
,by because I could see the whole doorway while I was in the 
ambulance. 
Q. If they had walked out, would you have seen them? 
A. Yes, sir, I would hav:e. 
Q. Did you see anybody? 
A. No, sir, I didn't. 
Q. Now as you come down the front steps of that apart-
ment to the--from upstairs to the front door, is there any 
door leading off either to the right or left if one- would come 
down the steps and go off into another building? 
A. No, sir, except on the upstairs apartment. 
Q. In other words, you can only go from the upstairs 
apartment? 
A. That's right, to either right or left upstairs. There's 
two apartments up there. 
Q. When you went back or did you go back upstairs Y 
A. Yes, sir, I did. 
Q. How long were you gone after you said you would call 
the police? 
A. I'd say it wasn't but a minute, two minutes at the 
longest. 
Q. When you went back, whom did you see then 
page 29 r in the apartment Y 
A. The deceased, Mr. Pittman was still there 
on the floor and Mrs. Bailey-Mrs. Pittman, I'm sorry, was 
still there. 
Q. Where was Mr. Bailey? 
A. He was not around when I came back. 
Mr. Garnett: Your witness. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. A. L. Bivins: 
Q. The way you stated the proposition was that you asked 
whether anyone had called the police, is that right Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Well, do you recollect that you stated to the two per-
sons that you saw in the room that this was a police matter! 
A. No, I had not told them-
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Q. And you then turned and left without doing anything 
except to examine the body 1 
A. I asked them to stay there, sir. 
Q. I'm asking you though if you didn't decline to do 
anything and said it's a police matter and after briefly 
examining the body, you turned and left t 
A. No, I did not say it was a police matter. 
Q. Sir? 
A. I did not-I did not tell them it was a police matter. 
I just asked them if the police had been notified. 
page 30 ~ Q. You are sure of that? 
, A. Y,es, sir. 
Q. All right, then you found out that the police had not · 
been notified and you immediately returned to the ambulance 
and put into use the radio system on the ambulanee and did · 
notify the police 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And how soon thereafter did the police arrive¥ 
A. It was very few minutes after. A minute or two after-
wards that they arrived. 
Q. Does your record sheet indicate the time of the arrival 
of the police? 
A. I do not believe so. 
Q. Sir? 
A. Not on our records it would not indicate that. 
Q. But it does reflect the time that you received the call· 
at the Fire Department Headquarters, is that right t 
A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: That's all. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Garnett: 
Q. Mr. Manecke, I hand you what purports to be a City of 
Warwick, Division of Fire, Fire Department Case Number 
3988. Does that show what time you received the call to go 
to the premises you described t 
page 31 ~ A. Yes, sir, it does. · · 
Q. What is the time? 
A. 2:37 p. m. 
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Mr. Garnett: I offer this in evidence as Commonwealth's 
Exhibit Number Two. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: Was that 2·:37? 
Court: . That's right. Any objection to this Exhibit T 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: No, sir. 
The document was received and marked Exhibit Number 
Two for the:·eommonwealth. 
By Mr. Garnett: · 
Q. May I ask you one more question, please. Who was the 
first Officer to arrive, police Officer if you recall f .. 
A. I do not recall right off-hand but there were several 
Officers that came on up. · 
Mr. Garnett: All right, sir. No further questions. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: Judge, may I ask one more question. 
RE-CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. A. L. Bivins: 
Q. As I understood your testimony, you stated that befo;re 
you could enter the bedroom from the short hall I believe you 
· described it as short hall, that you had to pull th,e 
page 32 ~ door to. Is that right f · 
A. You would have to almost close the front 
door. 
Q. You don't recollect, do you, that the door swings back 
against the wall and offers no obstruction as you pass through 
the hall? · 
A. If you were to swing the door wide open, which I did 
not, because I did not know what was behind it or if the·re 
was anything behind it. · ... 
Q. When you enter the apartment (indicating) you ente:r 
through the door. Doesn't that door go back against the 
~, . 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. It does? . 
A. As far as I know, ye-s, sir. 
Q. Which door were you referring to; the door leading 
from the bedroom into the hall T 
A. The door leading into the apartment. 
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Q. The door leading into the apartment T 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was there anything to have prevented you from swing-
ing the door all the way to the wall Y 
A. No, sir, but it's our practice not to swing the door as 
wide open for fear something may be behind it. 
Q. ,vhen you entered that hall, it was practically necessary 
to swing the door back the entire way, wasn't it? 
page 33 } A. No, sir. 
Q. You had enough space there? 
A. Not to my knowl,edge, no. 
Q. It was not. How much-distance intervened between 
the wall and the back of the door at the time you walked 
through? 
A. I'd say-
Q. Give us an idea f 
A. About-well, that I could not exactly recall. 
Q. Very short distance Y 
A. I'd say a medium distance of the length of the door 
that could go open. I would say it would have. gone about 
three-fourths of the way back to the way it should have. 
Q. You think it would hav-e gone that much back toward 
the wall when you walked through Y 
A. Rather I should say it had three-quarters of the way 
to go yet. 
Q. I see. Before you-as ytou passed through, it had three-
quarters of the way to go Y t 
A. Back, yes. 
Q. Back. Do you know how wide the hall is that you 
walked through Y 
A. No, sir, I don't. 
Q. Is it wide or narrow? 
A. To my knowledge, I'd say it was a narrow 
page 34 } hall. 
Q. But you could pass through without pushing 
the door back against the wall? 
A. Well, I'd have to close the door again to go through 
which I did after I had gotten in ·the apartment. 
Q. You mean you had to close the front door? 
A. I swung the door back around and closed it as I came 
by. 
Q . .A.s you went into the apartment or as you were leaving 
the apartment? 
A. As I came in. 
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Q. As you came in? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: All right. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Garnett: . 
Q. Mr. Maneccke, you spoke of putting the body in a com-
fortable position. What was the position of the body, if 
you recall, when you first observed it or undertook to change 
the position Y 
A. Well, he was, most of him was-the body was in the 
bedroom except for the head and shoulders which was up 
against the door frame and his head was in a twisted position, 
slight twist to it; so I moved that part-
Q. The shoulders were against the door frame. Was it 
a sitting position or lying down Y 
page 35 ~ A. He was laying down. 
Q. Laying down T 
A. In a lying down position. 
Q. Were the shoulders elevated at all or one or more 
of them elevated T 
A. Very slight. 
Q. His head was twisted over and you undertook to 
straighten him out T 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What did you do to straighten him out T 
A. I moved his shoulders and head, laid him down flat. 
Court: Do I understand he was lying on his back T 
A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: When you say the door frame, you 
mean the door proper or the door frame. Now which do 
you meanT 
A. It was the door frame. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: The door frame? 
A. Yes, sir. 
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Court : I'm not certain, as you open the· door to · go into 
this apartment, there's a hallway directly in front of the door, 
is that correct 7 
A. There's a hallway to the bedroom, sir. 
page 36 ~ Court: When you opened the door to go into 
the apartment, do you open into a room or into a 
hallway! · 
A. The door would swing into the hallway. 
Court: Swings into a· hallway. Is the bedroom to the 
left or to the right 7 · · · · 
A. It would be to your right. 
Court: Be to your right. Which way does the door open T 
Does it swing to the right. when you-
A. It swings back to the right. 
Court: Swings back to the right7 
A. Yes. 
Court: All right. In other words, the door handle would 
be on the left-hand side; the entrance to the hallway, .the 
knob that you would turn would be on the left-your left-hand 
side as you face iU 
A. Yes, sir. 
Court: All right. Any further questions? 
Mr. Garnett: No, sir. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: · No, sir. 
Court: May this witness be excused 7 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: Yes, all right you are excused. 
page 37 ~ DETECTIVE R. L. FOX, JR., 
called as a witness by the Commonwealth, being 
duly sworn, testified as follows : 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
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By Mr. Garnett: 
Q. Will you state your name, please. 
A. Detective R. · L. Fox, Jr. 
Q. And you are a member of the Warwick City Police 
Force? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How long have you been· a member of the Force? 
A. Since September the 8th, 1951. · 
Q. Were you or not on duty on the early afternoon of 
January 24, 1957 Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you or not have occasion to go to the premises 
known as 373 Warwick Road, Hilton Village in Warwick, 
Virginia? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you go alone or in the company of someone else? 
A. In the .. company of Sergeant Scott. 
Q. Did yori go in response to a call or not? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. When you arrived at this apartment, wha.t, if anything, 
did you observe? 
A. When I got to the door I met Roy Houston, 
page 38 ~ volunteer fireman and the ambulance driver, 
Manecke. Manecke showed me a· body laying on 
the bedroom floor. I looked at the body, found a small 
puncture wound in the left side of the chest. At that point 
I went back into the kitchen where I saw a white female, 
identified herself as Mrs. Alice Pittman. I ouestioned Mrs. 
Alice Pittman as to what had happened. She advised me. 
Q. You can't tell what she said of course. What was Mrs. 
Pittman's general demeanor Y 
A. She appeared to be in an upset crying emo_tional up-
set · · 
Q. Did you undertake to do anything with the body or-
A. No, sir, I called-I asked the ambulance driver I be-
lieve if I am riot ·correct-no, I believe Sergeant Scott took 
car·e of the calling of the coroner. 
· Q. Did you observe around the nostrils of the mouth for 
any bleeding Y 
A. There was pink froth or foam coming from the nostrils 
and mouth. 
Q. Did you find a gun or anything there in the premises! 
A. I did not find a 'gun. I found ~wo-empty cartridges 
later identified to come . from a twenty-five caliber gun. 
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Q. You found two twenty-five caliber cartridges? 
page 39 ~ A. Yes, sir, empty cartridges. 
Q. Yes, sir; empty cartridges? 
· A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Where were they? 
A. One near the body at the foot of the bed and one 
at the head of the bed just to the west of the head of the 
bed. 
Q. Does the head of the bed point toward the door of the 
entrance of the bedroom or away from it? 
A. That points north away from the front door. 
Q. Away from the front door? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now I'm speaking of the door to the bedroom. 
A. The door of the bedroom enters east. The head of the 
bed is north. 
Q. Does it entrance on the south side of the bedroom, the 
south end of the bedroom or the north end of the bedroom? 
A. The door enters on the south end of the bedroom. 
Q. That is the door you speak of where the body was? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you found no gun? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Did you or not have occasion to measure the 
page 40 ~ premises? 
A. Along with Captain Kennedy and Mr. Jacobs 
I did, sir. 
Q. When did you measure the premises? 
A. I don't remember the exact date. I don't have it here, 
sir. 
Q. It was not on that day? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. There had been no change I take it in the apartment 
itself when you measured the premises T 
A. No, sir. 
Q. How long was it before Captain Kennedy arrived, do 
you know? 
A. I wasn't there, sir, when he arrived. I do not know. 
Q. You do not know when he arrived? 
A. No, sir. 
Mr. Garnett: All right, sir. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: Are you through! 
Mr. Garnett: Yes, sir. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: I beg your pardon. 
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CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr . .A. L. Bivins: 
Q. Sergeant, you say that you, in the company of Captain 
Kennedy and Mr. Jacobs went to the apartment at a later 
date and took the measurements of the several 
page 41 r rooms, is that correct? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you have the measurements with you? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: Judge, rather than to go through 
these-
Court: Do you have a diagram or something of it or 
could the witness-
Mr. A. L. Bivins: I was going to-
Mr. Garnett: I want to put it in by another witness. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: If we might introduce the sheet, intro-
ducing the measurements-
Court: The diagram would be the most satisfactory way. 
Mr. Garnett: W,e are going to introduce it by another 
way. 
Court : Well, I don't see any need-
Mr. A. L. Bivins: I agree with your Honor. I didn't 
know that. That's satisfactory. W .. e have no diagram. 
Mr. Taylor: We'll give you one. That's all. 
Court: Any further need for this witness 1 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: No, sir. 
Court : You may be excused. 
page 42 r Mr. A. L. Bivins: I would like to ask the wit-
ness one question. Come back, Sergeant. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. A. L. Bivins: 
Q. Sergeant, didn't you drive Mrs. Pittman to Head-
quarters immediately after you had left the apartmenU 
A. I did, sir. 
Q. You left Sergeant Shaw at the apartment. Is that my 
understanding 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You left him there and you drove Mrs. Pittman over to 
Headquarters 1 
A. I did, sir. 
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Q. Did you take a statement from Mrs. Pittm~ T 
A. I did, sir. 
Q. Will you state to the Court the time that you took the 
statement from Mrs. Pittman T · 
A. Approximately 5 :00 p. m., sir, on the day of the inci-
dent, January 24, 1957. · 
Q. Well, what is-at 5 :00 p. m. T 
A. Approximately. I don't have the exact time. 
Q. Well you have an earlier statement there, don't you T 
I mean-
A. I took her statement from her on the day of the incident, 
January 24, 1957. 
page 43 ~ Q. Didn't you take a statement earlier than 5 :00 
p.m.f 
Court : I think you 're talking about a written or verbal 
statement. 
A. Written statement, yes, sir. It could have been four. 
I don't remember the exact time, no, sir. It was sometime 
after that, after I left the apartment which would have been 
about 3:15. 
Q. You left the apartment 3:15? 
A. Approximately 3 :15 or thereafter. 
Q. And you immediately took a statement from her T 
A. I would say in a half hour or forty-five minutes after 
I left the apartment. I didn't go into it right then. 
Q. Do you have a typed statement with you T 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Well, would you be kind enough to look in the upper 
right-hand corner of that statement and state whether or not 
the numerals 2 :43 p. m. appear thereon f 
A. That's correct, sir. 
Q. Well, does 2 :43 p. m. indicate the time you took the 
statement? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. What does that indicate? 
A. The time I received the call, sir. 
Q. The time you received the call to go to the 
page 44 ~ apartment? 
A. That's correct, sir. 
Q. Well now, after you had returned to Headquarters with 
Mrs. Pittman and-did you talk with her immediat,elyT 
A. Yes, sir, I would say we-I took an oral-talked to her 
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orally, questioned her and then took the, statement from her. 
Q. Now when you say took her statement, you mean you 
then reduced what she. had .stated orally to a written form, 
is that correct? 
A. That's correct, yes, sir. 
Q. And she remained at Headquarters throughout that 
time, is that true? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And who else was present at the time she was making 
this statement to you, the oral statement Y 
A. No one. 
Q. And did you immediately reduce the oral statement 
to a written statement or to a written form or not? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Before she left Headquarters? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you think it was then about what hour when she 
macle~when you reduced the oral statement to a written 
form? 
page 45 ~ A. Not knowing exactly, Mr. Bivins-
Q. Approximately? 
A. I would say approximately four, four thirty. 
Q. I see, sir. And after having-after she had made the 
oral statement, you reduced it to a written form. Did you 
have her sign the statement? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You did! 
A. I believe I did, yes, sir. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: That's all. 
A. I don't have the signed statement. 
By Mr. A. L. Bivins: 
·Q. All that was done before she left Headquarters? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. Garnett: Stand aside. 
Court: Any further need for this witness Y 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: Judge, we may have to recall him later, 
sir, for certain reasons. 
Court : Is there any objection to him remaining in the 
Courtroom? 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: None on our part. 
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Mr. Garnett: I have no objection to him remaining in the 
Courtroom. 
Court: You may remain in the Courtroom. Call the next 
witness. 
page 46 ~ Mr. Garnett: May I have just a minute to 
confer. 
DETECTIVE ROY J. SHAW, 
called as a witness by the Commonwealth, being duly sworn, 
testified as follows : 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Taylor: 
Q. What is your name and occupation Y 
A. Roy J. Shaw, Detective Sergeant, Warwick City Police 
Department. 
Q. Were you so engaged and on duty about January 24, 
1957' 
A. I was. 
Q. The afternoon of January 24, 1957 did you have occasion 
to go to 373 Warwick Road Y 
A. I did. 
Q. Is that on a call or-did you go just accidentally? 
A. In ref er,ence to a radio call. 
Q. Did anyone go with you? 
A. No, sir, I was by myself. 
Q. When you got to this address, did you go upstairs or 
downstairs? 
A. I went upstairs, sir. 
Q. In an apartment? 
page 47 r A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Whom did you find and what did you see 
when you arrived f 
A. Upon my arrival at the apartment I found Detective 
Fox, Sergeant Scott, an ambulance driver, a lady and a dead 
body. 
Q. Do you know who the lady was? 
A. I later found to be Mrs. Pittman. 
Q. A Mrs. Alice Pittman? 
A. That's rip;ht. 
Q. You then later learned who the dead body was Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Who was that? 
A. A Mr. Pittman. 
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Q. Any relation to the Mrs. Alice Pittman that you spoke 
oH 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: Now we object to the question. 
Court: I think we · are really wasting-let's move · along. 
By Mr. Taylor: 
Q. Now Mr. Shaw, did you see the accused there, Mr. 
Bailey?· 
A. No, sir, I did not. 
Q. Did you have a conversation with Mr. Bailey that after-
noon on the telephone? 
page 48 ~ A. I did, sir. 
Q. About what time T 
A. The best of my knowledge, around 3 :40. 
Q. In the afternoon Y 
A. Yes, sir, the same afternoon. 
Q. After you had been up to this apartment, where were 
you? 
A. I was conducting an investigation of the scene in the 
bedroom of this apartment. 
Q. Did you call Mr. Earl Bailey or did he call you? 
A. The phone rang and I answered the phone which was 
on a bedside table in the vicinity of the bed. 
Q. In the vicinity of what? 
A. Of the bed in the bedroom where the body was lying. 
Q. You just answered the phone and Mr. Bailey was on the 
phone? 
A. That's rig-ht. 
Q. Did he tell you anything in connection with this death 
of this man? 
A. At the time I answered the phone, the man at the other 
encl a.sked if we had taken Alice Pittman into custody. I 
advised him that we had and then I asked him if this was 
Mr. Earl Bailey; or Earl Bailey and I believe his answer was 
Rt that time, "that doesn't make anv difference"; 
pag-e 49 ~ fnrther converRRtion. Rfter I advised him of Mrs. 
Alice Pittman being taken into custody, he advised 
me she had nothing to do with it and asked me if the man 
was dead. I tol<l him thRt he was an<l again asked him if it 
was Mr. B::iilev and if he wonl<l t-ell me where he was I 
would come and get him and also I advised him that I had 
just talked to. his mother and she had told me that he was 
threR.tening suiride. I then advised him-
Q. Well-
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Mr. A. L. Bivins: We submit he ought to relate the con-
versation. 
Court : Go ahead. Complete the question. 
A. I then advised him that due to the circumstances that 
suicide would be foolish; to tell me where he was. I would 
come and get him and talk to him-talk to him at great 
length about giving himself up and he told me then that I 
wasn't in a position to tell him anything. I further talked 
to him along the line of the investigation of the case and he 
advised me then that he would be at our police headquarters 
around 5 :00 o'clock that afternoon; that he had some business 
to attend to before be came in and there the conversation 
ended. 
Court: This w~s around 3 :40 did you say¥ 
A. To the best of my knowledge, sir. Approximately 
3:40. 
page 50 ~ 
By Mr. Taylor: 
Q. Did he later come to the police station Y 
A. He did, sir. 
· Mr. Taylor: Take the witness. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. A. L. Bivins: 
Q. As I understood your testimony, you stated to him 
during the course of the conversation in r,espect to his having 
stated to you that he intended to commit suicide, you stated 
that due to circumstances he would be foolish to consider 
sui<'ide. · Is that right, sir? 
A. He at no time stated to me that he was going to commit 
suicir1e. I waR £?:oing- on the conversation that his mother 
and I bad ha.ct in reference to telling his mother that he was 
going- to commit suicide. 
0. I beg your pardon. In other words. the conversation 
,,:ith hiia: mother was the source of vour 1nformation about 
the suicide? · 
A. That's right. 
Q. I misunderstood you. You did, during the course of the 
conversation with him, as I understood your testimonv, state 
to him over the nhone that due to circumstances in the case 
be would be foolish to consider suicide? 
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A. That's right, sir. 
Q. To come on and surrender? 
A. That's right, I did. 
page 51 ~ Q. Give himself up! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Is that right, sid 
A. That is exactly right . 
.... Q. He then said to you he would be at Headquarters by 
~. ?>.:00 o'clock p. m. T 
A. Around 5 :15 I believe. 
Q. And what time did he come? Did he appear at Head-
quarters rather? 
A. At a quarter to five is the statement that he give me, 
he would .. be at Headquarters at a quarter to five. At 
5 :30 p. m., is when he arrived. 
Q. In company with who, if anyone? 
A. Mr. Bivins and Mr. Jacobs, lawyers. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: All right, sir. I think that's all. That's 
all, sir. 
Court: Any further need for this witness? You may be 
excused. 
.. 
SERGEANT C. L. TENCH, 
called as a witness by the Commonwealth, being duly sworn, 
testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Garnett: 
page 52 ~ Q. Would you state your name, please sir? 
A. Sergeant C. L. Tench. 
Q. Where are employed, Sergeant T 
A. Police Department, Warwick, Virginia. 
Q. Did you-were you on duty on the 24th of January, 
1957? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What is the nature of your duties or what are the 
nature of your duties at the Police Department? 
A. Identification Officer, fingerprints and photographer. · 
Q. Did you take the photographs and develop them your-
self? 
A. Yes, sir. 
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Mr. A. L. Bivins: No objection, your Honor, to the 
photographs. 
Mr. Garnett: For the record, I think we better identify 
them. 
Court : All right. 
By Mr. Garnett: 
Q. Sergeant, on the afternoon of the 24th of January, 
1957 did you have occasion to go to the premises I believe 
373 Warwick Road in Hilton VillageT 
A. Yes, sfr. 
Q. And about what time did you arriveT 
page 53 ~ A. I arrived a few minutes after 3 :00 p. m. 
Q. And did you take any photographs of the 
premisesT 
A. Yes, sir, I did. 
Q. Would you look over those photographs please, sir and 
tell us whether or not they are the photographs taken by 
youT · 
A. Yes, sir, this is my work. 
Mr. Garnett: You want to examine the witnessT 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: No, sir, no questions. 
Mr. Jacobs: You are introducing them, aren't you? 
· Mr. Garnett: I'm identifying them. 
Court: You are identifying them, not marking them. 
Mr. Garnett: Counsel has seen them. 
Mr. Jacobs: Supposing we have the Court Reporter mark 
them? 
Mr. Garnett: He can mark them One, Two, Three, and 
Four but I don't desire to introduce them at this time. 
At this time the Court Reproter marked the photographs 
Numbered One to Ten inclusive. 
Court : Do you have further questions T 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: No, sir. 
page 54 ~ Court: Do vou have a death certificate? 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: No objection. · 
Court: That would be Commonwealth Exhibit Number 
Three. Any objection to thatT 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: No, sir. 
The death certificate was received and marked Exhibit 
Number Three for the Commonwealth. 
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CAPTAIN W. R. KENNEDY, 
ealled as a.witness 'by the Commonwealth, being duly sworn, 
testified as follows : 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Garnett: 
Q. State your name, please. 
A; Captain W. R. Kennedy, 
Q. Where are you employed, Captain? 
A. City of Warwick Police Department. 
Q. How long have you been engaged with the Police De-
partment in Warwick? 
A. A little over fifteen years. 
Q. Were you on duty or not on the 24th of January, 
1957? 
A. Yes, sir, I was. 
Q. Did you have occasion to go to the premises known 
as 373 Warwick Road on that afternoon? 
page 55 r A. Yes, sir, I did. 
Q. And what time did you arrive, Captain? 
A. Approximately 4 :10 p. m. 
Q. 4:10 p. m.? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Had the body of Mr. Pittman been removed at that 
time or not 1 · 
A. No, sir. Let me make a correction on that. It was 
approximately 3 :10 p. m. that I arrived. 
Q. 3 :10. And what did you observe in the apartmenU 
A. I observed Mr. Pittman lying flat on his back just inside 
the bedroom door of the apartment. 
Q. Did you have occasion to examine the front door to the 
apartment? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did it have ru1y locks or bolts or chains on the door? 
A. Yes, sir, it did. 
Q. And what, if any, of those methods of fastening did 
this front door have! 
A. It had a night chain on it, a thumb bolt on it, a Yale 
type lock and also the knob type. 
Q. Now would you describe this Yale type lock. 
A. It's a lock that sets on the inside, is fastened do,vn about 
hand length (indicating) as you were standing 
page 56 r with the catch cut away into the door facing. It 
has a knob on it that you turn it from the inside 
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and also a catch on it where you can lock it, lock the latch 
to keep it from closing into the catch. It's opened from the 
outside by a key. 
Q. Is there any other way to open it from the outside ex-
cept by a key? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. There's no knob or anything on the outside? 
A. No, sir, not on that particular lock. 
Q. Now had one or more of these fasteners been disturbed 
that you could tell? · · 
A. Two of them had been disturbed. 
Q. And which two were they? 
A. The night chain and the thumb bolt. 
Q. And what about this Yale lock? 
A. That was · intact. 
Q. That was intact? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Captain, I hand you three photographs marked Eight, 
Nine, and Ten by the Court Reporter and ask you whether 
or not they depict the condition of the door as it was at 3 :lO 
when you arrived? 
A. Yes, sir, they do. 
Mr. Garnett: Now I would ask these be marked. 
Court: They will be Commonwealth's Exhibits 
page 57 ~ Four, Five and Six. 
The photographs were received and marked Exhibits Num-
bers Four, Five and Six for the Commonwealth. 
By Mr. Garnett: 
Q. Now how was this chain disturbed, Captain? Just 
what had happened to the chain? 
A. The piece of metal that is fastened on to the door 
facing with two wood screws, one of the screws had pulled 
completely out and the hole in the metal where the other 
screw was, the hole was pulled out of the metal. 
Q. The hole had pulled out of the metal? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now what about the bolt? 
A. The bolt was bent and the hole into the door facing 
was cracked out. 
Q. The hole into the facing was cracked ouU 
A. That's ·where the bolt would ~o into the door facing. 
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Q. Now on the Yale lock, were any bolts pulled out ofthe 
Yale lock? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. None were pulled out of there. Was the door split or 
anywise dismembered, the door itself? 
A. No, sir. 
page 58 ~ Q. So aside from the crack then, as I take it, 
where the bolt in the facing had pulled out and the 
screw holes, the door nor the facing had been disturbed~ is 
that correct? 
A. None other than those two. 
Q. None other than those two. Did any-any part of this 
Yale lock or the screws holding in or its latch to the door 
show any signs of any stress or strain or any pressure 
had been put on it? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Did you examine it for that? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now did you examine the premises for any bullet holes 
or sign of any gun fire? 
A. Yes, sir, I did. 
Q. And what. if anything, did you find? 
A. I f onnd where a pellet had traveled through the corner 
of the TV set and went into the wall, the plastered wall. 
I dug the pellet out of the wall. 
Q. Now I have a-where was that TV set? 
A. It was setting near the west wall of the bedroom. 
Q. Near the west wall-
A. May I see the picture, please, and get my directions 
correct. Sitting near the south wall. 
Mr. Taylor: Of which room? 
page 59 ~ A. The bedroom. 
By Mr. Garnett: 
Q. Now I have a pellet here in a small red box, Captain, 
and ask you whether or not you have ever seen that pellet 
before and if so, where? 
A. Yes, sir, that is the pellet that I dug out of the wall of 
the bedroom. 
Q. Are you familiar with fire arms, Captain? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What's the caliber of that pellet? 
A. It's a twenty-five caliber. 
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Mr. Garnett: I offer it in evidence, your Honor, as 
Commonwealth's Exhibit. 
Court: That would be Seven. 
The pellet was received and marked Exhibit Number 
Seven for the Commonwealth. 
By Mr. Garnett: 
Q. Did you or not receive any bullet or pellets from 
Doctor Beecroft T 
A. Yes, sir, I did. 
Q. I have in an envelope here a pellet and ask yon 
whether or not you have ever seen this pellet before and if 
_so, where? 
A. Yes, sir, Doctor Beecroft sent it to me and it's been in 
my possession ever since. 
page 60 ~ Q. What's the caliber of thatT 
A. It's a twenty-five caliber. 
Mr. Garnett: I offer that in evidence. 
The pellet was received and marked Exhibit Number Eig'l1t 
for the Commonwealth. 
By Mr. Garnett: 
Q. Captain, I hand you photographs marked One, Two, 
Three, Four, Five and Six and Seven and ask you whether 
or not they depict the scene at 373 Warwick Road, Hilton 
Village on the afternoon you just described, as you vie-wecl 
itT 
A. The photographs One, Two, Three, Six and Seven 
is the scene at 373 Warwick Road. 
Q. One, Two, Three, Six and Seven T 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Where "\Yere Four and Five taken 1 You didn't see 
thatT 
A. I did not see these (indicating). 
Q. One, Two, Six and Seven. 
Court: All of those except those that you are holding 
in your hand are the ones you observed T 
A. Yes, sir. 
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Mr. Garnett: Can we have a minute? 
Court: Yes. 
Mr. Garnett: I offer these in evidence, your Honor, as 
Commonwealth's Exhibits. ·· 
page 61 ~ The photographs were received and marked Ex-
hibits Number Nine through Thirteen, inclusive 
for the Commonwealth. 
Court : You wish to examine him further Y 
Mr. Garnett: Yes, sir. 
By Mr. Garnett: 
Q. Captain, did Earl Bailey, the Defendant in this case, 
tell you whether or not he shot the deceased, Pittman Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And when and where did he make this statement to 
ywY · 
A. On April the 12th, 1957 in the bedroom of the apart-
ment at 373 Warwick Road. 
Q. Did he tell you where he and Pittman were when the 
shots were fired that killed Pittman Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Where did he tell you they were? 
A. He was standing back in the area between the cedar 
chest and the bed. That as Pittman came into the door, 
he told him that he had a gun, fired one shot which went 
through the television set and Pittman advanced toward him. 
He fired another shot which struck him. 
Mr. Garnett: All right. Your witness. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. A. L. Bivins: 
page 62 ~ Q. Now Captain, when you went up to the apart-
ment did you find anything that hasn't been intro-
duced here today up to this point, any instrument, any 
tool? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Or weapon. What did you find? 
A. I found a lug wrench. 
Q. Where is it Y 
A. Jack-handle combination. 
Q. Where is it? 
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A. Outside the Courtroom. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: May we see it, sir. 
At this time the witness left the Courtroom and returned 
with the instrument. 
By Mr. A. L. Bivins: 
Q. Now where did you find this, Captain T 
A. That was lying on the floor of the bedroom as indicated 
in the picture. 
Court: He's referring to C-11 and C-10. 
By Mr. A. L. Bivins: 
The Judge just mentioned C-11 and C-10. Is that these 
photographs-show the position which the lug wrench was 
found by you at the time you entered the room, is that cor-
rect (indicating)? 
A. That is right, sir. 
Q. Did you make any investigation as to the 
page 63 ~ source of this lug wrench? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Well, what did your investigation reveal as to the 
ownership of it? 
Mr. Garnett: I object to that, your Honor. He has no 
way of telling any ownership and anything he would say 
about the ownership of that lug wrench would be purely hear-
say unless it came from the Defendant. 
Court: You might ask him if he knows of his own knowl-
edge who owned it. 
By Mr. A. L. Bivins: 
Q. Do you know, Captain? 
A. No, sir, I don't know who owned it. 
Q. Did you make any investigation . and learn from your 
investigation as to who owned iU 
Mr. Garnett: I object to that. 
Court: I don't think anything he learned from his in-
vestigation unless it was part of the Defendant's statement 
to him-in other words, I think if you admit part of the 
statement you got to admit the whole but what some third 
person happened to tell him-
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By:·Mr. A. L. Bivins: 
Q. Did you learn from any statement made by 
page 64 ~ the Defendant ·to you, any fact concerning a lug 
wrench! 
A. No, sir. 
Q. You did not. : Well, did you learn from-did you talk 
with Mrs. Pittman Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did she make any statement during the course of your 
inquiry! 
Mr. Harnett: Now I object to that. 
By Mr. A. L. Bivins: 
Q. Concerning the lug wrench. 
Court: Wait a second until such time-if she testifies and 
you then desire to contradict her. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: All right, sir. 
Court: I would permit you to do so but at this time she 
has not testified and I do not think it is proper evidence. 
By Mr. A. L. Bivins: 
Q. In any event, you found the lug wrench in the room 
as indicated by the picture, is that right Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. I mean as indicated by the pictures which were taken 
at the time this investigation was being made, the lug wrench 
was lying in the position to the body that the photographs 
show. Isn't that true, sir? 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 65 ~ Q. Now when you went to make the investigation 
of this apartment, you speak of the night chain 
and the thumb bolt. and also of a Yale type lock. Well, do 
you know whether or not the Yale type lock had been set or 
had been turned so as to catch and hold or not T 
A. At the time I examined the lock, it was so that the catch 
was held back into the lock. 
Q. Well, whether it had been caught or not, you cannot 
say? 
A. No, sir, I cannot. 
Q. And the breaking of the facing or frame as indicated 
by this photograph-thank you, sir, the ripping of it was 
occasioned by what, Captain (indicating photographs), from 
the pressure applied inside the door or outside the door? 
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A. That would indicate from pressure applied from the 
outside of the door. 
Q. Outside of the door, the door which led into the hall 
of the apartment, is that right, sid 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And that's the door that you-you meet or see or come 
to as you reach the top of the stairway, is that righU 
A. That's correct. 
Q. The photographs or do they show any indication of 
any tearing where the Yale type lock was located? 
A. No, sir. 
page 66 ~ Q. The photograph does show a tearing where 
the bolt type lock was located, is that righU 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And this is a portion of the chain attached to the burglar 
catch, is that-or a night catch? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. As you term iU 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Showing where it had been pulled from the door facing, 
is that righU 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now who was present when this statement was made 
in April by Mr. Bailey? 
A. Mr. Garnett, the Commonwealth's Attorney, you and 
Mr. Jacobs. 
Q. All right, and where was the statement made? 
A. In the bedroom at 373 Warwick Road. 
Q. Do you know why the statement was made at that 
time, Captain? 
A. At that particular time I did not know why. 
Q. Didn't you hear a. discussion between the persons there 
present as to why Mr. Bailey would then say that or would 
then make this statement to you for the reason indicated 
by the persons there present 1 
A. I heard that discussion after the statement 
page 67 ~ had been made. 
Q. ,i\T ell, you heard a discussion after the statement was 
made. You heard a discussion at the time the statement 
was made too, isn't that true, Captain? 
A. No, sir, not to my knowledge.· 
Q. What was the statement? Wasn't it agreed, wasn't 
an agreement entered into then and there between certain 
persons concerning this statement that you have just re-
lated? 
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A. Yes, sir, after the statement was made I understood 
the agreement. 
Q. What was the agreement, if you can relate it, and by 
whom was the agreement made or with whom was it made? 
A. The agreement was between all involved there that he 
had made this statement for the purposes to keep from hav-
ing his mother to have to come into Court and go on the 
witness stand and testify as to certain statements that he 
had made to her. 
Q. And which she in turn had related-she in turn had 
related to the police department, and the Commonwealth 
indicated he was going to call his mother as a witness against 
him, is that correct Y 
A. That was my understanding. 
Mr. Garnett: No, sir. 
Court: It doesn't make any difference. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: It doesn't make any differ-
page 68 ~ ence. Wasn't that the understanding? You didn't 
want to do it. 
Court: It seems obvious counsel agreed upon that to 
save his mother from the embarrassment of testifying. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: Yes, sir, that's the sole purpose. Wasn't 
that the purpose? . 
Court: I don't care-go ahead. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: I apologize to the Court. 
Court: Let's not discuss it any further, Mr. Garnett. 
I understand exactly. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: I don't want to misquote my friend, 
Judge, I mean-
Court: All right. It's really not necessary. - Let's go 
ahead. 
By Mr. A. L. Bivins: 
Q. Now will you please produce the bolt and the night 
chain. 
At this time the witness produced the items requested. 
By Mr. A. L. Bivins: 
Q. Now this is the night chain, is that right, Captain (in-
dicating) Y Which is this Y That is the night chain Y 
A. That is the night chain. 
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Q. Where is the part that was pulled from the 
page 69 ~ wall! 
A. You have it in your hand, sir. 
Q. This is the part that was pulled, is that right (indi-
cating)T 
A. That's correct. 
Q. And this part came on through the door; I mean the 
opening that was torn! 
A. That screw was out of this end (indicating) .. 
. Q. Out of this end and the other screw remains in the 
door facing, is that correct T · 
A. That's correct. 
Q. And what part is this (indicating) T 
A. That is the bolt, the thumb bolt. 
Q. That's the second locking device that you were speaking 
oU 
A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: Judge, we'd like to present this to the 
Court, the bolt and the night chain. 
Court: This is the-the barrel bolt what you call the thumb 
latchT 
A. That's what I call a thumb bolt (indicating). 
Mr. A. L. Bivins : And the remainder of it is attached 
to the door or to the door facing, is it T 
A. The remainder of it is attached to the door. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: To the door. Judge, we wish 
page 70 ~ to introduce this lug wrench. Of course we know 
we haven't connected it up to as to how it was 
found there ;except it was found on the premises at the time 
of this investigation· showing these photographs that your 
Honor has before y;ou. In other words, it was found there 
for whatever value that may have as of this moment. 
Court: Any objection T 
Mr. Garnett: No, sir. 
Court: That ·will be Defendant's Exhibit Number One. 
The lug wrench was received and marked Defendant's 
Exhibit Number One. 
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Court : Any further questions Y 
By Mr. A. L. Bivins: 
Q. Now there is this question, your Honor. The TV set 
you speak of, that is to the left of a person entering. throµgh 
the bedroom door, is that correct, sirT It's against· the 
south ·wall and a person coming through the entrance hall 
for the purpose of entering into. the bedroom, the TV set 
would be to the right of that person but it would be to the 
left of the individual in the room, is that correct T 
A. You walk into the door of the ,bedroom, if you standing 
directly in the door, the TV set is directly in front of you. 
One time you get into the room. 
page 71 ~ Q. It would be to your right? 
A. It would be to your right . 
. Q. But the person in the room, if facing the one who ha1;1 
,entered the room, the TV set would be to the left of the 
person already in the room. Is that correct, sir? 
A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. Now the bullet which you say you-or the pellet which 
you extracted from the wall of this room, the south wall of 
this room I believe it was, is that correct? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That bullet was extracted from the south wall of the 
room and that would be a position to the left of the person 
in the room, is that correct; to the left of the person in 
the room? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And how far was the bullet from the entrance door 
of the room; that is, from the threshold of the room, how far 
up the wall; that is, east of the point where you would enter 
the room was that bullet found T 
A .. This would be strictly be a guess. 
Q. Well guess if you please, sir. We 'II ask you to. You 
have an idea as to distance. 
A. Approximately three and a half to four feet. 
Q. Would that bullet fired in the room, be in line with a 
· person just entering the room from the hallway or 
page 72 ~ would it be to the left of that person T 
Mr. Garnett: Wait a minute now. I don't think you 
stated all the necessary f ac.ts. 
Court: Let's say, assuming that the man was standing by 
the cedar chest. . 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: Right, sir. 
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By Mr. A. L. Bivins: 
Q. Assuming that he was standing in the position which 
· you have already indicated in your testimony-
Mr. ·Garnett: He hasn't indicated any. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: Yes, he has. I said he was standing 
beside the chest. He indicated in his statement here where 
Bail,ey was standing. That's my understanding. 
Court: I have it down in my notes. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: That's what he said. 
Mr. Garnett: All right. 
By Mr. A. L. Bivins: 
Q. In other words, you already made a statement here 
today as concerning the statement made to you by the De-
fendant on the 12th day of April. You stated that this man, 
from his statement, was standing near the cedar chest or near 
the north wall of the room; that is the bedroom, is that right, 
sir? 
A. Yes, sir, between the cedar chest and the bedroom. 
Q. When a person entered the room and came through 
the doorway from the hall into the room and the 
page 73 ~ bullet wai;; fired through the television, ·entering the 
south wall; would that person be to the left of the 
line of fire or would he be in line with the fire or would 
he be to the right of iU . 
A. Assuming that he had just stepped into-
Q. Yes, sir. 
A. In through the doorway, he would be to the right of the 
line of fire. . 
Q. And the line of fire would then be to the left of that 
person. Is that-the line of fire would be to the left of the 
person in the room near the cedar chest firing a gun, is that 
right, sir? 
A .Yes, sir. 
Q. It would be to his left. I notice in examining· the 
photographs, Captain, there's a point of entry through the 
television set. Did you put any-did you put any instrument 
into this hole that was made by the passing of the bullet 
through the set (indicating a photograph) Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What did you put in there Y 
A. A piece of white tissue paper. 
Q. Is it yet there for-when the last time you examined the 
set or did you observe T 
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A. I don't believe it was. 
Q. Well, is that the relative location on the side of the set 
that you placed iU 
page 74 ~ A. Yes, sir. 
Q. In other words, this white mark on this photo-
graph shows a point of entry of the bullet through the tele-
vision. Is that correct, sir T 
A. That's correct. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: All right. 
Court: That would be near the back of the television 
set, wouldn't iU 
A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: May I indicate iU 
Court: Yes, I see it. 
By Mr. A. L. Bivins: 
Q. That was the point of entry? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Through the television set, it passed through and 
into the south wall T 
A. That's correct. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: That's all at this time, sir. 
Mr. Taylor: Stand aside. 
Court : I understand you do not wish to excuse him T 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: No, sir. 
Court: Just a second, Captain. I want to ask you a 
question. You say in the statement that the De-
page 75 r fendant made to you he made no reference to this 
tire iron, lug wrench, is that correct 7 
A. He did not go into detail. 
Court: But the agreement was that he was simply re-
peating the basic facts that he had previously related to his 
mother, is that correct T 
A. The agreement was that he-that he had shot the man. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: Now tell exactly what it was, Captain. 
You went up there and- . . . 
Mr. Garnett: I'd like to straighten him out myself. 
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Court: Can't you all agree? 
Mr. Garnett: I'd like to state what happened. 
Court: Tell me. 
Mr. Garnett: What occurred, Mr. Bivins and Mr. Jacobs, 
the Defendant and I, well, agreed to go to the premises. I 
called Captain Kennedy and asked him to meet us at the 
premises:· Previch1.sly I had discussed with counsel for the 
Defendant the possibility of stipulating that Bailey was the 
party who had actually fired the gun because I didn't want 
to call the mother of the Def enclant to the stand, if I could 
possibly help it. We went to the apartment and we-counsel 
and Captain Kennedy were discussing the matter 
page 76 r and Bailey inadvertently or anyway spontaneously 
made this statement. I said to counsel, "well now, 
he made the statement and we heard it. I will not use the 
statement, however, because we didn't come up here to in-
terrogate the witness'' and Mr. Bivins said that was quite 
all right. It would take the place of the stipulation. We 
could use the statement. Isn't that approximately-
Mr. A. L. Bivins: There's just one slig-ht varianee anrl 
that is you suggested and I agreed with you but you suggested 
rather than to have a stipulation-
Mr. Garnett: That's right. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: That you were not trying to hear what 
he had to say. 
Court: I think that's what I understood all the .time. 
Mr. Garnett: I said I wouldn't take advantage of that 
statement unless they agreed to it. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: That's right. 
Mr. Jacobs: Except this, your Honor. We ,vant the 
Court to understand that wasn't for the purpose of a com-
plete statement from the Defendant. 
Court: I understand that. 
page 77 r Mr. Garnett: We understand that. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: It tended to avoid a very 
unpleasant situation. 
Court: I understand. I want to ask yon one question. 
Was there anv evidence of the door being pried or jimmied in 
any way or simply that force had been exerted against iH 
A. None other than from the looks on the inside where 
force had been exerted from the outside. 
Court: I mean it hadn't been pried with any instrument 
such as a tire iron or anything? 
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A. No mashings on the outside.wh~tsoever. 
Court: Now you are not excused, Captain. Is there any 
objection-
Mr. A. L. Bivins : May I ask him one more question. 
RE-CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. A. L. Bivins: 
Q. Captain, do you know how much this deceased weighed? 
Do you have any evidence of thaU 
A. No, sir, I don't know how much he weighed. 
Q. You do not know. Do you know how tall he was, 
A. He was a little over six feet tall. 
Q. Well, you saw him lying prone on the floor. You saw 
the body there. Will you state to the Court 
page 78 r ·whether he was-an unusually large person or 
just a large person or a small person or what 
was his general statute 1 
A. He was a large person. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: All right, sir. 
Court: Now Captain, you are not excused. Is there any 
objection to him remaining in the Courtroom? 
Mr. Taylor: Not as far as we're concerned. 
Court: You may remain in the Courtroom. "\Ve '11 take a 
recess until 12 :00 o 'dock. 
Mr. Garnett: Your Honor, the Commonwealth rests. 
Court: Just ::i second. 
Mr. J acohs: The understanding was they would introduce 
measurements. 
1\fr. Garnett: I'm sorry. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: That covers it. 
Court: Let's take a recess. 
At this time there was a short recess after which the Court 
reconvened. 
Court: Mr. Garnett, Mr. Bivins would like an opportunity 
to confer with you a moment. You may be at ease. 
At this time the attorneys for both sides then 
page 79 r held. a brief conference after which the Court 
reconvened. 
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Mr. A. L. Bivins: Call Mr. William Bell. 
Mr. Garnett: Mr. Bell has been sitting in the Courtroom. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins : You called him. He was sworn as one 
of your witnesses. 
Mr. Garnett: Apparently the defense thought I was going 
to introduce this diagram while my evidence in chief was 
being put on. If it please the Court, I have no objection to it 
being introduced. 
Court: Is there any objection? 
Mr. A. L. Bivi:ri.s: No, sir. 
Mr. Garnett: They just asked me to do it. 
Court: That would be Fourteen. 
At this time the diagram was received and marked Exhibit 
Number Fourteen for the Commonwealth. 
WILLIAM BELL, 
called as a witness by the Defendant, being duly sworn, testi-
fied as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. A. L. Bivins: 
Q. ,State your name, age, residence and occupation. 
A. William Bell, 38; merchant, 952-15th Street, 
page 80 ~ Newport News. 
Q-. Mr. Bell, were you acquainted with the late 
Jackson Pittman 1 
A. Yes, sir, I was. 
Q. Did you know him well t 
A. Quite well. 
Q. Did you see him on the day or the 24th day of January, 
last past1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Where did you see him that day f 
A. At the Elks' Club. 
Q. What time of day did you first see him at the Elks' 
Club? 
A. I would say it was around one-thirty. 
Q. How did you happen to be there at that hour? 
A. I went there for lunch. 
Q'. All right, sir, and where was Mr. Pittman when you first 
saw him1 .. 
A. Sitting in the lounge chair. 
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Q. Did you have any conversation with him during the time 
that you and he were together at the Elks'? 
A. Yes, I did. 
Q~ Was that before or after your lunch? 
.A... After my lunch. 
Q. Well, state the circumstances, if you will f 
page 81 r A. In reference to my sitting down there? 
Q. Yes, sir, yes, sir. 
A. After I bad finished lunch, I walked into the lounge 
room and I saw Jack sitting there and I sat down and we 
started talking and during the course of the conversation he 
got a telephone call. 
Q. Do you have any recollection about the time, the time 
of day that was that he received a telephone calU 
A. It must have been close to two o'clock. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: All right, sir. 
Mr. Garnett: Close to-
Mr. A. L. Bivins: Close to two o'clock. 
Court : Close to two. 
By Mr. A. L. Bivins: 
Q. All right sir, go ahead. 
A. And be went to answer the phone and when he came 
back, sat down again. 
Q. Let me interrupt if I may. Was the phone he answered 
located in the lounge of the Elks' Club? 
A. No, he didn't-there is one in the lounge but he went 
to the one that's where the bar is; he answered that phone. 
Q. I see. All right, sir and did he return to where you 
and be had been seated together? 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 82 r Q. Now before he received this telephone mess-
age, what was his demeanor; that is how did he 
appear1 How was he acting? 
A. Well, before he received the call he was acting quite 
normal I would say. 
Q. And what was his normal conductT 
A. Very relaxed, very at ease. 
Q. Now when he returned from the telephone and again 
sat by you, did you then observe his demeanor and appear-
ance and attitute or not? 
A. Yes, I did. 
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Q. Well, was it tlie same as before he had received the 
message or not? 
A. It was not. 
Q. Well, what was the difference between the two; before 
receiving the telephone message and after receiving the tele-
phone message? 
A. Well, he appeared to be in a highly nervous and tense 
state. He was wringing his hands and (indicating) and rub-
bing his forehead. He just seemed to be very tense about 
something. 
Q. Well now, how long after he had received the message 
by telephone did you remain in the Club together? 
A. I would say fifteen minutes. 
Q. Did you leave the Club together T 
page 83 t A. Yes, sir, we did. 
Q. Where did you go together? 
A. Well, we drove back to my place of business. 
Q. And that's located where, sir? 
A. 2313 Jefferson. 
Q. Newport News Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. All right sir, now when the two of you arrived at 2313 
Jefferson Avenue, what happened at that time? 
A. I got out of the car and he slid over into the driver's 
seat and drove off. 
Q. Whose car was it that you had driven to 2313 Jefferson 
Avenue? 
A. It was my car. 
Q. Why was he driving your car away from there Y 
A. Well, he had asked me down at the Club if I would lend 
him my car as his was being serviced that particular day. 
Q. Did he tell you where it was being serviced? 
A. Yes, sir, at Suttle's. 
Q. Did you have any understanding . as to what time he 
would return your . car to you T 
A He told me that he would return it by the time I was to 
get off which was around six o'clock. 
Q. And what time was it that you turned the car over to 
him? 
page 84 t A. I would say it was somewhere between. two 
and two fifteen. I'm not too certain of that. · 
Q. In the neighborhood of that time T · · 
A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. After he drove from your place of business, drove away 
from your place of business, 2313 J e:fferson A venue, did 
you see him at any time thereafter alive Y 
A. No, sir, I did not. 
Q. Well, did you get the car back before closing time that 
eveningY 
A. No, I did not. 
Q. Well, how did you learn anything concerning the where-
abouts of your car Y 
A. Well, I received a telephone call from Arthur Eisenman 
telling me where the car was and-
Q. Where did he tell you it was? 
A. Somewhere in Warwick on a side street. 
Q. You mean in Hilton Y 
A. In Hilton or Warwick. 
Q. Did you then make any investigation of your own 
volition or what did you do Y 
A. No, at seven or seven fifteen that night I got a call from 
the police department. 
Q. ,Vhich police departmentT 
A. Warwick Police Department. 
page 85 ~ Q. Who <>alled you Y 
A. I don't know. I wasn't home at the time., 
Q. Did you la.ter communicate with the police authorities 
of the City of Warwick? 
A. Wen; I went up there. I communicated with Arthur 
Eisenman and he told me t.o come up there; he would meet 
me there and see that T would get the car back. 
Q. At what time did you go to Police Headquarters in 
Warwick? 
A. I wou]d sav it was about seven-thirty. 
Q. All right i;:ir. and did you talk with any police officers.in 
Warwick at the time ! 
A. I spoke to Captain Nicholson. 
Q. Captain Nicholson or Captain KennedyY 
A. Kennedy. I'm sorry. 
Q. The gentleman with a smile Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was he at Headquarters at the time you entered Head-
quarters? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What was the conversation you had with Captain Ken-
nedy? . 
A. Well, he-he asked-showed me this lug wrench and 
asked me if I could identify it. 
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Q. Is this what you refer to (indicating)' 
page 86 r A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Examine it and see. You say Captain Ken-
nedy showed you this? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And wanted to know if you could identify it? 
A. Tha.t 's right. 
Q. What reply did you make to that inquiry? 
A. I told him that I couldn't identify it. That we would 
have to go to the car and see if mine was missing and if it 
was, we could assume that it belonged to me. I couldn't 
identify it because I don't-never changed a tire. 
Q. Well, do you know whether you had such an instrument 
in the trunk compartment of your car? 
A. I couldn't swear to it but I know that it should have 
been one there. 
Q. Well what type of car do you own or did you own on 
the 24th of January? 
A. A 1954 Buick convertible. 
Q. Convertible? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What about the trunk arrangement? Is it the type that 
you unlock and lift the trunk lid immediately or do you have 
to do something more than that? 
A. It has a-it had a continental kit. 
Q. What is that, sir. 
page 87 r A. That's-it has a spare tire on the back and 
you have to pull the tire back before you can open 
the trunk. 
Q. Does it require more time to open the trunk of that 
type of Putomobile, that is one equipped with a continental 
kit than it does to open one not so equipped? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Had Mr. Pittman ever driven your car on any occasion 
prior to this time! 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Now where were you when Captain Kennedy exhibited 
this instrument to you? 
A. I guess you'd ccall it the squad room of the detectives. 
Q. You say prior to the time that he showed you this, you 
had never looked into the trunk compartment of your car, 
is that right, sir? 
A. I looked into it, yes, but I never-
Q. You hadn't ever observed any such instrument as 
this? 
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A. I had no occasion to. 
Q. I see. When you looked in the trunk compartment of 
your car on some occasion prior to the 24th day of January, 
had you seen a lug wrench such as is on the Judge's desk T 
A. I have seen one there, yes. 
Q. In the-
page 88 ~. A. In the trunk. 
Q. In the trunk compartment of your auto-. 
mobile? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And that was prior to January the 24th T 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now on January 24, when you went to Headquarters 
about seven-thirty o'clock p. m. and there met Captain 
Kennedy and had a conversation with him, part of which 
dealt with this lug wrench, did you then in company with 
Captain Kennedy make a further examination concerning the 
contents of the trunk compartment T 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you :find such an instrument as this lug wrench in 
the trunk compartment at that timeT 
A. No, I did not. 
Q. Well, how long prior to January the 24th had you 
examined the trunk compartment at which time you had seen 
this or a similar instrument in that compartment T 
A. I would say anywhere about six months or so. 
Q. About six months but you know definitely that it was 
in there? 
A. I would assume it was. 
Mr. Garnett: I object to that. He asked him and he said 
he couldn't swear it was in there. 
. Court: I think the objection is well taken. He 
page 89 ~ presumes it was in there. He couldn't be positive 
it was in there at the moment he loaned the car. 
Bv Mr. A. L. Bivins: 
0 Q. I mean six months prior he knows it was in there, is 
that right, sir? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Court: I think his testimony is plain. I don't think we 
have to waste any more time. 
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By Mr. A. L. Bi~s: 
Q. Did they ever turn the keys back to the car T 
A. No, sir, they did not. 
Q. Of course when Mr. Pittman drove away, the keys were 
in the ignition switch of the car T 
A. Yes, sir, they were. 
Q. And did Captain Kennedy exhibit those keys to you on 
the night you were up there talking with him T 
A. He didn't exhibit them to me, I don't believe, but he 
told me that he had them. 
Q. He told you that he had them Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. But you say they had not been returned to you T 
A. No, sir. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Garnett: 
Q. How did you open the trunk that night T 
A. I was told to bring the other set of keys that I had with 
me. 
Q. Do you know Mr. Bailey? 
A. Yes, I do. . , . 
Q. What business is he is Y 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: Objection. That has no-
Court: That has no-
Mr. Garnett: I want to show-
Court: What's the purpose T 
Mr. Garnett: I want to show he's in the used car busi-
ness. 
Court: What purpose? . 
Mr. Garnett: To show he could have gotten hold of a lug 
wrench out of a 1954 Buick. 
Court: Anyone could have gotten a hold of a lug wrench. 
Mr. Garnett: That's exactly right. . . 
Court: I sustain the objection. Any further questions Y 
Mr. Garnett: If your Honor please, I would like again 
to ask the Court to reconsider to show that Bailey is in the 
used car business. 
Court: I don't care what business he's in. I've 
page 91 ~ g-ot one in my car and I'm sure you · can walk out . 
there and find a hundred of them in· a short radius. 
Let's get along with something important. 
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Mr. Garnett: The Commonwealth takes the position it is 
important. 
Court: I overrule the objection-sustain t];ie objection. 
By Mr. Garnett: 
Q. Had you ever bought a new lug wrench, Mr.-
A. Have I ever bought a new lug wrench f 
Q. Yes. 
A. No, sir, I did not. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: We want to know, since he observed 
the loss of it, I don't know what he is ref erring to. 
Mr. Garnett: I asked if he ever bought one. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: We object to the question. 
·Court: The question is did you buy a lug wrench after 
this one was taken T 
· A. No, sir. 
By Mr. Garnett: 
Q. Did you buy one before T 
A. I never bought one. 
Q. You never bought a lug wrench in your life. And it 
was a 1954 Buick T 
A. That's right. 
page 92 ~ Q. Did you buy it newt 
A. I bought it new. 
Q. Have you ever had it serviced Y 
A. Yes, I have had it serviced. 
Q. And when you would have the car serviced, would. you 
leave it at the service center, wherever it was Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you never examined it after that to see whether 
the wrench was still there or not, is that correct Y 
A. That's correct. 
Q. So it's possible that during the service of the car, the 
lug wrench could have been removed from the back of your 
car, is that correcU 
A. It's possible. 
Mr. Garnett: All right, thank you. 
Court : Any further questio.ns T · " 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: That's all except I would like to ask you 
this. Were you. summonsed by the Commonwealth . and . by 
the defense to appear here today as a witness T . 
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Alice R .. P#tm.an. 
A. Yes, I was. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: That's all. 
Court: Any further need for this witness? 
Mr. Garnett: I have none. 
Court: You may be excusE3d, sir. 
page 93 ~ Mr. _A. L. Bivins: Mrs. Alice Pittman. 
ALICE R. PITTMAN, 
called as a witness by the Defendant, being duly sworn, testi-
fied as follows : 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. A. L. Bivins: 
Q. State your name and age and residence and occupation. 
A. My name is Alice R. Pittman, age 31, 717-Fairland 
Avenue, Hampton; housewife. 
Q. Were you married to the late Jackson C. Pittman? 
A. Yes, I was. 
Q. When did you marry him Y 
A. February the 5th, nineteen forty-two. 
Q. How old were you at the time of the marriage T 
A. Sixteen. 
Q. How old was he Y 
A. Twenty-one. 
Q. Well now, it's in evidence that you were found in the 
apartment where his body was found on the afternoon of 
January the 24th, of this year; that when the fireman who 
responded to a call entered the apartment, that he saw you 
and Mr. Bailey, the Defendant, both in the apartment; you 
being in the bedroom. Well now, will you state to the Court 
how you and Mr. Bailey happened to be in that 
page 94 ~ apartment on that afternoon with the body of Jack 
Pittman being on the floor? 
A. Yes, I will. If I may, I'd rather start at the beginning 
of that day. 
Q. Well you start at that point, if you care to, lady. 
A. I got up about seven or seven-thirty on the 24th of 
January. My husband-
Q. Anyway, you-you got up and went through the regular 
routine. Is that what you did? 
A. That's right. 
Q. Did you go with your husband any place that day; I 
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mean along about twelve o'clock or thereabouts and if so, 
where did you go 7 
A. Yes, at twelve o'clock, about I think it was fifteen after 
twelve we stopped at Mrs. M. G. Pittman's on Christopher 
Shores, picked up some packages that she wanted us to take 
to her daughter and I was going to have lunch with her 
daughter. 
Q. All right, go ahead. 
A. After leaving there I put Jackie out at the Elks' Club. 
Q. That's located in Newport News? 
A. On 32nd Street. 
Q. All right now-when you say Jack, you mean 
page 95 ~ Mr. Pittman? 
A. That's right. 
Q. All right now, what happened after that? 
A. Well, then I drove to Mrs.-well, on the way to Mrs. 
Pittman's-pardon me, Rosemary Cook's, I was having lunch 
with her and I turned down Briarfield Road. 
Q. Wait a minute. Mrs. Rosemary Cook is where you were 
going to have lunch 7 
A. Yes, sir, lunch. 
Q. And she lives where? 
A. In Russell's Court, Warwick. 
Q. Would you travel the Briarfield Road in order to reach 
her home? 
A. I did. There may be another way but that's the way I 
went. That's the way I knew. 
Q. All right, what kin, if any, is Mrs. Rosemary Cook to 
Mr. Jackson Pittman? 
A. His cousin. 
Q. First cousin? 
A. First cousin. 
Q. And you say you-Mr. Pittman, you took Mr. Pittman 
down at the Elks' and started towards Rosemary Cook's 
home to keep the luncheon appointment? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What about Briarfield Road? 
A. As I was driving down this, I spied the drug 
page 96 ~ store and on the spur of the moment I decided 
to call Mr. Bailey. I went in and found a pay 
phone and called his number. 
Q. His home number? 
A. His apartment number where he was living, not know-
ing whether he was home or not but taking a chance. His line 
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was busy and I opened the phone booth and glanced at the 
clock at the right of the phone booth. 
Q. That's in the drug store you had gone into? 
A. Yes, sir, it was twelve-thirty and I was supposed to be 
at Rosemary's at twelve-thirty and I didn't know if I would 
have time to call him or not, however. 
Q. You mean to call Mr. Bailey again? 
A. Mr. Bailey again. 
Q. All right. 
A. However, I did close the door and call him again and 
g·ot him the second time and-
Q. The second time you called, you reached him. Is that 
what you mean? 
A. That's true. 
Q. And that second call was also made in the drug store Y 
A. In the drug store. 
Q. All right. 
A. I asker him if he would please meet me at my mother's. 
He had some pictures that belonged to my son that 
page 97 ~ I wanted. My son had been asking me for them 
and his reason for having the pictures, he had 
borrowed the camera and the whole roll of film hadn't been 
used and he had put them in the drug store for me. 
Q. Mr. Bailey had done that? 
A. Mr. Bailey had done that. So I asked him if he would 
please meet me at my mother's and he said, "I can't. You 
know how Jack has been acting lately. I'm afraid of him." 
Q. Said what? 
A. '' I can't meet you. You know how J a.ck has been acting 
lately. I'm afraid of him." 
Q. Jack was Mr. Jackson Pittman? 
A. Mr. Pittman, that's true. 
Q. All right. 
A. So I said, "well he shot at me on Tuesday night and 
I'm going to leave him as soon as I feel it is safe." Mr. 
Bailey said, ''what?'' 
Q. Tuesday night would have been the 22nd of January, _ 
is that right? 
A. That's true. 
Q. Go ahead. I didn't mean to interrupt. 
A. He said, "what?" And I said, "I said I'm going to 
leave him as soon as it is safe. He shot at me on Tuesday 
night." And he said, then he said, "what time did you want 
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me to meet you." I said, "about two o'clock at 
page 98 ~ my mother's." He said, "does your mother "live 
the same place she did last summer.'' He· had 
been to the apartment-Mr. Bailey had been to the apartment 
once before, last summer, my mother's apartment in the back 
door when my father died. He drove to the back door be-
cause that was well, the street was public and I had been 
crying and I was rather upset and took me to my mother's 
at that time. 80 when I told him yes she did, I'd like for him 
to meet me at two. 
Q. You went to your mother's on that occasion to notify 
her of the death of your father Y 
A. Of my father and I told him to meet me at two and I 
would be standing at the back door waiting for him. 
Q. Well now, could he see you when y;ou stood at the back 
door? 
A. Yes. 
Q. That's on the second floor and he would be on the first 
floor? 
A. Yes, he could see me. 
Q·. All right. 
A. So I told him good-by, left and went to Mrs. Cook's, 
Rosemary Cook's. We had lunch; my mother called me while 
I was there and talked to me. Then-
Q. Does your mother work? 
A. Yes, my mother works at Rose's. She called on her 
lunch hour between twelve and one. 
page 99 ~ Q. All right. 
A. Then when I noticed the time, it was close to 
two o'clock, I knew that I wouldn't be able to meet Mr. Bailey 
at two so I asked Rosemary if I mi~ht use her phone and I 
used the phone in her kitchen right in front of her and asked 
Mr. Bailey-I didn't call him by name. I just dialed the 
number and told him I was sorry I was going to be a little 
late. It would probably be ten after two and that was all 
there and-
Q. Now did this young lady, Mrs. Rosemary Cook, the first 
cousin of Mr. Jackson Pittman, hear your conversation with 
Mr. Bailey? 
A. Yes, we were only a few feet apart in the same room. 
Q. About how close was she seated or standing to you. 
Indicate the distance? 
A. Ahout three feet. 
Q. ,v ell no, you don't have to get up. As far as from 
where you are seated to Mr. Schneider? 
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A. Just about that, exactly (indicating). 
Q. About that distance? 
A. I was standing and she was seated. 
Q. All right, go ahead. 
A. When I hung up, she said, "who was that?" 
A. I said, "a girl friend." I said, "I have got to go. 
I'm late." It was about ten of two when I made 
·page 100 ~ this call. So she said, '' oh no, you don't have to 
go. Wait a while." I sat down and waited a few 
minutes and then I got up and left. 
Q. What time did you leave her home? 
A. I think it was about eight or ten minutes after two. 
Q. All right. 
A. In fact, I'm positive of just about that time. 
Q. And-upon leaving her home, where did you then go.Y 
A. I went directly to my mother's apartment. 
Q. And that's located where? 
A. 373 Warwick Road, I believe. 
Q. All right. And what time did you arrive there, to the 
best of your recollection? 
A. Within three or four minutes after I left Rosemary's. 
Q You could drive there in that period of time, could 
you? 
A. Yes. . 
Q. Then you arrived at your mother's apartment about 
what time? 
A. It was either two ten or two twelve. 
Q. All right, n,ow after you arrived there at two ten or two 
twelve, in that neighborhood, did you meet Mr. Bailey there 
immediately or not? 
page 101 ~ A. No, he came in about ten minutes later. I 
walked in the front door and unlocked the front 
door and locked it. There were three locks ,on there; night 
latch, a bolt, and a chain. I don't know what else you would 
call it. 
Q. Now the night latch, do you mean-which one do you 
refer to as the night latch? The Yale type lock? 
A. Yes. 
Q. That's the one you called-
A. That's the one I had to open with the key. 
Q. I see. And the other bolting and chaining you did 
after? 
A. I had to do it from the inside. 
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Q. From the inside. That could not be done· from the out-
side? 
A. No, it couldn't. . 
Q. So in order-you say you admitted yourself into the 
apartment by unlocking the Yale type lock? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now you say you locked it when-after entering the 
apartment? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Are you sure it caught? 
A. I'm not sure it caught but I know that I tried to make it 
catch. 
Q. Did you try or did you just turn it when 
page 102 ~ you opened it? .. 
A. Well, I pushed it and I thought I heard-
Q. You thought it had caught? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Is that right? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now you 're inside the apartment, and what did you then 
dot 
A. I walked to the back door, opened that but left the screen 
hooked ; stood by the door a second and then I walked in the 
bedroom where I had already put my bag and got a cigarette 
and then walked back to the back door and was standing there 
smoking it, waiting for Mr. Bailey. 
Q. All right and how long after your arrival at your 
mother's apartment was it before Mr. Bailey arrived? 
A. Just about ten minutes. 
Q. And he arrived then about what time in your-to the 
best of your recollection? 
A. Two-twenty or two twenty-five, 
Q. All right, now when he arrived what did you and he then 
do? 
A. Well, he had the pictures. We walked directly in the 
bedroom. There wo:is a TV in there and we stood bv there 
and he showed me the pictures. · · 
Q. Wait just a minute. I'll ask you if these are 
page 103 ~ the pictures? 
Mr. Garnett: I'd like to see them. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: I know that. 
At this time the photographs were handed to Mr. Garnett. 
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By Mr. A. L. Bivins: · 
· Q. Are these the pictures that you had asked Mr. Bailey 
to deliver to you? 
A. Yes, they are. . 
Q. ·what are they pictures on 
A. Newport News Waterworks. 
Q. And your son? 
A. Had gone on a field trip with his class several months 
before when he made them. 
Q. Now why was he anxious ot have them, do you know? 
A. He was supposed to have them for a scrapbook pertain-
ing to his school work. · 
Q. In connection-
A. And I had given him quite a few excuses for not having 
them. I told him I had lost the slip of paper to get them out 
with and everything like that. 
Q. Did you receive them-you went there though to re-
ceive them that day? 
A. I went there to receive them. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: VVe wish to offer these seven 
page 104 r pictures as an Exhibit for the accused. I forget 
the number. 
Court: That would be Defendant's Exhibit Two. 
Mr. Garnett: No objection. 
The photographs were received and marked Exhibit Num-
ber Two for the Defendant. 
By Mr. A. L. Bivins: 
Q. Mr. Bailey came in and what did you and he then do? 
A. Will you ask that again, please? 
Q. After Mr. Bailey came into the apartment, what did you 
and he then do? 
A. Well I asked him to come in the bedroom which was the 
bedroom and living room combined. We walked in there 
and stood by the TV. He pulled the pictures out and showed 
them to me. It was a light near there. 
· Q. The same pictures? 
A. The same pictures and then after I looked at them I 
said, "have a seat." He sat on the side of the bed and I sat 
on the foot. It was a hollywood type bed. 
Q. Go ahead. 
A. I was just getting read to tell him about my trouble 
with the shooting and with .Jack when we heard this-
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Q. Just-just a minute. Let me get the pie-
page 105 r ture up here before you go forward. Now you 
say you were seated where T 
A. On the foot of the bed. 
·Q. Well, I'll ask you to examine this photograph. It's 
Commonwealth's Exhibit Ten and say whether or not this is 
the bed to which you have just referred in your testimony? 
A. Yes, it is. 
Q. All right, now y,ou are seated, indicate if you will T 
A. Right here (indicating). 
Q. That's the foot? 
A. Around here. 
Q. That's the foot T 
A. Yes, sir, this is the foot. 
Q. Where was Mr. Bailey seated T 
A. Right here (indicating). 
Q. Will you, right together with you T 
A. No, not touching. 
Q. About how much distance, if any, was between you 
and Mr. Bailey? 
A. A couple of feet. 
Q. As each of you sat on the bed? 
A. A couple of feet. 
Q. Put him-this is the foot (indicating) f 
A. Yes, sir, this is where I was (indicating). 
page 106 r Q. That's the end of it. That would be on the 
floor (indicating) T 
A. No, here (indicating). 
Q. All right, that's where you were and where was he? 
A. He was here (indicating). 
Q. He was there, indicating-about what does that indi-
cate? About midway of the bed T 
A. Just midway. 
Q. Just midway of the bed. And that's the side of the bed 
nearest the r!oor, is that correcU 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was the other side-
A. That's the wall. 
Q. Was the other side of the bed against the wall? 
A. Yes. 
Q. That would ,be the wall toward Warwick Road, is that 
right! 
A. Yes, sir. 
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Mr~ A. L. Bivins: May we agree that would be the east 
wall of that room Y 
Mr. Garnett: Yes, sir. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: East wall of the room. 
By Mr. A. L. Bivins: 
Q. The bed was against that wall Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 107 ~ Q. Now, you are seated on the bed, the two of 
you, and what conversation did you have Y 
A. We didn't. We were just getting ready to have a 
conversation. 
Q. What was said. Just tell us what had been said, if you 
will, please. 
A. Well, all had been said, he showed me the pictures and 
I made some remark about them not being very good; I didn't 
know why he wanted them. We had just been seated. I 
asked him to have a seat and I was getting ready to say 
something. I hadn't said it. 
Q. You were getting ready to say something but hadn't 
said iU 
A. No. 
Q. What happened then Y 
A. I heard a soft knock on the door. Mr. Bailey started 
to get up and when he did, I did like that (indicating) toward 
him to be-to keep seated. 
Q. You indicated by that that you touched him, did you Y 
A. Yes, sir, I did touch him (indicating) lower than-I 
touched him. 
Q. Did ou put any pressure on him to keep him from 
moving· forward Y 
A. Yes, I did. 
page 108 ~ Q. Then what happened Y 
A. Then we heard this loud knock and the 
crashing of wood. Well, I jumped up and ran to the door, 
the entrance of the apartment and tried to hold the door but 
I was-pushed back against it as Jack came in. 
Q. Now I show you Commonwealth's Exhibit Number Nine 
and ask you to examine it and indicate the door which. you 
undertook to hold Y 
A. This is the door (indicating). 
Q. This door here (indicating) Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That door leads-
A. From the hallway. 
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Q. From the hallway? 
A. Entrance to the apartment. 
Q. Is that the door you reached when you come up the 
steps! · 
A. Yes, it is (indicating). 
Q. Is that the door that you unlocked in order to enter 
the apartment Y 
A. It is. 
Q'. And you say you were holding this door Y 
A. I was trying to hold it. It was already opened part of 
the way. 
Q. Well-
page 109 ~ A. It had been-
Q. How was it being opened; by a key or how? 
A. No, my husband had pushed it in. 
Q. Well, did y;ou sense any pressure against it? 
A. Oh, yes. 
Q. As you endeavored to hold iU 
A. Yes, then I was-
Q. Beg your pardon Y 
A. Go ahead. 
,Q. Go ahead. 
A. Well, it was all very sudden. I was pushed in back of 
the door between the wall and the door as he rushed in. 
Q. In other words, as the door came open, it swung back 
against the wall; that would be the south wall, is that cor-
rect? 
A. Yes. 
Q. The wall toward the next apartment? 
A. That's true. 
Q. And you were pushed behind that door you tell the 
Courtt 
A. Yes. 
Q. And where did your husband then go Y 
A. He rushed into this room and walked about 
page 110 ~ middle way. 
Q. When you say he rushed into the room, you 
mean the bedroom-living room? 
A. Bedroom. 
Q. Combination; is that where Mr. Bailey was? 
A. That's where Mr. Bailey was. 
Q. All right. And he rushed in there you say and then 
what happened? 
A. While he was rushing, he had something under his arm 
which I thought was a gun and I don't know whether it was 
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under his coat and protruding out or under his arm pro-
truding out. I could only see something rather long and nar-
row and got larger at the end. Just then I heard a mumble 
from Mr. Bailey and two shots were fired. 
Q. Did you hear what was said, if anything? 
A. No. 
Q. Between Mr. Bailey and Mr. Pittman? 
A. No, I didn't. 
Q. Well, what was it that Mr. Pittman was holding, if 
you can tell us T 
A. I saw it later. It was a wrench like you use on a 
car. 
Q. I'll ask you to examine this and state to the CourU 
A. Yes, this is all I saw (indicating) until later. This is 
what I saw (indicating). I could only see that 
page 111 ~ much of it (indicating). 
Q. Indicating the lower portion of it, the part 
applied to the-
. A. That's true. 
Q. To the nut or bolt. Now where was this when you first 
saw it in the possession of your husband T Where was he 
holding itT 
A. Under his arm. 
Q. Indicate if you will. 
At this time the witness indicated. 
A. It was like this (indicating). 
Q. Well, did he have his hand on iU 
A. Yes, as he rushed into the room he was taking it out. 
Q. Well, did you have any impression as to ·what it was 
he started to take it out Y · 
A. I still thought it was a gun, That's all I had seen. 
Q. You thought it was a gun. Now did he pull it all the 
way out? 
A. He was pulling and had gotten-
Q. Before you got in back of him or not? 
Mr. Garnett: Just a minute now. He's leading the wit-
ness. I object. 
Court: I think your question is a little leading, 
page 112 ~ Mr. A. L. Bivins: I think it is, yes, sir. . 
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By Mr. A. L. Bivins : 
Q. Did he pull it all the way out from under his arm before 
he-you were pushed back of the door or not 7 
A. No. 
Mr. Garnett: That's leading. 
A. Not all the way before I was pushed in back of the door. 
He was still pulling. 
Q. Still pulling 7 
A. Yes. 
Q. Yet pulling. Did you see it completely before or after 
he had been shot 7 
A. After. 
Q. Not until-
A. Not until after. 
Q. All right, and where was it lying-where was it rather 
when you saw it completely after 7 
A. On the floor. 
Q. After Jackson Pittman had fallen? 
A. On the floor at the foot of his feet. 
Q. I show you Commonwealth's Exhibit Number Eleven 
and ask you if this wrench shown on the floor of this room 
is in the relative position that you saw it after your husband 
had been shot f 
A. That's where I saw it when I first noticed it 
page 113 r after he had been shot. 
Q. I'll take that. This picture shows the posi-
tion, is that right f 
A. That's right. 
Q. Well, when did you first learn that it wasn't a gun? 
A. Not until I saw it later on the floor, after he had been 
shot. 
Q. Now as this entry was made from the hall from the stair-
way rather into this hall, was there any cracking of wood 
or-
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How did he get inf 
A. There was cracking of wood. 
Q. Was it audible to you that the wood was cracking? 
A. Yes, sir, you could hear it from the the bedroom-living 
room. 
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Q. Well, after the shots had been fired what did you ~nd 
Mr. Bailey then do, if anything? 
·· A. Well, as Jack was getting ready to foll, I was in back of 
Jack. I had been in the hall after the shots were fired and 
I went in back of Mr. Bailey and Mr. Bailey rushed from 
the front and we grabbed him and laid him down on the floor, 
pulled him over to lay him on the floor. He had 
page 114 ~ sort of crumpled up, eased him.on the floor. In 
other words, we worked on him. I pulled his shirt 
up and tore out his undershirt to see where he had been 
shot. Then as we did that, I saw blood rushing from his 
mouth. Then we sat him up. Mr. Bailey-
Q. You say we. You mean you and Mr. Bailey? 
A. Mr. Bailey. 
Q. Sat him up? 
A. Sat him up and he propped him against the door while 
I ran and got a bath cloth to wash his mouth. We were afraid 
he would choke. 
Q. All right. Now let me interpose at this time.. I hand 
you Commonwealth's Exhibit Number Thirteen and ask you 
to state to the Court which door do you mean that he was 
propped against. Look at the photograph first and then turn 
it so the Court can see it, if you will please, sir. 
A. Against this door (indicating). 
Q. May I assist you in this? 
A. The door that he was (indicating)-
Q. That door which entered the bedroom opened against 
the south wall, is that right? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. The door opens and then this television set there? 
A. That's true. 
. Q. You say you and Mr. Bailey pulled him up 
page 115 ~ to this door? 
A. Yes, we did. 
Q. And did you have him seated in a position? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was-the upper part of his body resting against the 
door? 
A. No, he was limp. 
Q. Yes. 
A. I mean he was more propped like this so he could lean 
his shoulders (indicating). 
Q. Tell the Court, if you will, when did he get in this posi-
tion (indicating) that the photograph shows? 
A. That was the first position he was when he was getting 
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ready to fall and I was here and I went to him from the 
back and standing up and Mr. Bailey from the front and we 
lowered him in that position. That's when his head hit the 
door. ' 
Q. Then did you immediately lift him? 
A. Immediately we saw the blood, we propped him and 
he went to the phone to call the fire department. 
Q. Let's talk about this, wait a minute. After you had 
lifted him against the door, how did he again get in the 
position shown in the photograph? 
A. We put him back down. 
Q. You put him back down. Now you started to make 
mention of the fact that he went to the phone to 
page 116 r call. Now how do you mean? 
· A. Mr, Bailey. 
Q. TVent to the phone to call whom? 
A. The ambulance, the fire department. 
Q. Did he call them? 
A. He got the operator to call because he couldn't find the 
number. He was nervous. 
Q. '.Vell, did anyone come with the ambulance or not T 
A. An attendant came up. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: Stand up if you will please, sir, (re-
ferring to Mr. Manecke). 
By Mr. A. L. Bivins: 
Q. Can you say whether or not this is the young man 
that came up or do you have any recollection? 
A. He had a cap on. 
Q. He had a cap on. You can't say as to-
A. I know he ,vas young and that's all I know. 
Q. So-so that person came up to the apartment, is that 
right? 
A. That's true. 
Q. And what did he do, if anything? 
A. The attendant? 
Q. Yes Mam. 
A. He stooped beside him. I think he felt his pulse. 
Q. Now you say he stooped beside him. Who 
page 117 ~ do you mean? 
· A. The attendant stooped beside my husband. 
Q. All right. 
A. ,Just about, by his head and then he went-Mr. Bailey 
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made the remark-he asked what had happened and Mr. 
Bailey said-
Q. You mean the attendant T 
A. The attendant asked what had happened and Mr. Bailey 
said, '' this man has been shot'' and he left to go-he left 
the apartment I guess to go back to the ambulance. 
Q. You don't know where he went. He left T 
A. I don't know where be went. He left the apartment. 
Q. Do you recollect him making any inquiry, that is the 
gentleman that came there with the hat on, a uniform, do 
you recollect whether he made any inquiry as to whether 
or not the police had been notified? 
A. Yes, he did. He said-when Mr. Bailey said, '' this 
ml'ln has been shot'' he said, '' have the police been noti-
fied?" 
Q. You recollect that? 
A. I do remember that. 
Q. And what reply, if any, was made to that 1 
A. "No." 
Q. And then ·what occurred? You say the attendant left, 
meaning the fireman. Now go ahead. ,Vb.at happened after 
thaU 
page 118 r A. Mr. Bailey said that he was going to kill 
himself. He had messed up all of our lives and 
he asked me to hand him the gun and I stepped over my 
husband to the bed and handed it to him. 
Q. Now you handed him the gun and then what did Mr. 
Bailey do? 
A. He left-he was getting ready to leave. He said be had 
to see bis people first. 
Q. How did he leave f By the front door or back 1 
A. The back door. 
Q. And did he leave at that time? 
A. Yes. 
Q. At the time you speak of? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And of course you don't know where he w_ent from 
that point? 
A. No. 
. Q. Were you taken into custody then or do you know 
whether you were or not 1 
A. I don't know whether I was or not. I went into the 
kitchen. I was given a glass of ammonia by someone and 
then they asked me something about going down to the police 
Headquarters. 
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Q. Did you go to police Headquarters T 
A. Yes, I went there. 
page 119 ~ Q. Mter you arrived at Police Headquarters, 
with whom did you talk! 
A. Detective Fox. 
Q. Do you recognize him here today! 
A. Yes, this gentleman (indicating). 
Q. Well, had you ridden from the apartment; that is from 
the entrance to the building in which the apartment was 
located to Police Headquarters with Mr. Fox T 
A. I didn't know who had taken me down there. I didn't-
Q. Later you heard T 
A. I learned later that it was him. 
Q. Now when you reached Headquarters, did you make 
any statement to Mr. Fox¥ 
A. Yes, I did. 
Q. Did he reduce the statement to writing? 
A. Yes. · 
Q. Did you sign it T 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you see Captain Kennedy there at any time during 
the course of the statement? 
A. He walked in the room just as the statement was being 
ended. 
Q. And how soon, do you know what time it was that you 
signed the statement or do you have any recollec-
page 120 ~ tion of that T 
A. No, I don't. 
Q. You do not but it was made and signed on the afternoon 
of this occurrence, was it not? 
A. Yes, immediately afterwards. 
Q. Immediately afterwards. What time were you released 
or did you leave Police Headquarters that afternoon T 
A. I left as soon as I :finished the statement. 
Q. Do you have any recollection as to the time? 
A. I believe it was about a quarter of five. I'm not sure. 
Q. About four forty-five is your recollection, is that right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Now you made the statement that you have referred 
to voluntarily, did you? 
A. Yes. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: Judge, we'd like to offer the original 
statement. 
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Court: What difference does it make what statement she 
made. That would be hearsay, wouldn't it 7 
Mr. Garnett: Self-serving statement she got-
Mr. Jacobs : It isn't self-serving. 
Court: Even if you had the statement, I 
page 121 ~ wouldn't let it in so there wouldn't be any need 
of producing it . 
. Mr. A. L. Bivins: All right. 
By Mr. A. L. Bivins: 
Q. You left you say at four forty-five and did you later 
have any further conference with the Police? 
A. Four forty-five, that was on Thursday. On Sunday 
after my husband's funeral, on Saturday, I did. 
Q. And who called you to request that you again return to 
Police Headquarters? 
A. Captain Kennedy. 
Q. Did you comply with his request and go hack to Police 
Headquarters 1 
A. Yes, I did. 
Q. Did you make any further statement or noU 
A. I don't quite understand that question. I talked to him 
but it wasn't typed up or written up. 
Q. It was not. Nothing else was written, is that righU 
A. That's true. 
Q. Have you been back to Headquarters since the second 
visit that you made, the second visit being on Sunday follow-
ing January 24? 
A. Only yesterday when he went to meet Captain Kennedy, 
yes, sir. 
Q. Well, for no purpose of giving any ad-
page 122 ~ ditional statement, is that right? 
A. No. 
Q. Now were you summonsed to appear today both by 
the Commonwealth and by the defense? 
A. Only by the Commonwealth. 
Q. Only by the Commonwealth. Now you were present 
when the entry was made to the apartment by Mr. Pittman T 
A. Yes. 
Q. Mr. Bailey I believe you testified was in the bedroom-
living room, is that right? 
A. That's true. 
Q. Was there any way for Mr. Bailey to get out of that 
apartment? 
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A. No, sir. 
Q. After the door had been-erashed without passing by 
Mr. Pittman? 
A. No, sir. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins : Witness with you. 
Court: Well, it's five minutes past one. I presume the 
cross examination would be rather lengthy. We'll adjourn 
to five minutes past two. 
At this time the Court recessed for lunch, after which the 
Court reconvened at 2 :15 p. m. 
AFTERNOON SESSION. 
Court: There are no witnesses in the Court-
page 123 ~ room who have not yet testified? 
Mr. Garnett: Are you all through with the 
witness? 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: Yes, sir. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Garnett: 
Q. Mrs. Pittman, I realize that this is quite an ordeal 
for you and the ref ore I will be as brief as possible. There 
are a few little items in your testimony I would like to 
clear up. For instance, how long had you known Mr. Bailey? 
Mr. A. L. Bivins : We object to the question, your Honor, 
as being immaterial. 
Court: I will overrule the objection. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: All right, sir. We of course note 
an exception. 
Court: Note your exception. 
A. Since I was in high school. 
By Mr. Garnett: 
Q. Since you were in high school? 
A. Yes, yes, sir. 
Q. How long-had Mr. Bailey and your husband been 
pretty close acquaintances? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Pretty close friends, weren't they? 
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A. Yes. 
page 124 r Q. And how long had they been friends T 
A. I think since about '47, 1947. 
Q. About ten years Y · 
A. Yes. 
Q. You were married I believe in 19-
A. Forty-two. 
Q. Forty-two Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. Now Mrs. Pittman, had you at any time been dating 
Mr. Bailey? 
A. Ihad-
Mr. A. L. Bivins: We object to that, your Honor. 
Court: Objection overruled. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: All right sir, we save the-save the 
objection, your Honor. We save the objection. 
Court : I understand. 
A. Would you ask the question again Y 
By Mr. Garnett: 
Q. The question was had you at any time been dating Mr. 
Bailey? 
A. Well, may I explain in my own words Y 
Q. You may answer the question, please and then you may 
explain it. 
A. No. 
page 125 r Q. YOU had not? 
A. No. 
Q. Had y;ou been meeting him at any place Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. How long had that been going on? 
A. Well, there was a-from May until June 17, about the 
second week in May to June 17, Mr. Bailey had been to my 
home. I had ealled him there and asked him quite a few 
questions concerning something between my husband and 
myself. 
Q. That was in May of what year? 
A. '55. 
Q. Of 1955? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Was that the first time you had met him alone that 
way? 
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A. Yes. 
Q. And you had called him on that occasion to your 
home? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Was your husband in this country at that time or 
not? 
A. No, he wasn't. 
Q. Where was he? 
A .. He was traveling in Europe. 
· Q. Traveling in Europe. And he was away 
page 126 ~ for some six weeks or more? 
A. Yes, six weeks. 
Q. And during that period of time you did see Mr. Bailey 
rather frequently? . . . 
A. I saw him maybe six or eight times. 
Q. And where would you meet him on these occasions T 
A. Well, he had been to my home which was nothing 
unusual. My husband invited.him there; my children thought 
nothing of it. 
Q. I'm talking about while your husband was in Europe. 
A. That's what I am talking about too. 
Q. But you spoke of having seen him six to eight times 
while your husband was in Europe and now I would like 
to know if I may, Mrs. Pittman, where would you meet him 
on these occasions? 
A. When I would leave the house. 
Q. He did not come to the home there-
A. Yes, he had been to the home. I mean sometimes a 
friend was with him. 
Q. But I'm talking about when you would meet him 
alone. 
A. When I would meet him alone, I just went out to a drive-
in like any place like you go to buy a hamburger or hot-
dog. 
page 127 ~ Q. You would drive out on a pre-arrangement 
to meet him there? 
A. Yes. 
Q. So during that period of time you did not entertain 
him alone there where your children were? 
A. No, I actually wasn't alone with him hardly any. 
Q. You and your husband were living together then? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You had been having some marital difficulties? 
A. Yes, we had. 
Q. How long had tha.t been going on Y 
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A. About seven years. 
Q. About seven years 7 
A. Yes. 
Q. So that would make your marital difficulties having 
been going on 1955, seven years, about nine years T 
A. No, .seven years ago from this date. 
Q. From this date? 
A. Yes. 
Q. So that would have made your marital difficulties 
having arisen after Mr. Bailey had begun to visit your home 
as a friend of your husband's, is that correct! 
A. I had tl'loubles before he visited there. 
Q. I understood you to say that you-that your husband 
and Mr. Bailey had been close acquaintances for 
page 128 ~ ten years T 
A. That's true. 
Q. And that you had been having marital difficulties for 
seven years. Now that would make it after-
A. Well, I haven't been a friend of his as long as my 
husband had. He didn't come to my home all that time. 
Q. I understand Mrs. Bailey-Mrs. Pittman, that you 
perhaps were not a friend as long as your husband but my 
question was that your marital difficulties with your husband 
began after your husband had become a close acquaintance 
with Mr. Bailey! 
A. Yes. 
Q. Now Mrs. Pittman, you spoke of your husband having 
shot at you on the Tuesday before the Thursday on which 
he was-he met his death. Now where did that take place 
exactly? 
A. In my living room on 17 Fairland Avenue, in Hamp-
ton. 
Q. That was in Hampton T 
A. Yes. 
Q. What kind of a pistol did your husband own or gun 7 
A. A thirty-eight. 
Q. A thirty-eight. And you were living in an apartment, 
were you? 
page 1.29 ~ A. No, sir, a home. 
Q. A home. Now Mrs. Pittman, was that shot 
fired in the presence of anyone beside yourselfT 
A. You . mean .. anyone in the room or in the home T 
Q. In the room 7 
A. No, I was the only one in the room other than my hus-
band. 
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Q. Now, was there anyone else in the home? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And who was pres·ent T 
A. My daughter was in her bedroom adjoining the living 
room and my son was in his room upstairs over the living 
room. 
Q. And how old is your daughter T 
A. Now she's thirteen. She was twelve at that time. 
Q. Twelve and sleeping in the adjacent room? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And so far as you know, the shot never wakened herf 
A. I don't know about that. I went and got in bed with 
her and she was awake then but she didn't say whether it did. 
I didn't question her. 
Q. Now you remember discussing with me this situation 
on yesterday? 
A. Yes. 
page 130 r Q. Now to refresh your memory, didn't you tell 
me on yesterday in the presence of Mr. Taylor 
and Captain Kennedy that when you g,ot in bed with your 
daughter after the shooting, that your daughter then roused 
up and put her arm around you T 
A. That's true. 
Q. So she was not awake when you got in there? 
A. No, I'm not sure. I think she was and keeping it to 
herself. The minute I got in there, she put her arm under 
me and one over me. 
Q. So you think she was perhaps awake and was keeping it 
to herself? 
A. She heard some confusion I believe, whether she heard 
the shot or not. 
Q. Now was that shot fired as a result of some quarrel 
that you had had with your husband T 
A. No, my husband was drinking and he had decided that 
tonight was the night to look for Mr. Bailey and kill him. 
Q. Had he told you that T 
A. Yes, he had told me that he wanted me to go with him 
to look for Mr. Bailey to kill him. 
Q. On that night? 
A. On that night. 
Q. Now you didn't tell us that yesterday, did you T 
A. Did you ask me T 
Q. Well you were relating what had occurred. 
page 131 r A. I told you about the shot but you didn't ask 
me why or anything. 
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Q. Don't you recall that I asked you on yesterday whether 
or not there had been an argument and you told me yes there 
had been an argument over Mr. Bailey. 
A. Yes. 
Q. There had been an argument over Mr. Bailey? 
A. But only because I wouldn't go with him to look for 
him to kill him. 
Q. And when-where exactly were you in this room when · 
this shot was fired? 
A. I was sitting on a chair in the living room. 
' · Q. And where was your husband T 
A. He was sitting on the sofa. 
Q. And you were only some two to three feet away, were 
you not? 
A. Not over three or four just about that I guess. 
Q. Well-
A. You can go to my house and measure it. I can show 
you. 
Q. No, we can I think accomplish it right here. This 
far (indicating) ? 
A. I '11 say this is the sofa. The chair is-the sofa extends 
here and he was about middle way of the cushion and stand 
right there, if you don't mind (indicating) but 
page 132 ~ sideways (indicating) . 
. At this time Mr. Garnett then stood as directed by the 
witness. 
A. A fraction further, and I was seated. 
Q. Just .about this distance (indicating) Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. You have your husband's g1.rn 1 
A. No, I don't. 
Q. Do you know where it is? 
A. I don't. Mr. Jacobs did have it. 
Mr. Garnett: I wonder if counsel will let me have 
iU 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: Yes, sir. 
By Mr. Garnett: 
Q. This is your husband's gun (indicating)? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Where did he keep this gun? 
A. Sometimes it was in the car; sometimes it was-in the 
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glove compartment. Sometimes it was on the seat. Some-
times in the chest of draw-ers in our bedroom and then again 
it's been in the bed with me. 
Q. Where was it on this particular night T 
A. In his pocket, in his hand in his pocket until he pulled it 
out. 
Q. And when he pulled it out, was it a sudden 
page 133 ~ movement or did he pull it out and point it at 
you and threatened you before he shot at you T 
A. He threatened me before he shot. 
Q. What did he do T 
A. I didn't believe him. I just sat there. 
Q. Y:ou had no reason to believe ·he would kill you, did 
you! 
A. I don't have any reason to believe anything like that. 
Q. When he pointed this gun at you, did he point it at 
arm's length or did he shoot from the hip T 
At this time the witness indicated. 
A. About like that (indicating). 
Q. About like that. Now, he was so close that he could 
have shot you in the pupil of your eye if he wanted to? 
A. Well, he went for the ear. 
Q. He went for the ear. He could have killed you right 
then if he wanted to, couldn't he T · 
A. Yes, sir, and I thought he had. 
Q. But he didn't kill you T · 
A. No. 
Q. And yoi1 don't believe he really intended to kill you, 
did he? 
A. He was drinking. I believe it was possible he could 
have and couldn't meant to ,or he could have 
page 134 ~ meant to. 
Q. Didn't you tell me yesterday that you had 
no idea your husband intended to kill you because he could 
have shot you and killed you, if he wanted to T 
A. I don't think I used the word, '' I had no idea he 
intended to kill me.'' I said he could have killed me if he 
wanted to. 
Q. He could have killed you if he wanted to T 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. He didn't fire the second time T 
A. No, he just got ready to. 
Q. What did you do? 
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A. After he fired, I jumped up first. I told him that he 
ruined my wall. I'm not going to get smart--
Q. The first thing you-
A. I'm not going to get smart with a drunk man with a 
gun in his hand. 
Q. I'm asking. The first thing that popped into your 
mind when your husband fired at you from the space of three 
feet, that he had ruined your wall Y 
A. And then I jumped up, as I said that, to make my way 
to the phone. 
Q. What did he do Y 
A. He came at me with the gun and put it in my stomach. 
Q. Put it in your stomach. Right against it Y 
page 135 ~ A. Yes. 
Q. Right against your stomach Y 
A. Yes, sir, pressure. 
Q. He could have fired if he wanted to Y 
A. If I had made the call he would have shot me in my 
stomach. 
Q. You believe he would have? 
A. I believe that part. 
Q. Did you attempt to make the call Y 
A. I told him I was going to call the police and he had 
the gun on me. When I said that, he pushed and said, "you 
better not" and I said, "I'm going to call my mother." He 
said, "you better not." "I'm going to call my mother" and 
then I sat down and jumped up and ran in the bedroom and 
got in bed with my daughter. 
Q. Did he make any other threat toward you Y 
A. Yes, he came in with the gun in the bedroom. 
Q. When you sat in the chair? 
A. No. 
Q. Why did you jump up and run in the bedroom T 
A. After I had it pressed in my stomach, I was going to 
get away from him as quick as I could. 
Q. I understood after he got it pressed in your stomach, 
you went and sat in the chair. 
A. I didn't read a novel. I sat down in a 
page 136 ~ chair and then I jumped up and jumped in the 
· bed with my daughter, thinking she could protect 
me. 
Q. Thinking this twelve year old daughter-
A. Yes, sir, she was around, he got out of the room. 
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Mr. A. L. Bivins: Let her finish. 
Court: Did you have anything else you wish to add T 
A. What I was going to say, after my daughter aroused, 
my husband was standing over me with the gun and told me I 
was going upstairs to sleep. He saw her aroused and grab 
me with both arms like that (indicating), he walked out of the 
room and I didn't see him any more until the next morning. 
Q. He told you you were going upstairs and sleep with 
him. That's what he meanU 
A. Yes. 
Q. And your little daughter roused up and grabbed you 
around the body T 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And he left the room but you never told your little 
daughter what bad happened T 
A. No, the next morning they asked about that and I 
told-the holes in the wall and I told them their father had 
shot a gun. I didn't say be was shooting at me or anything 
else. 
Q. You just told them that. You never did 
page 137 ~ report this incident to the police, did you? 
A. No, I didn't. 
Q. Why didn't you? 
A. Well, the reason I didn't, the next morning he stayed 
at home with me. The next morning was Wednesday. 
Q. The next morning was Wednesday? 
A. This tragedy happened on Thursday. He stayed at 
home with me until I left the house. Then we went by his 
store for breakfast and-
Q. He cooked your breakfast? 
A. Yes, we stayed-he stayed with me until he knew I was 
with someone else and then he went back home before I could 
get there. I didn't have a chance to call anyone. 
Q. On the Tiext morning you arose at the home; you made 
no effort to leave the home during the night? 
A. No. 
Q. You had ample opportunity because your husband was 
sleeping-? 
A. I fell asleep soon afterwards. 
Q. What? 
A. I fell asleep soon afterwards. 
Q. Yon hi:id ample opportunitv to leave the home because 
your husband had gone upstairs? 
A. I don't know. I don't know whether he went upstairs 
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or whether he just sat in the living room. I don't 
page 138 r know-where he went. · 
Q. You don't know where he went? 
A. I don't know if .he stayed in the living room or went 
upstairs. I didn't listen. 
Q. You think you fell asleep shortly thereafter so you never 
really thought that this was any real attempt on your life~ · 
did you? · 
A. Yes, I did. 
Q. And notwithstanding that, with the man you had in the 
next room with a gun in a drunken condition, you fell right 
off to sleep. Is that what you tell this Court 7 
A. I don't think he would have gotten me for my daugh-
ter. 
Q. You don't think he would. He would have made that 
distinction, drunk or sober? 
A. I don't-
Q. Now the next morning you arose and he was at home 7 
A. Yes. 
Q. And he stayed there? 
A. He stayed until we left together. 
Q. And you left together? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You get your children off to school? 
A. Yes. 
Q. They went to school and things were 
page 139 r pleasant? 
A. No, we weren't speaking so it was pleasant. 
We didn't fuss. 
Q. You weren't speaking so it was pleasant. So you 
went-nevertheless with him to the store 7 
A. Yes. 
Q. You didn't have to go? 
A. Yes, I wanted to use the car and in order for me to use 
it, I had to take him by there. He had some errand be had to 
attend to. · 
Q. And he cooked your breakfast for you? 
A. Yes, only because no one in the store knew bow to cook. 
Q. Mam? 
A. No one else in the store knew how to cook. 
Q. You knew how to cook? 
A. Not on that grille at the store. 
Q. You could have cooked at home? 
A. Yes, but he was in a hurry. 
Q. He was in a hurry but were you? 
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A. If I wanted to get that. car I was. 
Q. You could have dropped him and gone anywhere to get 
your hreakfast? · . 
A. That's the other way. I live in Hampton and I have 
to drive to Newport News and then go back to Hampton. • · 
Mr. Garnett: Please answer my question. 
page 140 ~ Mr. A. L. Bivins: She's trying to explain 
it. 
Court: I think-
Mr. A. L. Bivins : She has a right to, may it please__;. 
Court: I think her explanation is perfectly proper. 
By Mr. Garnett: 
Q. You could have dropped him there and gone anywhere 
you wanted to, to get your breakfast? 
A. Yes but I wanted to eat with him. It wouldn't cost me 
anything. 
Q. So you wanted to eat with this man? 
A. He offered me my breakfast and he was my husband. 
Q. And you sat down and ate with him? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Because he was your husband, isn't that righU 
A. Yes. 
Q. So you weren't frightened of him that morning, were 
you? 
A. No, there were a lot of people around us. 
Q. You weren't frightened of him, were you? 
A. No. 
Q. There weren't a lot of people around when you got in the 
car and drove off alone with him? 
A. No, but it was daylight. 
page 141 ~ Q. But you still weren't frightened of him? 
.A. .All was on my mind was when I could get 
away. 
Q. When you :finally got away, where did you go? 
· .A. Well, went to the store; had breakfast, left there and we 
both went to the Bank of Virginia. I waited outside for him. 
I drove around in the car and then I parked in front waiting 
for him and then I drove him hack to the store. He went in 
and I went back, a friend of mine's house and stayed about 
thirtv minnteR nnd left there, went to 373 Warwick Road and 
h:c>d lun~h with mv mother. Then I went back. Jackie told me-
my husband had told me when I was through-with whatever 
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I had to do to come back and pick him up at the store or 
to call so I went to this friend's that I had originally been 
that morning, called him and he wasn't home-I mean he 
wasn't at work. He was at home. The girl told me that 
worked for him so then I called him at home and he told 
me that he was moving some things out in the garage; 
for me to stay where I was for a while if I wanted to. And as 
soon as I hung up, he called back in about five minutes and 
said it was raining; for me to come pick him up, come home 
and pick him up and we only ha.ve the one car. So I went 
home and picked him up and then he took me back to this 
same girl friend's house and said that he wanted to go and 
use her phone; that Rosemary Cook had called him. This is 
on Wednesday now. That Rosemary Cook had called him and 
wanted to see him about something and I made 
page 142 r this remark that she should come to see him if she 
wanted to see him. They had never been friendly 
so he said, "well, I'll call her." He went in this lady's 
house and Mrs. Cook's line was busy. He walked back out 
and said, '' I '11 just drive on up there'' and I stayed at the 
woman's house until four thirty until my husband picked me 
up again that afternoon. 
Q. So during the entire day you had ample opportunity 
to use Your phrase, to get away, didn't you? · 
A. Well, I thought after I had threatened to call the police 
that ,Jack would calm down. I don't think people would want 
to be embarrassed all the time he was with people in town. 
Q. I dirfo 't ask you what you thought. I asked you whether 
you had ample opportunity to get away from him during the 
day? 
A. Not unless I stole the car. I was supposed to be at 
certain phces every time and he knew where I was going 
to be. I didn't have the time from the time I picked him up 
until he saw me again. 
Q. Now on the evening after this alleged shooting, your 
husband took you to dinner, didn't he1 
A. That same night, Wednesday night. 
Q. Yes, the evening after you alleged he shot at you 1 
A. Yes. 
page 143 r Q. He took you to dinner and you went to a 
movie~ 
A. Went to a movie and then to dinner. 
Q. All rig-ht, you went to a movie and then you went to 
dinner together, isn't that correct 1 
A. That's correct. 
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Q. And you came home that night and you occupied the 
same bedroom, isn't that correct T 
A. That's correct. 
Q. And you got up the next morning, leave the house to-
gether! 
A. Yes, but I wouldn't have left the house if it hadn't 
been planned between Mrs. Cook and my husband. I had 
planned to staying home that day. 
Q. To straighten up the apartment T 
A. That's right, the house. 
Q. I mean the house, to straighten up your home. That's 
why you had planned on staying at homeT 
A. Yes, I had. 
Q. Isn't that correct T 
A. That's correct. 
Q. So did you undertake to straighten up this home the 
next dayT 
A. No, because before we went out to dinner that night 
Mrs. Cook called and asked me to come to her house for 
lunch which would have been the following day, 
page 144 ~ Thursday. And I was curious enough to wonder 
what my husband and Mrs. Cook had talked 
about and I accepted the invitation and I turned to my hus-
band and told him I was sorry I couldn't stay home and clean 
because his cousin had invited me to lunch and he said, "go 
ahead.'' 
Q. So you went to Rosemary Cook's for lunch because you 
were curious to find out what she and Mr. Pittman had dis-
cussed! 
A. Yes, I was and that was my purpose in being out of the 
house that day. 
Q. That was your purpose in being out of the house that 
day. You didn't leave the house that day until what time! 
A. I left the house Thursday morning just before noon; 
it was was eleven thirty, just about eleven thirty. · 
Q. Eleven thirty? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Where did you go f 
A. My husband had opened the store that morning. He 
came by and picked me up at home at eleven thirty. We 
went by there and went by an appliance store on Kecoughtan 
Road and then after leaving there we went by Mrs. M. G. 
Pittman to pick up some things that Mrs. Pittman had for 
her daup;hter, Rosemary. She knew I was going there. Then 
we left there and went to the Elks' Club and I put him out 
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at the Elks' Club and then I went to Rosemary, after using 
the phone at the drug store. 
page 145 ~ Q. What did you do with the cleaning that you 
had .in the back of the car Y 
A. It wa.s still there that night. Mr. Fred Suttle brought 
it to me. 
Q. Now it was twelve thirty when you called Mr. Bailey Y 
A. That's true. 
Q. And you remember that because you looked at the 
clock? 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. Where does Mr; Bailey live Y 
A. Well, I understand now that he lives with his parents. 
Q. Where did he live then Y 
A. Kecoughtan Court. 
Q. ·what was the number of it Y 
A. Pardon? 
Q. · What was the number Y 
A. I don't know that. All I know was the floor. 
Q. What floor was it Y 
A. Third floor. 
Q. Did you know the building? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Had you ever been there Y 
A. Yes, I have. 
Q. Now when you got the Defendant on the 
page 146 ~ phone you asked him to meet you at y-our 
mother's? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You told him that your husband had shot at you? 
A. That's true. 
Q. He expressed fear of meeting you Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. Right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Just what did he say? 
A. When I asked him to meet me, I asked him first if he 
had those pictures. I wanted those pictures and then I-he 
said, '' you know· I'm afraid to meet you. You know how 
Jack has been actin~ lately.'' That's what he said. Then 
when I said, "well Jack shot at me Tuesday nfo;ht" he said, 
"what?" And I reapted it and I sa.id, ".Jack shot at me 
Tuesday night and I'm goi.ng- to leave him again as soon as I 
feel safe" and then. he said, "where shall I meet you, and at 
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what time.'' Asked if · she lived in the same place she had 
last summer. . 
Q. So you met him or made the arrangements to meet him: 
solely for the purpose of exchanging these pictures Y 
A. Yes. · 
Q. Nothing elseY 
A. No, I was going to tell him the other too; I had told 
him a little on the phone and I was going to tell him about the 
shot being fired and so forth. 
page 147 ~ Q. Now you went on to Rosemary Cook'sY 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you had lunch. ·Now Rosemary knew that you 
had been having difficulties with your husband, didn't she? 
A. I had been away from him for almost a year. Yes, I 
guess she did. 
Q. She knew that. She knew you had just gone back to 
himY 
A. I didn't tell her but she knew it. 
Q. Aud after you had lunch I believe you said yesterday 
that you thought it was between probably ten and five minutes 
to two? 
A. Pardon Y After lunch Y 
Q. Yes. . 
A. I '11 let you finish your question. I didn't understand 
you. 
Q. I believe you said it was between ten and five minutes to 
two because you called Mr. Bailey again Y 
A. I believe it was exactly ten of two. 
Q. Exactly ten of two? 
A. By her clock. I didn't have a watch on. I didn't 
look at that. 
Q. And you called him to tell him you were going to be 
late? 
A. Yes, she had talked so much I knew I 
page 148 ~ wonldn 't get away. 
Q. And she was in the room Y 
A. Yes, sir. It was in her kitchen. 
Q. But she couldn't hear Bailey's voice? 
A. No, she couldn't. 
Q. And you never called Bailey by name Y 
A. No, I didn't. 
Q. And would you repeat again the conversation you had 
on the phone? 
A. Well, when I called him, of course he answered so I 
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didn't have to call his name. I just said, "I'm sorry I'm go-
ing to be late. I won't be there until at two. Until ten after 
two." 
Q. That was all you said Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. And you hung up the phone Y 
A. I guess I said good-by. 
Q. Well that was all the conversation and you hung up the 
phone? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And when this cousin asked you-
A. She was my husband's cousin,not mine. 
Q. I understand that. When she asked you to whom you 
were talking, you said what? 
A. I said a friend. I don't know if I said a 
page 149 ~ friend or a girl friend but I meant the same. 
Q. Didn't you think that that would maybe 
arouse her suspicion Y 
A. Well frankly I thought it was none of her business ask-
ing me. I thought it was very rude. I wouldn't ask anyone 
who they were talking to. 
Q. I didn't ask you that. I asked you whether or not 
you thought that would arouse some suspicion. 
A. No, sir, I didn't think of it. Not being nosey, I didn't 
think anvone else would be nosev. 
Q. Diel you really expect Mr: Bailey to be in Hampton 
at ten minutes to two when he was supposed to be in Warwick 
at ten minutes after two o'clock? 
A. What? 
Q. Did you expect Mr. Bailey to be in Hampton at ten 
minutes to two when he was supposed to be in Warwick at 
two o'clock? 
A. What? 
Q. Did y,ou expect Mr. Bailey to be in Hampton at ten 
minutes to twoY ' 
A. He was in Hampton when I called him. 
Q. Did you expect him to be in Hampton at ten minutes 
to two when he was supposed to be in Warwick at two 
o'clock? · 
A. What Y I don't understand vou. 
Q. "\Vhat made you think he would be in Hamp-
page 150 ~ ton at ten minutes to two? 
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Court: Why don't you ask her at the Kecoughtan apart-
ments? 
A. I don't know what made me think. I took a chance. 
I would have left her right then if he had been gone. Rather 
than be abrupt and break away, I took a chance and told him 
I would be late. 
Q. You didn't by chance make this phone call to create . 
any suspicion, did you Mrs. Pittman Y 
A. Of course not. 
Q. And you are certain you dialed the Kecoughtan number 
rather than the number in your mother's apartment, 
A. Why of course. I know the number right now so I must 
know it. 
Q. You knew his phone number Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. You must have been calling him quite often? 
A. Oh yes, I had been away from my husband for a 
year. 
Q. Now as a matter of fact, you and Mr. Bailey had planned 
to be married, hadn't you Y 
A. That's true. 
Q. Now you say Mr. Bailey had borrowed your son's 
camera? 
A. Yes. 
page 151 ~ Q. What kind of camera was it? 
A. I think it's one of these little Brownie 
Hawkeye. Just a little fourteen dollar camera with a flash, 
flash unit. 
Q. When had he borrowed that? 
A. Before Christmas. 
Q. Before Christmas? 
A. Yes. 
Q. When did he return it? 
A. I got it back just recently. 
Q. Just recently? 
A. Yes, the camera. 
Q. Mrs. Pittman, why didn't you get the camera on the 
day you exchanged the pictures. Didn't your little boy 
want his camera back Y 
A. My little boy didn't know the camera was missing. 
He has two exactly alike and one had been broken and he 
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hadn't used the camera. He didn't know it was missing. It 
was in a box. 
Q. You mean you hadn't told the little boy you had loaned 
the camera to Mr. BaileyT 
A. No, I hadn't. 
Q. You had not told him T 
A. I had not told him. 
Q. What had you told him about the pictures T 
A. He kept asking about his film being de-
page 152 r veloped and well, I asked him on-Mr. Bailey on 
several occasions before I went back to my hus-
band, about it and he said he lost the slip of paper so when 
my son would a~k me where they were, I said Edna's place a 
little slow in putting them in. 
Q. Why were you so reluctant to tell your son you had 
loaned Mr. Bailey the camera? 
A. He didn't ask me, I didn't tell him. He hadn't missed 
it. 
Q. Why did you have to make up excuses about where 
the film was? 
A. Because I had told him I had put the film in. 
Q. Why didn't y;ou tell him Mr. Bailey had done it? 
A. At the time I told him I had it in my pocketbook and 
nothin~ had been done and then he got it back. 
Q. You had the film in your pocket and nothing had been 
done I understood you to say when you loaned Mr. Bailey the 
camera? 
A. I was with him. 
Q. Wait a minute. I understood when you loaned Mr. 
Bailey the camera he had, the film was in it because he took 
the film out of that camera f 
A. May I explain. 
Court: Yes. 
A. I loaned Mr. Bailey the camera and the film was with 
it in it and ·we took pictures and I was going to 
page 153 r have the film developed and when he put these 
others in, he put these others with it. 
Q. Didn't you tell us yesterday the reason Mr. Bailey had 
those film with him was because they had-that there was 
some film left on the camera and that you had-that he had 
taken it and had run off the rest of the roll of film and that 
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was why that he had put it in along in the drug · store, 
. wherever it was, along with the rolls of film that he had 
taken? 
.A. That's sure and I'm telling you the same thing today. 
Q. I understood you to say that when you told-when your 
son first asked you where the film were, you had the · film 
in your pocketbook Y 
.A. I did but we turned around and he took them back. 
I can't take pictures and carry a film around. He took my 
film back when he put his in. 
Q. How long-
.A. I can show you film at home that I haven't developed. 
They have been there I guess for years. 
Q. How long after you had given Mr. Bailey the camera 
was it that you gave him back the film f 
.A. It was the next night. 
Q. The next night f 
.A. The next night. 
Q. Now I ask you again, why didn't you tell 
page 154 ~ your son that Mr. Bailey had put the film in Y 
.A. I can't give you an answer. 
Mr . .A. L. Bivins: That's the second time. I object to the 
question. 
Court: I overrule the objection . 
.A. I don't know why I didn't. 
By Mr. Garnett: 
Q. You don't know why. Did you have any reason to hide 
it from your son f 
.A. No. 
Q. No reason. Now, your little boy had taken these pic-
tures on a school field trip? 
.A. That's right. 
Q. And was making a scrapbook for school T 
A. That's true. 
Q. Illustrating his field trip. Now you said you didn't 
know why your little boy wanted the pictures back? 
A. I did say that f 
Q. Yes, you said that. I will refresh your memory. 
Court: .Ask her if she said that. 
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By Mr. Garnett: 
Q. I will refresh your memory. You testified that when 
Mr. Bailey showed you the pictures you said, "they're not 
very good. I don't know why he wanted them.'' 
A. That is my opinion. 
page 155 r Q. Well he wanted them for his little school 
scrapbook. 
A. I knew that too but-well, that's just an answer I might 
give like I might give an opinion about you but that doesn't 
mean it's true. 
Q. As a matter of fact, your little boy had never seen the 
pictures, had he ? 
A. No, he hadn't. 
Q. And he didn't know whether they were good or bad, 
did he? 
A. No. 
Q. Well-
A. He might think they were good. 
Q. Why did you say, '' I don't know why he wanted them 
in the first place.'' 
A. They didn't look good to me. 
Q. I know that but he wanted them in the first place for 
his scrapbook, good or bad. 
A. I wasn't in the Courtroom at the time I made that 
remark. 
Q. You were not in a Courtroom? 
A. I didn't mean I had to say it just so. 
Q. Did that make a difference? 
A. It must. 
Q. How many pictures had your little boy 
page 156 r taken? 
A. I don't know. 
Q. How many pictures did you get back 1 
A. I think there are seven there. 
Q. Mrs. Pittman, when Mr. Bailey arrived at your mother's 
apartment, who let him in? 
A. I did. 
Q. Into what room did he enter? 
A. He entered the kitchen. 
Q. In the kitchen there's a table and how many chairs? 
A. I don't know. There's a table and chairs. I don't 
know how many. One table and two or three chairs. 
Q. At least two? 
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A. Yes. 
Q. Couldn't you have exchanged the pictures there in the 
kitchen? 
A. I suppose I could but I didn't; I could have but I 
didn't. 
Q. And couldn't you have sat at the table and discussed 
with Mr. Bailey whatever you desired to discuss with him? 
A. It's usually very warm in that kitchen. The sun shines 
straight in there that time of day. 
Q. In January Mrs. Pittman, it's warm Y 
A. The sun is shining today, see. 
Q. In January it's too warm to sit in the kit-
page 157 ~ chen? 
A. If it's bearing right down, the sun shines 
on that spot, it's ·warm. It was more comfortable where we 
went. 
Q. And so you moved into the bedroom because it was too 
warm on this January mid-day? 
A. I wouldn't say that was the reason I went in there. 
I was giving a reason. 
Q. You were giving me a reason. Now I want to know 
the reason? 
A. I just-automatically walked in there. I don't know 
why. 
Q. Oh, but Mrs. Pittman, you said that you invited him 
in? 
A. I did. 
Q. Did you just automatically invite him in the kitchen too, 
in the bedroom too Y 
A. He had to come in the kitchen. If he walked through 
the door he had to walk into the kitchen. 
Q. Did you automatically invite him into the bedroom? 
A. I didn't say, "come into the bedroom." 
Q. I understood you to say, '' come into the bedroom.'' 
A. I said, '' come on in here.'' 
Q. Now Mrs. Pittman, on your direct examination you 
said-
A. Well, '' the bedroom'' and ''here'' is the same thing 
to me. 
page 158 ~ Q. You invited him to come into the bedroom? 
A. I probably said bedroom because if I had 
sairl, "here" you would have asked me which room. 
Q. I wasn't examining you but did you or did you not in-
vite him into the bedroom? 
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A. I invited him into the bedroom. 
Q._.,.,A.11 right. And in the bedroom there was a chair! 
. A. Sir'? 
Q._;In the bedroom there was a chair Y 
A. Yes. 
:. · Q. · And in the bedroom there was a cedar chest Y 
A. Yes . 
.- Q. And you never undertook to sit in the chair Y 
A. No, I didn't. . 
Q. And he never undertook to sit in either the chair or 
the cedar chest? 
· A. That's right. 
Q. You both sat upon the bed Y 
A, Yes. 
Q. How long were you there before this knock, first soft 
knock came upon the door Y 
A. I'd say five or six minutes; only long enough to see 
those pictures and to be seated. 
Q. Five or six minutes it took you to look at seven photo-
graphs and to be seated Y · 
page 159 h . A. Yes. 
Q. That's correct. And no other conversation 
ens-qed Y 
A. No. 
· ·Q. You mean Mr. Bailey was there five minutes, six minutes 
and never asked you anything about having been shot at or 
anything like that? 
A. No, he showed me the pictures. We discussed those. 
We didn't-I couldn't even tell you what was said that 
day. 
Q. You couldn't tell us what was said that day? 
A. Or tomorrow either. 
Q. You told us pretty thoroughly what was said on the 
day before and the day before. You don't recall your con-
versation with Mr. Bailey there at all Y 
. A. I told you what was said. He showed me the pic-
tures. 
Q. I thoup;ht you said you didn't recall the conversation. 
A. He told me how he got them and he happened to walk 
in the drug store and the girl recognized him and be said she 
said, "hey, I got your pictures" and he showed me them. 
Q. What was the first thing be said when he entered the 
back door? · 
A. ''Hello.'' 
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Q. "Hello." And then you invited him into the bed-
room? 
A. Yes. 
page 160 t · Q. YOU didn't offer him a seat in the kitchen f 
A. No. 
Q. Nffw Mrs. Bailey-Mrs. Pittman, pardon me, why did 
you invite him to the back door. Why didn't you invite him 
to the front door? 
A. Because I didn't want anyone to see him, I invited 
him to the back door. 
Q. All you wanted to do was exchange these pictures? 
A. That doesn't matter. I still didn't want anyone to 
see him. · 
Q. That was the reason? 
A. Yes, that was the reason. 
Q. Now does being in Court make any difference to you 
about stating a reason as against a reason stated elsewhere? 
A. I don't even understand what you are talking about 
now. 
Q. You do not. I'll illustrate. You remember the con-
versation with me on yesterday? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Don't you remember on yesterday I asked you why 
you invited him to the rear door. You told me then that the 
reason, the only reason you invited him to the rear door 
was because that was the only door he knew. He didn't 
know the front entrance. 
A. It was. He didn't know the front entrance. 
page 161 r Q. Is the reason now because you didn't want 
him to be seen or because he didn't lmow which 
. door was what? 
A. Well, the one reason is because he didn't know which 
door was what but I think the other one was a good reason 
.· too. 
Q. I understand the other one was a good reason too but 
you only gave us the one reason on yesterday is what I am 
trying to g-et at. 
A. I only gave you one. We '11 let that one stand because 
that was the main reason. 
Q. Were you telling us the truth just now? 
A. Yes. 
Q. When you say the next reason was because you didn't 
want him seen. 
A. You can have several reasons for a thing. 
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Q. I'm asking you whether or not you are going to tell 
me the true thing Y 
A. Ask me again, please 7 
Q. Well, we '11 pass the point. Now you say he had only 
been in your mother's home one time Y 
A. That's true. 
Q. How was he was to identify the house? 
A. How was he-how was he to identify it from that one 
time to this time 7 
Q. Yes. Did you give him directions as to how 
page 162 ~ to get there 7 
A. The first time he went, I was with him. 
Q. Well, I'm speaking now, let's direct our attention to 
the second time. 
A. The second time I told him that I would be standing in 
the doorway. 
Q. In the doorway. Now as a matter of fact, Mrs. Pittman, 
there is a long projection on one floor, projection 7 
A. That's true. 
Q. Is that right 7 
A. That's right. 
Q. Can you really stand in that doorway and see over 
that projection down into that alley? 
A. No, sir, not over the projection, if I may demonstrate. 
Q. Yes, you may. 
A. There's-it is the doorway, there's a long roof projec-
tion like you said. Here's the doorway. You cannot see 
down but here there isn't a long projection right at the end. 
You can see (indicating); you can see me standing there and 
I can watch you walking up there. 
Q. How do you know that you can do that? Have you 
done that before 7 
A. I saw him that day. 
Q. I know but in advance how did you know 
page 163 ~ when you told him on the phone that you would 
be able to see him walking up the alley? 
A. I must have noticed it before. 
Q. Had you done it before Y 
A. Not many I hadn't. 
Q. Haveyou? 
A. I had seen my mother up there when I had parked 
there. 
Q. Oh. 
A. May I have a glass of water! 
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Mr. Garnett: Why sure. 
At this time a cup of water was handed to the witness. 
By Mr. Garnett: 
Q. Now you say you saw him that day? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you open the door and wave at him or somethingY 
A. No, I stood there until he was up to the door and then 
I unhooked the screen. 
Q. You never got outside of the door Y 
A. No, I didn't. 
Q. You stood inside the door? 
A. Stood inside. 
Q. Could he see you from that position Y 
A. Yes, he could if he were looking up and he 
page 164 ~ must have looked up because he came over to the 
door. 
Q. At any rate he came directly to the kitchen doorY 
A. Yes. 
Q. Now Mrs. Pittman, you testified that your mother called 
you while you were at Rosemary Cook's Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now she had some difficulty in locating you, didn't 
sheY 
A. In locating Mrs. Cook's number, not in locating me. 
Q. Well, I mean in locating the number Y 
A. That's true. 
Q. And she had to call the drug store somewhere in order 
to get it? 
A. No. 
Q. How did she get it f 
A. She called Mrs. Cook's. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: This of course is all hearsay. How 
does she know how she found out the number. 
A. I'm only quoting my mother. 
Court: What bearing would that have on it? 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: We don't object to it. 
Mr. Garnett : I'm curious to know and this has a bearing 
as to why your mother would have gone to so 
page 165 ~ much difficulty to have located you on that parti-
cular day at noon. 
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A. Well, on Wednesday morning I had called my mother 
and told her about the shot that was fired at my house and I 
had lunch with her at Wednesday at noon. I had talked to 
her again Thursday morning, that same morning and told her 
I was going to Mrs. Cook's to dinner. I said, "I'm having 
dinner out every day this week. I ate with you yesterday." 
She knew I was going to Mrs. Cook. 
By. Mr. Garnett: 
Q. What was the reason she called you is what I meant T 
A. I'm her only child; to know if I am 0. K. 
Q. She didn't call you to ask you anything about your 
plans for the afternoon Y 
A. No, in fact she talked to Mrs. Cook a few minutes 
first; well, a few seconds and then she said, "what are you 
doing'' or something and I said, "I just had a big lunch" 
and she said, "come to see me before you leave" to the store; 
that was at work and I said, "I will if I can but I don't think 
I '11 be there.'' She had to go back to work. That was the 
extent of the conversation. 
Q. You knew at that time that you were going to meet 
Mr. Bailey in your mother's apartment? 
A. Oh yes. That's why I told her I wouldn't 
page 167 ~ see her. 
Q. You did not tell your mother? 
A. No, I didn't. 
Q. Now we will direct your attention, Mrs. Pittman, to the 
front door of the apartment. I mean by that the door which 
leads out into the steps. 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And on that door I believe it has been testified that 
there were three locks? 
A. That's true. 
Q. Could you enumerate them? 
A. I '11 try to call them by their correct name. What I 
call a night latch, the one that you insert the key in; one 
with a e;hain, you know what I mean. 
Q. Yes, sir. 
A. And the bolt. 
Q. And the bolt? 
A. I can tell you the order they are in. 
Q. Yes Mam. Would you do that? : 
A. The chain is on top; the night latch in the middle and 
the bolt on the bottom. 
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Q. Now in meeting Mr. Bailey in this apartment, you were 
scared, weren't you 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What were you scared on 
page 168 ~ A. Because I didn't have any business being 
there. 
Q. You had no business there. Well, were you scared be-
cause you had no business there or were you scared of any 
particular person or persons 1 · 
A. I would say the person or persons would be my hus-
band. 
Q. You knew he was at the Elks' Home? 
A. That doesn't mean a thing. He can find me anytime he 
wants to find me. . 
Q. He would have no reason to believe tha,t you were 
meeting Mr. Bailey in your mother's apartment, would 
he? 
A. Yes, sir-no, not in my mother's apartment but he 
hadn't trusted me from the time I had been back. 
Q. Well, but why would he have suspected you to think 
that you would ha-ve been in your mother's apartment? 
A. I think he was called. He got a call at the Elks'. 
Q. Who knew beside you and Mr. Bailey you were going to 
be in that apartment? 
A. No one knew but my husband was fairly intelligent 
a.ind all this person was· to do was to repeat the conversation 
and he could figure something out if he looked around for the 
car or something. 
Q. But you had never met Mr. Bailey there before 1 
A. Never before. 
page 169 r Q. And your husband had never been there 
looking for you before? 
A. That's probably why my husband thought of that place. 
Q. And he had never found him there before 1 
A. My husband had never been to that apartment before 
as long as-well, to the best of my knowledge. 
Q. Just answer my questions, if you will. Mr. Pittman 
had never found Mr. Bailey there before? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. And he had never found you there with anyone else 
before? · · 
A. No, sir. . 
Q. And yet you readily suspected that he would figure out 
immediately where you were 1 
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A. You want another reason; my reason for locking the 
door was because I had no business being there. That was 
just in case anybody found out where I was. 
Q. In case anybody found out. 
A. I wasn't really suspecting him or I wouldn't have 
asked Mr. Bailey to meet me there. 
Q. Did you personally affix the chain Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you personally slide the bolt Y 
A. The minute I walked in I did that, before 
page 170 ~ Mr. Bailey got there. 
Q. And I believe you told me on yesterday that 
you personally tried the night latch Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Shook the door. Make-
A. Not with the handle. 
Q. MamY 
A. I don't know how I tried it but I thought it had caught 
anyway. 
Q. You did try it, did you T 
A. Yes, I tried it. 
Q. And you satisfied yourself it was locked Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. Didn't you. And as a matter of fact, Mrs. Pittman, it 
was locked, wasn't it? 
A. To the best of my knowledge it was. I was satisfied 
that it was. 
Q. Have you seen these photos? 
A. I don't know. 
Q. Mrs. Pittman, I hand you Commonwealth's Exhibit Six, 
Four and Five and ask you if you will just look at those. 
At this time the witness complied with the request. 
By Mr. Garnett: 
Q. That is the same condition? 
page 171 ~ A. I was wrong in the order they were in. 
Q. Yes Mam. They were in the same condi-
tion, were they not as when-as shown in these photos? 
A. Sir, I can't hear very good when you walk away. 
Q. These photos disclose the same condition of these locks 
as they were when the door was broken in allegedly by Mr. 
Pittman? 
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A. I suppose so. I didn't look back at them after that 
happened but-
Q. You have no reason to believe then that any change 
has been made T 
A. No, I have no reason .to believe that any change has 
been made. 
Q. Now when you went into the apartment and you in. 
vited this man into the bedroom, I will ask you again if 
you will point out where you were seated on the bed. 
A. Right here (indicating). 
Q. And which way were you facing? 
A. On an angle (indicating). I was seated-
Q. Were you on the side of the bed or were you on the 
end of the bed T 
A. No, sir, I was on the foot on the end but you know 
you can sit straight like this and or sit like this. and still 
be in the same spot (indicating). 
Q. Why didn't you sit yourself at the foot of 
page 172 ~ the bed and then you could have seen Mr. Bailey 
and looked at him without twisting around T 
A. I wasn't twisting around much. 
Q. The fact remains you were seated on the foot of the 
bed and he was seated on the side of the bed. You would 
have seated some-
A. I just told you, I was sitting on the angle of the bed. 
Q. You could have sat in the armchair at the foot of the 
bed which faced the west wall and looked at Mr. Bailey 
without turning but your head and that only slightly. 
A. He would have had to turn then. 
Q. He would have had to turn then. He wouldn't have 
had to turn if he had seated himself on the cedar chest, 
would he? · 
A. I didn't know why he didn't seat himself in a certain 
spot and why I didn't. That was the place I chose to sit. 
Q. That was the place you chose to sit. Now how long 
had you been so seated when he handed you the photographs? 
A. We weren't seated. 
Q. Where were you? 
A. We were standing when he handed them to me. That 
was as he walked in the bedroom. 
Q. As he walked in the bedroom. Had you 
page 173 ~ completed looking at ,the photographs when the 
soft knock came on the door? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You had completed it 7 
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A. Yes .. 
Q. Now when this soft knock came on the door, what did 
you do ,exactly Y 
A. What did I do or you want me to tell what he did 7 
Q. And-
A. And then what I did Y 
Q. I want -to know what you did, Mrs. Pittman Y 
A. I didn't do anything until he started to get up. 
Q. Then what did you do Y 
A. So I had to tell what he had .did. He looked startled 
and started to get up and I took my hand and pushed him. 
Q. You did nothing then until Mr. Bailey made the first 
move? 
A. That's true. 
Q. How long a time ensued would you estimate between 
the time you heard the first knock, soft knock and the time 
the door w.as finally opened Y · 
A. There was contemporaneously, all right together. 
Q. Now Mrs. Pittman, you testified you had 
page 17 4 ~ time to get to the door and attempt to hold it 
closedY 
A. Yes, but the wood had· already crashed then. I didn't 
hold it closed. I didn't have that strength. I tried to. 
Q. I understand that but you said that from the time you 
heard the first knock to the opening of the door was in-
stantaneous and I pointed out to you, you have testified you 
had time from the first knock to make a move and tell Mr. 
Pittman-Mr. Bailey to stay where he was and to get up and 
go to the front door and attempt fo hold it. Is that-. 
A. I did all that. 
Q. You did all that. So it wasn't instantaneous 7 
A. Yes it was. The apartment is very small. I didn't run 
toward the door. The first knock I thought it was a knock 
on the apartment across the hall and then when I heard the 
loud one right in back of ·it, I knew and I heard wood crash-
ing and I ran to the door. 
Q. You heard wood crashing and you ran to the door. 
Mrs. Pittman, why did you throw that night lafoh on that 
~~, ~ 
A. Because I wanted it locked. I wanted all of it locked. 
Q. Why did you throw the night latch>to unlock it? 
A. I didn't unlock it. · : · 
Q·. You didn't unlock iU 
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A. No, sir.· 
page 175 ~ Q. Now Mrs. Pittman, can you explain to this 
· Court how that door came open without that 
night latch being unlocked Y · · 
A. No, sir, I can't explain although I have a lock at home 
that works the same way. 
Q. I'm not concerned with your lock at home. I'm asking, 
you how can you explain to this Court that that door came 
open without your throwing that latch Y 
A. I can't explain it. 
Q. You can't explain iU 
A. No, sir. 
Q. It wasn't your desire by chance, was it Mrs. Pittman, to 
let your husband in that apartmenU 
A. It certainly wasn't. 
Q. And it isn't possible, is it Mrs. Pittman-
A. May I have some water. 
At this time the witness began crying, 
Court: Do you wish to continue or would you you like a 
recess? 
A. Just about five minutes, please. 
Court:· · Suppose we take a short recess. 
At this ,time the Court recessed at 3 :30 p. m. and recon-
vened at 3 :40 p. m. 
By Mr.· Garnett: . · 
Q. Mrs. Pittman, immediately or shortly after 
page 176 ~ this affair in which your husband met his death, 
you accompanied one or more policemen to Police 
Headquarters Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And there they took a statement Y 
A. That's true. 
Q. And there you told them about having met Mr. Bailey 
for the purpose of exchanging photographs and to tell him 
that you were ·going to leave your husband Y 
A. Yes. · · · 
Q. And I assume, Mrs. Bailey-Mrs. Pittman, that you 
had the photographs with you Y 
A. Yes, I did. 
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Q. Why didn't you exhibit them to the police? 
A. Mr. Garnett, I was upset. 
Q. I appreciate that. Is that the reason you didn't ex-
hibit them? 
A. Why I didn't think of them again other than to say 
that. I may have mentioned that I had them. I don't 
know whether I mentioned it to them or not. 
Q·. No, you didn't mention them. You mentioned you went 
to get them. 
A. Maybe they should have asked me. 
Q. Perhaps they should have. Now when your husband 
was shot and I '11 try to be as tactful as possible, what hap-
pened to his body the minute he was shot. The 
page 177 ~ moment he was shot, what happened to his body? 
A. He started to go forward. Mr. Bailey 
rushed from the front of him to grab him and I rushed to the 
back and we placed him down on the floor. 
Q. You placed him on the floor. Now you are certain 
that is the way it occurred Y 
A. Yes, sir, I feel certain. 
Q. Mam? 
A. I feel certain that's all I know about it. 
Q. Let me ask you this. Could you be mistaken about 
that? 
A. No. 
Q. Is it possible that when your husband was shot he fell 
back against the door Y 
A. No, he didn't fall against the door. 
Q. That is not true? 
A. No, it isn't. 
Q. You told me I believe though ,that he was shot as he 
went through the bedroom door? 
A. No, I said he was middle way of the bedroom. He 
went through the door and he was middle way. 
Q. Mrs. Pittman, on yesterday though don't you recall 
telling me as your husband went through the door you 
heard the two shots fired Y 
A. Mr. Garnett, yesterday I heard the two 
page 178 ~ shots fired after he went through the door. 
Yesterday you kept correcting me on that and I 
kept correcting you. You kept saying, "well he stepped in 
the door" and I kept saying, "no, he was middle way." 
Q. Now Mrs. Pittman, don't you recall that we-you even 
had Mr. Taylor demonstrate the distance between the shots 
(indicating) ? 
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A. Yes, sir. 
Q. By clapping his hands Y 
A. Yes, sir, I recall that. 
Q. You stated on yesterday also that whatever it was he 
had under his arm, he was removing slowly at the time the 
shots were fired T 
A. When he passed me. 
Q. Well, the shots were fired immediately he passed you T 
A. Yes, he was removing it (indicating). 
Q. Removing it slowly? 
A. Enough that I didn't get to see the end of it. 
Q. Didn't you use the word yesterday, "slowly," Mrs. 
Pittman? 
A. I don't know. 
Q. You don't recall that? 
A. No, I don't. 
Q. Well as a matter of fact, it was slowly, 
page 179 ~ wasn't it? 
A. No, I mean everything happened so quick. 
It was slow enough that I didn't ever see the end because 
everything happened. 
Q. Slow enough that you never saw the end of it T 
A. End of the----of the weapon, whatever it is. 
Q. How long would it have been, do you believe Mrs. 
Pittman, from the time the door was· swung open to the time 
your husband was shot? 
A. Everything happened in seconds. 
Q. A matter of seconds T 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Would you call that instantaneous also T 
A. Yes, everything. 
Q. Instantaneous. Did you know Mr. Bailey had a gun 
with himT 
A. No, I didn't. 
Q. He had not exhibited it to you T 
A. No. 
Q. How was he dressed T 
A. I don't remember that. 
·Q. You don't recall how Mr. Bailey was dressed, whether 
he had on a suit or jacket or overcoat? 
A. No. It was January. He must have had a coat. 
Q. Well I don't want you to guess. If you 
page 180 ~ don't know, you don't know. 
A. Well, I don't know. 
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Q. He was not in the habit of carrying a gun, was he? 
A. No. 
Q. And therefore you had no reason to believe he had a 
gun? 
A. I didn't know he had a gun. 
Q. Mam? 
A. That's true. 
Q. You had no reason to believe. And when you said, 
"shhh, sit down" he had not then exhibited the gun T 
A. No. 
Q. You ran to ·the door and was pushed back immediately 
and instantaneously your husband got to the bedroom and was 
shot? · 
A. Yes. 
Q. Now Mr. Bailey didn't have time, did he, from the 
time your husband appeared in the doorway to draw a gun 
and shoot, did he T 
A. He must have. 
Q. Well, would that much time have elasped; you said it 
was instantaneous, that he could have run his hand in his 
pocket and come up with a gun and shot. Was it that long? 
Did that long, that much time pass T . 
page 181 r A. YOU '11 have to a.sk him. 
Q. I'm asking you. 
A. I clon 't know the answer to that. 
Q. Are you certain in your mind that when that door 
knocked the first time, he didn't then pull his gun T 
A. Ask me again, please? 
Q. Are you certain that when you first heard the soft 
knock on the door-
A. Yes, I a.m certain. 
Q. That he didn't · pull his gun T 
A. I am certain of that. 
Q. Did you look at him? 
· A. Well, he didn't-get up from the side of the bed after 
I had pushed him down until I had run-
Q. I thought he was already seated? 
A. He was seated. He started to do this( indicating) . 
. That's what I am talking about. How could he have got-
ten-
Q. Did you get up and go around and go around the bed 
and pnsh him down? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. How did you reach him from down the end of the bed T 
A. Do you want to go sit on the bed and I'll show you? 
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Q. No, I don't have any desire to sit on a bed. 
page 182 ~ A. I'll try to demonstrate. I'm not trying to 
be smart. 
Q. How <lid you, seated on the foot of the bed, reach and 
push Ml'. Pittman down Y · 
A. Railey. 
Q. Bailey who ·was down the other side of the bed? 
A. If you vYant to get on a bed, I'll show you. 
Q. I have no desire to go on a bed. I just want you to 
tell me. 
A. I know. I didn't get up and walk around. 
Q. You don't know then when he pulled the gun Y 
A. No, I don't. 
Q. And from the time you left to go to the door, you didn't 
see Mr. R'1iley again until the shots were fired Y 
A. That's rig·ht. 
Q. So you don't know where Mr. Bailey was when the 
shots were fired, do vou, his exact position in the room? 
A. No but from the position I was from I couldn't see 
him. 
Q. Yon could not see him? 
A. No hut I didn't look for him. 
Q. And Mr. Pittman said nothing? 
A. No:· 
Q. And Mr. Bailey said nothing? 
A. I thought I heard Mr. Bailey mumble but I 
page 183 ~ heard no words. 
Q. Mumble. Nothing audible? 
A. Nothing I could say I heard. 
Q. Now you knew of course, as you testified that your 
husband had this thirty-eight gun? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You knew it was in his car? 
A. I didn't know at the time. I have found it since. 
Q. Well, you knew that on occasions he did carry it in his 
{'81' ! 
A. Yes. 
Q. All you could see of this which you allege your husband 
harl undC'r his arm was that much (indicating)? 
A. Would you stand sideways, please. It was out a little 
further. 
At this time Mr. Garnett demonstrated to the witness. 
A. Not that much. 
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Mr. A. L. Bivins : Can the Court see the distance Y 
At this time Mr. Garnett again demonatrated. 
A. Just about right, I think. 
By Mr. Garnett: 
Q. You had a clear view of this end of it? 
page 184 ~ A. As he passed me. 
Q. Well, did you see it when he came in the 
door? 
A. Sir? 
Q. Could you see it when he came in the door! 
A. As he was rushing pass me. I was pushed behind 
the door between the wall and the door. 
Q. A big difference isn't it (indicating with gun)? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Mrs. Pittman, you never really thought that was a gun, 
did you? 
A. Sir? 
Q. You never really thought that this big knob on here 
was a gun, did you? 
A. Yes, sir, I did. 
Q. Well didn't you think m1.vbe it a little odd when your 
hm~band grabbed it, he g-rabbed the gun by the barrel? 
A. I didn't stop and think. 
Q. Now Mrs. Pittman. you did have time to get from 
where you were in the bedroom to the door? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Before the door was opened Y 
A. No, it was open but not completely. About like that 
( indic1 ting). 
Q. Before your husband entered? 
A. Yes. 
page 185 ~ Q. Now this door opens directly across from 
the kitchen? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And it's just a short hall? 
A. Rir? 
Q. ,Jnst a little narrow hall? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now you have testified with a certain degree of cer-
tainty th~t Mr. Bailey didn't have time to get out into the 
kitchen and go from the first knock until the time the door 
came in? 
.. 
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A. That's true. 
Q. If you had time to get to the door which was right at the 
kitchen door, wouldn't Mr. Bailey, had he so desired, had 
time to get into the kitchen and out the back door? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. If you hadn't told him to sit down, couldn't he have 
done it¥ 
A. No. 
Q. He could not? 
A. No. 
Q. You could move that much more quickly than Mr. 
Bailey could? 
A. The door opens toward the bedroom. 
page 186 r Q. Yes Mam, I understand. 
A. It was in far enough, I mean by the minute 
I tried to grab and hold it, it had finished coming in. 
Q. You got there in time to grab the door and attempt 
to hold it? 
A. I attempted but my husband weighed over 200. 
Q. I know you couldn't hold the door against your hus-
band. 
A. I didn't hold it. I tried. 
Q. What I am saying is you tried there in time to grab the 
door and attempt to hold it? 
A. I was pushed back immediately to the hall. 
Q. You were pushed hack but that door is immediately 
across from the kitchen 1 
A. Yes. 
Q. And from the kitchen there is a back door which leads 
out on to the roof and down the steps and into the alley? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Isn't that right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Can you really say positively that Mr. Bailey wouldn't 
have had time to have gotten to that kitchen? 
A. Yes, sir, I can. 
Q. What1 
page 187 r A. Yes, sir, I say that. 
Q. You don't think that you could have delayed 
your husband long enough for him to have gotten out of 
there? 
A. No, sir, I don't. 
Q. Did he make any attempt to move? 
A. Who1 
Q. Mr. Bailey. Did he make any attempt to move? 
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A. I told you he did and I pushed him down. I pushed 
at him but he couldn't have gotten,out even at that time. 
Q. Did he make any attempt to get out or did he make an 
attempt to stand up? 
A. I guess he was going to get out. He was going to 
stand up first. 
Q. All right. Now Mrs. Pittman, how long have you been 
going with Mr. Bailey altogethed 
A. Sir? 
Q. How long have yon been going with Mr. Bailey alto-
gether? 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: We object to that. 
Mr. Jacobs: She's answered that before. 
Court: Objection is overruled. You asked her if she had 
dated him but not how long. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins : vVe save the point. 
Mr. Taylor: She had said she had been -away 
page 188 r from her husband. a little over a year but we 
didn't get that point. What was your Honor's 
ruling? 
Court: The objection was overruled. The question is 
how long had y()u been going with Mr. Baileyt 
A. Since February '56. 
By Mr. Garnett: 
Q. Is that not including the time that your husband was 
overseas? 
A. No, it isn't. 
Mr. Garnett: All right. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. A. L. Bivins : 
Q. Now you say you and your husband had been away 
from each other for almost a year, is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Well, when did you and your husband leave each other 
or separate 1 
A. I left the home in Hampton on Fairland A venue, on 
,January 13, 1956. 
Q. Diel you know whether or not your-I mean or did your 
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husband some nionths prior to January 1956, move out of the 
home and live elsewhere or not T · · · 
A. Yes, he did. 
page 189 ~ Q. Did you know where he was living during 
the time that he was absent from the home T 
A. He was in the Southhampton Apartments.· 
. Q. Do you have any knowledge as to whether or not he 
rented.Iin·apartment in that development in his own nameT 
A. Yes; he did. 
Q. Do you know when he rented the apartmenU 
A. On September the 6th, '56. 
Q. And how long did he continue to keep the apartment T 
A. Until January the second-pardon me. Wait, I've got 
to go back. 
Q. All right. 
A. September 6, '55 is when he moved out a.nd he moved 
back in on January the second of '56. 
Q. '56. Now you say you moved out on January the 13th, 
1956T 
A. That's true. 
Q. And did you remain separated from your husband from 
that day until sometime thereafter or not T 
· A. Yes, I did, until January-
Q. Beg your pardon T 
A. Until January of '57. 
Q. 1957? 
A. Yes. 
page 190 ~ Q. Now during the period that you were away 
from your husband; did you obtain a decree-
divoree a mensa et thoro in the Circuit Court of the City of 
HamptonT 
A. Yes, I did. 
Mr. Taylor: "\:Ve have seen it. 
By Mr. A. L. Bivins : 
Q. I ask you to examine the decree now being handed to 
you and state whether or not that is a certified copy, a photo-
static copy of the decree entered in your causeT 
A. Yes, it is. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: Your Honor, we would like to offer this 
as Defendant's Exhibit. 
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The document was received and marked Exhibit Number 
Three for the Defendant. 
By Mr. A. L. Bivins: 
Q. How did you happen to resume relations with your 
husband on the 7th day of January, 19571 
A. Well, on January the 7th of '57 that evening, I guess 
it was about seven thirty, he came back by and with the two 
children and I went home on Chesterfield Road where I was 
living and he told me we were going home with him to live. 
Q. You were living on Chesterfield Road during the time 
you and he were separated? 
A. That's true. 
Q. And he was occupying-
page 191 r A. The home on Fairland A venue. 
Q. The home located on Fairland Avenue? 
A. That's right. 
Q. Also in Hampton, is that right? 
A. That's right. 
Q. And what was his manner of approach when he came 
to your home on Chesterfield Road on the evening of the 
7th of January of this year? 
A. Very commanding. He just told me we were going 
home with him to live and I went willingly because the two 
children were standing there. 
Q. Both children were present at the time? 
A. Yes, they were. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: That's all. 
RE-CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Garnett: 
Q. During the year's separation, Mrs. Pittman-
A. I didn't hear the first part. 
Q. During the year's separation you still dated your hus-
band? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Didn't you state on one occasion that the reason you 
dated him was because he had asked you to give him equal 
opportunity with Mr. Bailey to win your love? 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 192 r Q. And you did that? 
A. I ·went out with him. 
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Mr. Garnett: All right, that's all. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: That's all. 
Court: I just want to ask you a few questions. When 
did you loan this camera to Mr. Bailey 7 
A. It was just before Christmas. I don't know the date. 
Court: Now you knew that your husband had contemplated 
shooting Mr. Bailey on Tuesday. Why then, with that knowl-
edge, did you call Mr. Bailey on Thursday and arrange for an 
appointment? 
A. Well, I honestly thought I wouldn't see my husband 
and as I said, I did want to get these pictures. I had no 
idea that he would know where I was or find me. 
Court: Couldn't he have mailed them to you 7 
A. My husband was usually around when the mail came. 
Court: Now you say when he shot at you, he fired at 
your ear? 
A. He fired passed it. 
Court: Now there was no way of getting out of 
page 193 ~ the bedroom, no door that opened from the bed-
room except the one to the hall, is that correct? 
A. The apartment this happened in 7 
Court: Yes. 
A. Yes, sir. Will you say that again, please? 
Court: How many doors are there in the bedroom 7 
A. Only one. 
Court: Only one and that opens of course into the hall 7 
A. I don't remember ever seeing the door closed but I think 
when the door is-it opens into the hall but I don't know 
whether you meant the way the door swings. That's into the 
hall. 
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Court: Now you say when you talked to Mr.· Bailey on 
Thursday that you told him that you were planning to leave 
your husband¥ 
A. Yes, sir, as soon as I felt safe. 
Court: What do you mean by, "as soon as you felt safe." 
A. My husband had been talking about going to Florida. 
I was going to make sure he was out of town and I was 
going to know he was before I could pack and leave. 
Mr. Garnett: Before he what Y 
Court: Pack and leave. Now you say your 
page 194 ~ husband \lad never been to your mother's apart-
ment before Y 
A. No, sir. 
Court: He did not, to your knowledge, he didn't know 
where that was? 
A. Well, at the time my father died which I told you in 
July that Mr. Bailey took me to my mother's apartment. 
My husband went with me to my father's funeral. Well, my 
mother went to spend the night with me on Chesterfied Road. 
I wasn't living with my husband and my husband stopped 
by and picked us up the next day to go to the funeral and we 
left my mother off in front of her apartment and I was with 
my husband but he had never been inside of it. 
Court: Your husband knew where the apartment wast 
A. He knew where it was, as far as the outside but I don't 
know bow he knew what apartment, I mean he knew which 
door to enter to go up. "\Ve did put her off in front of that 
door. 
Court: When your husband came to the door, did he say 
anything to you Y 
A. No, sir. 
Court: Did you say anything to him Y 
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A. No, sir . 
. Court: Any further questions? 
Mr. Garnett: Your Honor, if you will indulge 
page 195 ~ me on something you brought out? 
A. Sir? 
Mr. Ga·rnett: I'm speaking to the Court. 
RE-CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Garnett: 
Q. Mrs. Pittman, you say your husband was around when 
the mRil came 1 
A. Usually. 
Q. vVell he knew that during this year and in September-I 
mean in December when you lent this camera out you and 
your husband were separated under this divorce decree A 
Mensa1 
A. We were separated when I loaned the camera out. 
Q. Yes, and yohr husband knew that you were going with 
Mr. Bailey because he was vying for your love with him. 
They were competing as competitors for your love, were they 
not? 
A. I suppose so. 
Q. And your husband had won and you had gone back to 
him. Isn't that correct? 
A. He had won· because he had told me I had to move 
back into the house. 
Q. Even though you were under a Court order that said you 
didn't? 
A. Yes, no lawyer or policeman was standing 
page 196 r there that night. 
·· Q. And so after you went back with him you 
think that the mailing- of these pictures, lent at a time when 
you were living apart under a divorce decree, would really 
have upset your husband 1 
A. I wasn't supposed to call Mr~' Bailey any more. He 
had told me that. · 
Q. Couldn't you have said to your husband, · ''Jack, I 
lent him the camera and it's got some pictures in there that 
our son wants. Now I'm going to call J ack----:call Bailey and 
ask him to mail them back.'' ·. 
A. He wouldn't have agreed. 
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Q. He wouldn't have? 
A. He would said, '' let him keep the camera.'' 
Q. Even though you say that on Tuesday night, two 
days before he had said he was going to kill Mr. Bailey? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You took the risk for these little photographs that you 
didn't even know what they looked like? 
A. No, I didn't know what they looked like. 
Q. And you tell his Honor that you really ran the risk of 
your life and Mr. Bailey's life to recover the seven paltry 
little pictures. You didn't even know what they were in? 
A. I was also going to tell Mr. Bailey about the 
page 197 ~ shooting. 
Mr. Garnett: All right, thank you. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: Mrs. Bailey. 
MRS. VIRGINIA BAILEY, 
called as a witness by the Defendant, being duly sworn, 
testified as follows : 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. A. L. Bivins: 
Q. State yoit name, residence, occupation, please? 
A. I live at 4711 Huntington Avenue. My name is Vir-
ginia: Mrs. Virginia Bailey. 
Q. Now Mrs. Bailey, if you'll talk loud enough so Judge 
Armistead may hear you and Mr. Garnett and Mr. Taylor. 
A. My name is Mrs. Virginia Bailey. I live at 4711 Hunt-
ington A venue. 
Court: Yon '11 have to speak up a little. 
A. My name is Mrs. Virginia Bailey. I live at 4711 Hunt-
ing-ton A venue, Newport News, Virginia. I manage Jack's 
Salads which Mr. Jack Welstead is the owner. 
Q. That plant is located in the City of Warwickf 
A. In the City of Warwick. 
Q. Now Mrs. ·Bailey, are you the mother of the Defendant, 
Mr. Earl Bailev? 
A. Yes, I am. 
page 198 ~ Q. Diel you know the late Jackson Pittman, 
better known as Jack Pittman? 
A. Yes, I did. 
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Q. Did Jack Pittman ever come to your home during the 
year of 1956? 
A. Yes, he did. 
Q. Will you please state to the Court when he came to your 
home and under what circumstances and what statement, if 
any, he made when he came to your home? 
Mr. Garnett: I object to that. I don't know what that has 
got to do with the case, the statement the deceased made in 
1956. 
Court: It may have been-
Mr. A. L. Bivins: We'll show the connection, your Honor, 
definite connection. If we don't, we'll ask your Honor-
Court: Overrule the objection. 
By Mr. A. L. Bivins: 
Q. Go ahead. 
A. It was Sunday, December the 30th that he came to my 
home. We heard the door bell ring very loudly. 
Q. When you say, "we" who do you refer to? 
A. My husband and I were home and the door bell rang 
very loudly and he answered the door and I followed him 
because it was so loud and he said, "is Alice 
page 199 ~ here?'' 
Q. Who said that? 
A. Jack, he said, '' is Alice here?'' 
Q. You mean Jack Pittman? 
A. Yes, and my husband said ''no'' he said, '' is Earl there? 
He said, "no." So then he said, "well, I'm going to kill"-
and he called him a very bad name. 
Q. State what he called him, Mrs. Bailey? 
A. He said, "I'm going to kill the son of a bitch." He 
said, ''I'm going to kill them both'' and I immediately 
slammed the door in his face because he acted like a wild 
man. He wasn't hims·elf at all and I-I didn't know what 
he'd do and when he said that, he put his hand down by his 
sirle and I immediately slammed the door. 
Q. And what did you do after that? 
A. After that, I just for a minute I had to think. I 
knew where Earl was. 
Q. Where was he? 
A. He was at my son's in Newmarket Village, so I im-
mediately called him and told him what had happened. 
Q. All right, now did you have any conversation with your 
son on the 24th day of January of this year? 
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Q. Yes Mam. 
A.. Yes. 
Virginia Bailey. 
Mr. Garnett: Just a moment. I object to that. 
page 200 ~ Court: What would be-how would that be ad-
missible, what the Defendant said? 
Mr. A.. L. Bivins: Judge, she l:tad a conversation after 
this occurrence on the 24th of January of this year and 
that's along the line of what the very thing that we had the 
consultation or Mr. Jacobs just consulted with Mr. Garnett 
about. 
Mr. Garnett: The only statements that the Defendant 
can-the Defendant's can be introduced, as I understand the 
law, are statements against interest. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: That's exactly why Mr. Garnett was-
Court: Let me hear from Mr. Bivins? 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: That is the reason Mr. Ga.rnett, your 
Honor, was going to use Mrs. Bailey, this lady, as a witness 
against her son in this ·case because it was only-through 
the statement made by Mr. Bailey to an Officer, Mr. Shaw 
I believe, that could have in anywise connected the fact that 
this boy had fired the shots. 
Court : I understand. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: Then when we went to the premises to 
take this view-
page 201 ~ Court: You made the statement explaining 
he involuntarily made the statement he -had shot 
him. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: Yes, sir, Mr. Garnett said he didn't 
come there to probe into the matter and he wasn't hearing 
it but we had discussed making a stipulation to the effect 
that this lady would testify that she did have a conversation 
with Mr. Shaw after the shooting had occurred and when 
her son came to the place of business where she is emploved 
and had made certain statements to her whereupon she called 
the police and stated to the police that this bov had fired 
the shots. Well, it was agreed after Mr. Bailey had made a 
statement there in the presence of the group that rather than 
!o have a stipulation,. that <;Japtain Kennedy might testify to 
1t. I wanted to examme this lady rather along the line as to 
what her son said to her when he came there that afternoon, 
the fact that she called Mr. Shaw. 
Court: Of course perhaps if Mr. Garnett had called her 
as a: witness that would all come out but hasn't the Police 
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Officer· testified to all of this that he threatened to commit 
suicide. Is there · ,anything that hasn't been 
page 202 } brought out? . 
Mr. A. L. Bivins·: Well probably not but I 
simply wanted to off er her as a witness for the Defendant 
and of course bring out this· additional information, I mean 
the information which may have ·.been introduced. 
Court : I think in fairness to · the accused-
Mr. A. L. Bivins : Because he would not have been in .. a 
position to have shown the shooting· except by and through 
the mother. 
Mr. Garnett: Now, now your Honor, that's the point I 
want to clear up. The point was that I abhorred the idea 
of placing a mother on the 1\11.tness stand to. testify against 
her son. 
Court: I understand that. 
Mr. Garnett: That I did not want to do. 
Court : I understand. 
Mr. Garnett: I would have done it had the situation 
required it but to state in Court I could prove it through no 
other means-
Court: Does that really make any difference? . 
Mr. Garnett: What they are trying to create here is the 
fact tb,:1t they gave me the evidence that I needd and that's 
not right. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: No, I differ with you. 
Court: Go ahead. I overrule the objection. 
page 203 ~ By Mr. A. L. Bivins: 
Q. Now your son had a conversation with you 
on the afternoon of the 24th of January of this year? 
A. That's right .. 
Q. Was that conversation had with you before or. after 
the shooting had occurred? 
A. After . 
. Q. Where did he locate you on that afternoon, Mrs. Bailey! 
A. Where I work at my place of employment. 
Q. Did he make any statement to you at your place of em-
ployment or did you and he go elsewhere before he made the 
statement? 
A. He said-he said, "come on go with me." He said, 
'' I have something to tell you'' and I left immediately. · 
Q. You left before your usual leaving time Y 
A. Yes, because I manage the place and I can leave when-
ever I like so I left with him and he told me, he said, 
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"mother" he said, "I"-he -said, "I just shot"-he said, 
'' I just shot Jack.'' He said, ''I had to.'' 
Mr. Garnett: Now this is what we object to. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: Wait. 
Mr. Garnett: Now we're getting into self-serving state-
ments which are inadmissible. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: Well now-
page 204 r Court: I'm going to permit her to testify. 
I realize that technically it is inadmissible but 
since there was some agreement with counsel, I feel it would 
be fairer to the accused. 
By Mr. A. L. Bivins : 
Q. Go ahead. 
A. He said he told me, ''I'm going to commit suicide be-
cause I have just disgraced you all" and he said, "not that 
I didn't have to do it but'' he said, "it is something that had 
to be." He said, "and I am-I just can't have you face 
it" and I told him, I said, "well, that wouldn't help any-
thing'' and I talked to him and we rode around a while. I 
don't know how long. I was so upset. I can't clearly re-
member and so we rode around and he carried me home and 
he put me out and I didn't know what was going to hap-
pen. 
Q. Did you do anything afterwards? 
A. Right after he put me out, I thought I wanted to know 
what-if he was dead or-so I called, I called this apartment 
and Lieutenant Shaw answered. He told me that was his 
name and he asked me who I was and I told him. He said-
Court: We went into -all that. You related the conversa-
tion you had with your son to Captain Shaw? 
A. Yes, I did. So he told me, well he said, '' if 
page 205 r you can give me some information of where I 
can find Earl" he said, "it looks like self de-
fense'' and he said, '' if I could get to him in time''-
Mr. Garnett: We object to that, all that. 
Court: That would be hearsay. I don't think there's 
any need of pursuing that. 
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By Mr. A. L. Bivins : 
Q. Anyhow you did have the conversation with Lieutemmt 
Shaw that you related T 
A. Yes, I did. 
Q. Now you testified at the outset this afternoon that Mr. 
Bailey was also present on the evening of the 30th of De-
cember f 
A. That's right. 
Q. When Mr. Pittman came to the door? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. Now Mr. Bailey, is he the father of this young man? 
A. Yes. 
Q. That is the father of Mr. Earl Bailey? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And you and he reside together at the address 4711 
Huntington Avenue, is that correcU 
A. Yes. 
Q. Well, what is Mr. Bailey's physical condi-
page 206 r tion at present? I mean-we want to show-
Mr. Garnett: We '11 admit he can't be here. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: Will you T 
Mr. Garnett: Sure. 
Court: All right. Let's go on. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: I mean I want the record to show. 
Court: I feel obviously if the father was able to be here, 
he would 0ome. 
Mr. Garnett: We admit that. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: You do admit it. All right. Witness 
with you. 
Court: Do you have any questions? 
Mr. Garnett: No. 
CAPTAIN W. R. KENNEDY, 
called as a witness by the Defendant, being duly sworn, testi-
fied as follows : 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. A. L. Bivins: 
Q. Captain Kennedy, when you examined where the shoot-
ing had occurred, was the bed in the room in a disordered 
state or not or did you make any examination as to that? 
A. At the time I arrived there, I looked at the bed and 
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there were two impressions on it -that would in-
page 207 ~ dicate. that two people had been sitting·onithere. 
Q. That's the only observation that you made 
there? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now it's been testified to by Mrs. Pittman, Mrs. Alice 
Pittman, that she was taken from the apartment where the 
shooting occurred to Police Headquarters at Hilton. Will 
you please give the Court and for the record a: statement as 
to how far it is from the apartment to Headquarters; that 
is the approximate distance Y 
A. Approximately two blocks. 
Q. Well now, when you say two blocks, you mean Hilton 
blocks or Newport News blocks or what distance do you have 
in mind? 
'A. The particular 300 block of Warwick Road is a long 
block. It's a longer block than the Newport News blocks 
and in fact I believe it would be just an estimate, about as 
long as two Newport News blocks. 
Q. When you say Newport News blocks, you mean from 
street to street along Wa,shington Avenue, is that what you 
mean? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Then a block would be about 400 feet do you think, in 
length! 
A. I'd say between 350 feet and 400 feet. 
Q. That would be the first ,block that you are 
page 208 ~ ref erring to T 
A. The first block. 
Q. And this apartment was located well toward the north-
ern end of that block, is that true or noU 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now after walking the distance from the apartment up 
to the corner, that would be Main Street and Warwick Road, 
what would be the distance from that point down to Head-
quarters, approximately? 
A. Approximately 150 feet. 
Q. And that would be the distance that they would neces-
sarily have to travel either by walking or by automobile, is 
that right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And it would take about how long to travel that distance 
in an automobile Y · 
A. Two to three minutes. 
Q. That longf 
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A. It's including the traffic light with all the-all depend-
ing on whether the light was red or green. 
Q. Depending on where you caught the traffic light¥ 
A. Yes, if you didn't.catch the traffic lights you could do 
it in possibly a minute: · . 
Q. Captain, did you go to the home of Mrs. Alice Pittman 
and make any examination of a wall that she 
page 209 r requested you to examine? 
A. Yes,· sir. 
Q. When did you go there and when did you make the 
examination? 
A. It was during the month of March, around the latter 
part. I don't recall the exact date. 
Q. This year¥ 
A. Of this year. 
Q. Yes, sir. All right sir, and when you went there, did 
yon make the examination? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And what did you find, if anything¥ 
A. I found-
Mr. Garnett: I object to what he found in March, your 
Honor. 
Court: Does it make any real difference? 
By Mr. A. L. Bivins: 
Q. Go ahead and answer it. 
Court : You may answer it. 
A. I found a what-not stand hanging on the wall which I 
would call the north wall of the living room. It's flat back to 
it against the wall with a shelf on it. In the corner of this 
shelf facing towards the east wall there was a nick. The 
,mod bad been torn or bruised, whichever you may call it. 
Directly from that there was a mark in the 
page 210 r plastering of the wall and in the next wall there 
was a hole. 
By Mr. A. L. Bivins: 
Q. Did she make any demonstration to you at the time 
that you were there as to where she had been seated? 
A. Yes. 
Q. On any occasion when a bullet had been fired, that is 
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on the evening of the 22nd of January when the bullet had 
been fired? 
A. Yes, sir, she did. 
Q. Was she-where she demonstrated as having been 
seated, was she in line of fire or not? 
Mr. Garnett: Object to that. I object to any demonstra-
tions now that she made to Captain Kennedy. 
Court: I think you have gone too far, Mr. Bivins. 
By Mr. A. L. Bivins: 
Q. Captain, when you went into the apartment at the 
time of the shooting did you observe any blood on the rug 
or on the floor of the apartment? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. You did not? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Whether any was there or not, you cannot say? 
A. There wasn't any there at the time I ar-
page 211 ~ rived. 
Q. Do you recollect whether it was a rug on the 
floor or not Y I don't recollect from the pictures as to whether 
there was a rug or not. 
A. There was a rug on the floor that ,shows-
Q. On the floor I'm speaking of the bedroom-Jiving room 
floor? 
A. There was a rug on the floor that I would call a throw 
rug that the picture will show between the feet and where 
the head of the bed would be ; in the opening between the bed 
and wall of the cedar chest. 
Q. That would be to the side of the bed then Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. The side of the bed that connects to the west wall toward 
the west wall. In other words, as you entered the room Y 
A. Yes, sir, toward the west wall. 
Q. It would be the westerly ,side of the bed. Did you lift 
up the rug to see whether or not any blood stains were be-
neath it or not Y 
A. Not at that particular time, no, sir. 
Q. Have you ever observed any blood stains on. the floor 
of that room since this shooting? 
A. No, sir, I have not. 
Q. Have any ever been pointed out to you? 
A. No, sir. 
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page 212 r Mr. A. L. Bivins: That's all, sir. 
Court: Let me ask you this, Captain. When 
you examined the body was there any evidence that this man's 
shirt had been torn open and someone had looked at the 
wound previously 1 
A. As I recall, the front part of him, his sweater and hi.s 
shirt had been raised and you could see some of the naked 
flesh just above the belt line. 
Mr. Garnett: Excuse me, your Honor. Are you through? 
Court: I'm through. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Garnett: 
Q. Captain, as a matter of fact, the body hardly bled at 
all, isn't that correct1 
A. That's correct. 
Q. But for a little frothing at the nose and a spot or 
two of blood at the crotch of the pants, there was no visible 
blood in the room 1 
A. That's all that I saw. 
Q. Captain, I show you what purports to be a man's sport 
shirt. That is a check in design and ask you whether or not 
this is the shirt the deceased wore on the day of his death? 
A. Yes, sir, that is. 
page 213 r Q. Was that on the body when you arrived or 
not? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now will you examine it and point out and describe the 
blood stains thereon 1 
A. There's very little blood stain on the interior of the 
shirt. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: That's the inside? 
A. The inside of the shirt and as will show through in two 
different spots (indicating). 
By Mr. Garnett: 
Q. I hand you a sweater and ask you whether this is the 
sweater that he had on 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. Is that in virtually the same condition? 
A. Yes, sir. . . 
Q. And b.E} hag. on,. I hand you what purports to be a man's 
i;aincoat and. ask you whether or not he had this. on? 
A. Yes; ·sir, he had that on. . 
Q. Any blood apparently thereon? 
A. Two little spots of it (indicating). 
: Q. And that was all the blood then that you saw, is that 
right? · · · . . 
A. Other than what was around the mouth and nose. 
, ·Q. The frot4.in,g? . . . 
· · · · A. A frothy blood. 
page 214 ~ Q. Now you examined the wound? 
A. No, sir; I did not look at the wound. 
Q. You did not look at the wound? 
A. No, sir . 
. . Q. Now .C~ptain, you were present in my office on yester-
day, were you not, when I talked with Mrs. Pittman relative 
to this affair Y 
A. Yes, sir.,. 
Mr. A: L. Bivins: Now your Honor, we object if he is going 
to undertake to contradict her because he certainly hasn't 
laid. any foundation . 
.. Court: He did ask her on directing her attention to one or 
two minor points. 
Mr. Garnett : I'm not doing this by any rebuttal witness. 
l'm doing it by his· witness. 
Court: That doesn't make any difference. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: He's not my witness, Judge, I simply-
Court: I understand that but he did direct her attention 
to one or two minor points on which there was some disagree-
ment on what was said. · 
··Mr. A. L. Bivins: He didn't actually lay the foundation. 
Court: Ask the question and I'll rule on it then. 
' ' 
pap;P 215 ~ By Mr. Garnett: 
. . . -Q. Do you recall whether or not I asked Mrs. 
Pittman at what position was her husband in the apartment 
when the two shots were fired? 
1\fr\ A. L. Bivin!:!: Now we object to tp.at, your Honor, be-
cause he certainly examined that lady most vigorously and 
thorou~hly and she made a statement to it and she-was not 
warned that her statement would be contradicted. 
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. Court: I don't think actually warning her is necessary. 
He directed her attention to it and asked her didn't she 
testify-didn't she say that on a particular occa,sion. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: But he didn't lay the foundation. 
Court: I think that's sufficient. I overrule the objection. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: We save the point. 
By Mr, G:arnett: 
Q .. Do you recall my asking Mrs. Pittman that statement, 
Captain? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Tell his Honor, if you recall, what Mrs. Pittman said 
relative to the position of her husband or where he was in that 
· apartment when the shots were fired. 
page 216 r A. She stated he was going into the bedroom. 
That he. was going into the bedroom. 
Mr. Garnett: Going into the bedroom. All right, sir. 
RE-DIRECT 'EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. A. L. Bivins: 
Q. You understood from her statements on yesterday-
first I'd like to know this, Captain. How long was Mrs. Pitt-
man in Mr. Garnett's office yesterday being questioned? Ap-
proximately. 
A. Approximately an hour and fifteen minutes. 
Q. All right sir, did you drive her from Police Head-
quartets to Mr. Garnett's office? 
A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. And when she arrived at Mr. Garnett's office, you and 
she entered. Mr. Garnett was there. Was anyone else 
there? . 
A. Mr. Garnett wasn't at his office when we arrived. 
Q. I see. He later came into the office? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And was anyone else there? 
A. Not at that time, no, sir. 
Q. Did anyone else come in later¥ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Who? 
page 217 ~ A. Mr. Taylor. 
Q. Mr. H. R. Taylor, associated with Mr. Gar-
nett in the prosecution of this matter? 
A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. Did both of them examine her at length or question her 
at length? 
A. I-both of them questioned her. 
Q. For ·about. an hour and :fifteen minutes T 
A. Let me straighten out this time situation. I arrived 
here at approximately five minutes of one. Mr. Garnett was 
late. I think twenty-five minutes, as I recall it. It was ap-
proximately twenty-five minutes after one when he arrived 
at his office. I was back in Hilton at my office at five minutes 
of three. 
Q. Five to three? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you remained throughout· the entire examination 
or questioning of the witness, Mrs. Pittman, is that right T 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And then later drove her from Mr. Garnett's office back 
to Headquarters in Hilton, is that correct T 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you returned five-five minutes to three. Two 
fifty-five, is that right? 
page 218 ~ A. Yes, sir. 
Court: We 're wasting a lot of time. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins : That's all I wish to ask him except 
this. I do-Judge, there's one question. 
By Mr. A. L. Bivins: 
Q. Where are the trousers that this man was wearing? 
Do you have them? 
A. They 're in a bag over there. 
Q. How about the undershirt T 
A. We don't have the undershirt. 
Q. You heard her testify here to the effect it was the under-
shirt she tore, not the top shirt but the undershirt? 
A. I haven't seen the undershirt. 
Q. You haven't seen the undershirt? 
A. No, sir. 
Mr. Garnett: Here are the pants. I'm sorry, I forgot 
them. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: Thank you. Are these the trousers 
he was wearing T 
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A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins : We wish to have them offered with the 
other garments. 
Court: They were never offered in evidence. Let's move 
along. 
page 219 r Mr. A. L. Bivins: . That's all I wish to ask 
the witness. 
Mr. Garnett: I would like to clear one thing up for the 
record. 
Court: All right. 
RE-CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By M.r. Garnett.: 
Q. Captain Kennedy, as a matter of .fact, when this lady 
came to the office and I explained to her the purpose of my 
invitation to her to come and started to question her about 
the day, as a matter of fact, she said, "I'd rather go back 
Tuesday night and tell it in my own words'' or words to 
that effect, is that correct? 
A. That's correct. 
Q·. And she started back and told all the events in her own 
words and then I asked her some questions and Mr. Taylor 
asked her some questions, is that correct, 
A. That's correct. 
Mr. Jacobs: ,v e 'd like to introduce the measurements of 
the apartment that were made by Mr. Fox. Is this your 
writing, Mr. Fox1 
Detective Fox: Yes. 
Mr. Jacobs: We'd like to introduce that. 
The measurements of the apartment were re-
page 220 r ceived and marked Exhibit Number Four for the 
Defendant. 
Court: All right. Before you put him on, let's take a 
five minutes recess. If anyone wishes to smoke leave the 
Courtroom. It's entirely too much smoking in here and do 
not smoke any more in the Courtroom. 
At this time there was a short recess after which the Court 
reconvened. 
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called as a witness in his own behalf, being duly sworn, testi-
fied as follows : 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. A. L. Bivins: 
Q. State your name and age. 
A. Earl Bailey; 31. · 
Q. Where do you reside, Mr. Bailey? 
A. I now live at 4711 Huntington Avenue, Newport News, 
Virginia. 
Q. Where were you born a,nd reared? 
A. Warwick and Newport News. 
Q. Born in Warwick and lived in Newport News as a child. 
Is that-correct 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Where did you attend school? 
page 221 ~ A. Well actually both. I was attending school 
at Warwick to the sixth grade. From there we 
moved to Newport News and I completed school in Newport 
News. 
Q. All right, sir, now you are charged here with having shot 
Jackson Pittman on the 24th day of January of this year. 
Ln your own language tell how you happened to be in the 
apartment in Warwick on that afternoon and give all the 
other facts and circumstances leading up to and the actual 
shooting that occurred 1 
A. Well I can best describe that by starting from the 
phone call. I received a phone call this particular day, 
January 24, from Alice Pittman about twelve thirty. 
Q. 'Where ·were you when you received the phone call? 
A. Kecoughtan Court which is apartment 93-C. I lived 
there at that time. 
. Q. All right, sir. After you received the call, what hap-
pened¥ 
A. VI ell, she said-we spoke and said hello and so forth 
which isn't important. She said, "I want to see you this 
afternoon. I have a little free time this afternoon and I 
want to see you about something;" and I hesitated a moment 
and she said, '' the pictures you have that belong to Dean.'' 
Q. That Dean is her son 1 
A. Dean is her son. 
Q. All right, go ahead. 
page 222 ~ A. Sometime back in the month of December I 
borrowed her camera. · 
Q. Was that December, '561 
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· A. December of '56 I borrowed this camera which belonged 
to her son, Dean. The purpose of me borrowing this camera 
was to take some pictures of my family during the Christmas 
holidays which later on we did. And in the process of doing 
that, she had a roll of film at least her son, Dean, had a roll 
of film already in the camera. I think maybe we snapped a 
couple of pictures. Anyhow, we rolled the pictures off and 
we had to take thos~ out and put in new film because the 
film we used to take the pictures at my mother's were of a 
different type. In fact, they were a color film and we did 
take some pictures. That's how I got the pictures we were 
talking about. Well, I had some threats from Jack through 
my mother, as well as by Jack on the telephone. 
Q. When you say some threats through-from Jack through 
your mother, how many threats had you-have been com-
municated to you from Jack through your motherf 
A. Through my mother? 
Q. Yes. 
A. Just one. 
Q. And that was when 1 
A. Well, that was December the 3oth. 
page 223 ~ Q. Of last year f 
A. Of 1956. 
Q. All right sir, go ahead. 
A. So that's how I come to have the pictures. She wanted 
the pictures. She said her son had been asking about the 
pictures. She wanted the pictures back. I said, "well Alice 
that's the wav Jack has been acting lately, and the threats 
and all, I really don't want to see you. As a matter of fact I 
told my mother that I wouldn't and I really don't think it's 
wise at this particular time.'' The pictures seemed to be 
very important to her but to me it was a very minor thing. 
I don't want to go up there and take a chance of endangering 
my life for maybe other people. I'm referring to her and 
maybe him or anybody, over pictures. The pictures were 
very unimportant to me but then she made this remark. "I 
got to see you" and she seemed very excited when she said 
that. "I'm planning on leaving again. Jack has shot at me." 
,iV ell, to me th9t was most unusual and I said, "what?" 
And she repeated it. She said, "I got to see you." So-
Q. Did she-
A. All right. 
Q. Did she tell you at that time when he had shot at her? 
A. Yes, she said it happened on a Tuesday night, the Tues-
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day night before this particular day which was 
page 224 ~ Thursday. 
Q. That would have been the 22nd dayT 
A. Thats right, this day being the 24th. 
Q. Go ahead. 
A. She said-she repeated about him taking a shot at her 
and I said, "whaU'·' So the_n I said, "well then under 
those conditions I will meet you.'' She said, '' I just got 
to leave.'' Well, we didn't discuss the matter but in my 
own mind I formed the opinion that I would see her and 
probably give her some money to make some arrangements 
about getting away later on. In fact, I had given her some 
money once before when she left, to make .a down payment 
-on some furniture. Of course she didn't ask me for any 
money and we didn't discuss the matter but that was in my 
mind at the time. So we hung up and oh, I stayed around the 
apartment, I don't recall exactly what I did. Took a bath or 
shave or something. Anyhow, I was there and about oh, 
ten minutes to two, a quarter to two, somewhere in that 
vicinity, I get another phone call. It's Alice. She says, "I'm 
going to be ·a little late." She said, "I'll see you a little 
after two.'' 
Court: Where were you at that time? Were you at-what 
apartment were you? 
A. I was in my own apartment in Kecoughtan Court in 
Hampton. So she says, '' I 'II see you a little after two.'' 
This was about oh, I'd say a quarter to two, ten 
page 225 ~ minutes to two, somewhere like that. I said, '' all 
right, I'll see you." So I-I don't recall, I put 
on a top coat. I believe it was a top coat or overcoat, what-
ever you want to call it and I left about two o'clock and when 
I left, I went-I crossed the lawn over to my used car lot. 
The used car lot is, well it's parallel with this apartment 
house which is Kecoughtan Court and I walked across the 
yard over to the used car lot which I frequently do. I got a 
car, a used car. I got in the car and went to Hilton. So 
when I went to Hilton, I went up on the side street there. 
I don't know exactly which street that street would be and 
anyhow, it's-I noticed it's a Doctor Pile or doctor somebody, 
his office is on this particular street, if that would help iden-
tify the street and I parked the car and I went up the back 
way. The reason for me going up the back way was that I 
had been up the back way before once during the summer. 
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I had taken Alice Pittman to this apartment when her father 
had died. In fact, she had already asked me-I didn't recall 
that part of it, at least I didn't make that statement earlier 
but she had told me to come up the back and she'd be standing 
_in the doorway which she was and I seen her in the doorway. 
Q. Could you see her from where you looked while she 
stood in the doorway? 
A. Yes, walking up the alley I could see her 
page 226 ~ very plain. 
Q. All right, go ahead. 
A. So I walked up the steps. There's a very steep set 
of steps. I haven't counted them but I'd say ten or twelve 
steps. They're very steep. I remember that part of it. I 
walked up the steps and I crossed the roof. There's a very 
long roof. 
Q. That's what Mr.-what Mr. Garnett has spoken of as a 
projection from the back door? 
A. Well, it might be a projection. I call it a roof. 
Q. Well I say that's the same thing, isn't it? 
A. Anyhow, it is a roof, walked across. 
Q. You walked across the roof to the back door, is that 
. what you did? 
A. That's correct. I walked across the roof to get to the 
back door and Alice was standing in the door. She unhooked 
the door, I imagine. She made some motion with her hand 
like that. She opened the door aiJld I went in. She closed the 
door and closed another door, a wooden door and she locked 
the door I assume and then we walked on in and I said, '' I 
have the pictures.'' She said, '' did you bring them Y'' I 
said, '' yes, I brought the pictures.'' Actually I was more 
interested in what she had to say about the other. The pic-
tures were unimportant to me. Anyhow, she leads me into 
this room. It is a combination living room and 
page 227 ~ bedroom. It was a two bedroom apartment. The 
TV was there and, what you call it, cedar chest 
was there. He remarked once before about, asked why I 
didn't sit here. It has pictures all over it. I couldn't have 
sit there if I wanted to. 
Q. The photograph shows the arrangement as of that date, 
doesn't it? 
A. I imagine it does. 
Q. Shows the cedar chest and the articles that were on it. 
Well an"how, you didn't sit on the cedar chest Y 
A. I sit on the bed. I don't have any reason for sitting on 
the bed or chair, anywhere, but I sit on the chest so I-as I 
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got in the bedroom, before I sit on it, in the-on the bed, I 
take the topcoat off and laid it across the top of the bed where 
the pillows were and I sit down aind pulled the pictures out 
and she looked at them. She looked at them a few minutes. 
I don't know the length of time but it couldn't have been 
very long from the time I arrived. Then there is a faint 
knock, I '11 say a faint knock, a soft knock. I jumped up like 
this (indicating) .. I didn't fully get up. I was about like 
this (indicating) and she puts her hand back down and she 
says, "it's next door." Well, I didn't make any remark. 
At least if I did, I don't recall but I thought perhaps it 
could have been him. It could have been anybody. I was a 
little scared, to tell the truth. She said it was next door and 
I sit back down. Then there's a loud splintering 
page 228 ~ I guess would be a good word to use, splintering 
sound and at this sound she jumps up. She is 
over here to my left. I'm more or less in the middle and 
she's this way which would be the back of the bed. She 
jumps up and she runs in. She runs into the hallway. She 
gets in the hallway; I proceed behind her. I am still·in the 
bedroom. I can see through the door. By this time there's 
another, well, burst of splinters, whatever you may want to 
call it. Anyhow, there's a sound against this door as if there 
is some force on the other side and the door is partly come in. 
The door was open say about like this (indicating) as if may-
be one lock had been broken or I imagine that chain might 
have been holding it. That's probably the reason it was open 
this far. Of course I don't know that. That's just my 
op1mon. So I turned around and I rushed back. I imagine 
it's Jack. I don't know it's Jack but I have a good reason 
to think that, being as he has threatened me. I rushed back 
and I'm thinking the door is going to come in. I grabbed 
my top coat which is at the head of the bed. 
Court: You did whaU 
A. I grabbed my top coat which was lying on the head 
of the bed across the pillows and I had this pistol in my 
pocket in my right-hand pocket. I take the pistol out very 
quickly. It_'s an automatic and I like this (indicating), I 
backed motioned to cock .1t to put a bullet in the chamber. 
There wasn't a bullet in the chamber. I did that 
page 229 ~ very quicklv. ,BY thi~ time the noise is already 
crashed and he s entermg the room. Very quicklv 
I say, "Jack, I have a gun too" and I recognized it,' I recog-
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nized the party as Mr. Pittman. I say, "I have a guri ·too" 
and fl.red the gun to his right which hit a TV. I wasn't 
aiming, just to his right to make sure I didn't hit him. I 
said, "I have a gun too" thinking that he had a gun because 
he had threatened and said he had a gun and -so forth ~nd so 
on. So he had a-he was-well, he wasn't exactly this far; 
about like this (indicating). I could see it was an instrument 
of some kind and he came by this (indicating), this motion 
towards me. As he rushed, I fired a second shot. Actually 
the first one, this way, I just turned the gun in this direction 
(indicating) which was his direction. I fired the gun. He 
kind of-he didn't fall down right away. He kind of slumps 
this way. I immediately took the gun and threw it on the 
bed and I grabbed him before he actually hit the floor. In 
the mea,ntime Alice Pittman, she's rushing in from behind. 
She grabs this side of him and I'm got this and we imme-
diately lower him to the floor, ease him down. So she-grabs 
at his shirt here and pulls back. She doesn't know where he's 
hit, just like I don't know where he is bit. I just shot in that 
direction. She pulls his shirt up or apart. Anyhow, his 
naked body was visible and I could see a very small hole 
which was close to bis heart and bv this time 
page 230 ~ there's blood coming out of his mouth. There 
wasn't bleeding very freely but it was like a ·clot 
0f blood. I'd say as big as a quarter and it fell down, actually 
I don't know whether it hit his clothes or fell to the floor 
or where it went. Anyhow I did notice this blood. So I said, 
"we better prop him up so he can breath better." So we set 
him up like in this position (indicating), this way and then 
Alice, she ru~bed into the room, the bathroom I '11 assume, got 
a wet cloth and she came back. By this time there's blood 
across here, bis nostrils, his mouth and she wiped that off. 
So I said, "we better prop him up against the door. I'll call 
an ambulance." So rather than pick him up, we actually just 
drug him across the room. He was about middle way at this 
point, drug him across backwards to the door. We propped 
him on the door and she held him as I went to the telephone 
and I went to the telephone. I grabbed the book and I was 
looking and evidently I was nervous .because I couldn't see 
the number right away so I said, "I'll dial the operator." 
So I dialed the operator. I dialed the operator; I turned 
around to Alice and I said, "what's the address number 
here." I ha.d been back to this apartment in the summer but 
I actually at that point didn't know the correct address. 
She says 373 Warwick which I repeated to the operator, said, 
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'' someone is very seriously hurt. Send an ambulance here'' 
and I hung up. At this point I turned back around to Alice 
and I said, "he's been hit in a bad place." I said, 
page 231 ~ ''it looks bad. I really messed up everybody's 
lives. I disgraced my family and you and your 
children and everybody.'' At this point I says, ''I've got a 
good mind to commit suicide." She said, "no, don't do 
that." She jumped up and grabbed the gun. I said, "I won't 
do that. I will turn myself in.'' She handed me the gun. 
In the process of this which happened, oh, just a matter of 
seconds, Jack's head fell back across from the back of the 
doorway and that's when his head was resting in the door-
way. Up to that point he had been resting. When she let 
him down to go across to get the gun, I said, '' I won't do 
that. Give me the gun." She did. That's when Jack's head 
was leaning down on the floor and oh, about that time or after 
a few seconds this guy walks in who I assume is the ambu-
lance driver and he says, "what's happened?" And I said, 
'' a man has been shot.'' He says, '' the police been called Y '' 
I said, "no, he's still alive." So he turned around, I assumed 
he went to call the police. I don't recall whether he said 
this is a police matter or what he said. I don't recall that 
part but he did turn around and went down the stairway. 
Q. Do you recollect him asking you whether or not anyone 
had called the police? 
A. Yes, he asked me that question. I said, '' no, I haven't 
called the police. He's still alive. I called the operator who 
was in turn to call you.'' Assuming he was the ambulance 
driver. 
page 232 ~ Q. All right sir, go ahead. 
A. So he turned around and walked back out-
to the hallway, down the door. So I turned around to 
Alice Pittman and I said, "well, I've done all I can do here. 
I'm going to go talk to my mother'' and which I did. I went 
and left, went to the kitchen, unlocked the back door, walked 
across the roof, down the steps and got into my automobile 
and went to my mother's where she works which is in Hilton. 
Jack's Salads is the name of the place. I don't recall the 
address. It's behind the ABC building, if that will locate it. 
So I called her aside and said, "I want to talk to you." So 
she said, '' just a minute.'' She washed her hands. She was 
making-
Q. Anyhow she left with you? 
A. Yes, she left with me. 
Q. Where did you go Y 
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A. So we rode around, oh, in the direction of Newport 
News but I wasn't traveling too fast and I told her exactly 
what happened, what I just said. I said, '' I don't know 
whether to kill myself or what to do. I disgraced you, my 
father; you 're active in the church, my sister works in the 
bank. I disgraced everybody.'' She said, '' no, please don't 
do that. You def ended yourself which I'm sure he would 
have done." 
Mr. Garnett: I object to all this conversation. 
page 233 ~ By Mr. A. L. Bivins: 
Q. What did you do after that? 
A. From that point I took her home and told her not to 
worry, that I· was going to go to some lawyers, see some 
lawyers and then she says, "well call me back in a few 
minutes." She says, "I am going to call"-
Mr. Garnett: Your Honor, I object to this conversation. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: You don't know whether she called. 
By Mr. A. L. Bivins: 
Q. You don't know whether she called or not? 
A. At that point I don't know. 
Q. What did you do. You left your mother, is that 
right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You left her at her home, is that true? · 
A. Yes. 
Q. All right. 
A. I think there's something I should mention. I think 
it is important and I should say this. 
Q. What is it? 
A. She said-
Mr. Garnett: I object to that. 
A. I'll tell you what I said. 
page 234 ~ Court: I'm going to permit what you said. 
Go ahead. 
A. She said, ''don't do anything foolish. You don't 
actually know that Jack is dead, do you?'' I said, '' no, I 
actually don't but'' I said, '' it was close to his heart.'' She 
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said, "I'll go to the house and call up and suppose you call 
me back a few minutes on your way back to the lawyer's 
office." I said, "I will do that." I called my mother -and 
she said she talked-
Court: You. learned he was dead Y 
A. Yes, from my mother, that's right and then she asked 
me to call Captain Shaw. She says, "please call him" and 
she gave me the nu.mber. I don't recall what it is but ·she 
did. I called the number and I spoke to a gentleman who 
identified himself as, I don't know whether it Lieutenant 
Shaw or Sergeant. Anyhow, Shaw. 
By Mr. A. L. Bivins: 
Q. That number that she gave was the phone number at 
the apartment where the shooting had occurred, is that 
right? 
A. Well, that's what he told me, yes, sir. 
Q. He was at that apartment then Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. Carrying on the investigation. All right, you called 
that number and you reached him? 
page 235 ~ A. I called and I said, "is Alice Pittman 
. . there Y'' He said, '' why, who are you Y'' I said, 
"it doesn't matter" or something to that effect. I didn't want 
him to know. I wanted to get to the lawyer before I said too 
much. He said, well, you might as well tell me where you 
are and I'll come and get you" and I said, "that won't be 
necessary." I said, "I got some business I want to attend 
to :first in reference to I want to see a lawyer and arrange 
to talk to somebody about the legal points of it so" I said, 
'' but I will come up to the station a quarter to five or around 
five.'' I don't know whether I said around a quarter of 
five or five or approximately that time. He said, "you do that 
then. '' I said, '' well I certainly will'' so then I hung the 
phone up and got out to my car and drove to Mr. Bivins and 
Mr. Jacob's office. You want me to describe that too? 
Q. In other words, a bond was arranged and you went 
up and surrendered, is that right. You were admitted to 
bail, is that right? · 
A. Yes. 
Q. All right sir, now was there any way for you to have 
@.'Otten out of that apartment, any way that you know of 
that you could have gotten out of that apartment without 
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firing those shots after it became apparent that someone was 
breaking the door in to enter? · 
A. No, sir. I say that, I base that on _this. 
page 236 ~ When she went to the hall, the door was at that 
time was partly broken in. You could see about 
this much of the door (indicating). In other words, you 
could see it was open. The chain apparently .was holding it. 
I would have to pass by her and looks like maybe the next 
blow against the door, whatever it might . have been would 
have burst the door open but even if it hadn't, I know the 
back door is locked. _ I got, when I assmp.e I-_could pass, I got 
to go in the kitchen. I got to unlock the. door. Then I· got 
to go down this long roof which is-
Q. About how long is that? 
A. I would-I was getting ready to say forty-five feet. It 
may be a little more or a little less. That's just an esti-
mate. · 
Q. After you reached the edge of the roof, what do you 
have to do? 
A. Then you have to go down the stairway and from the 
stairway there's an alley a good distance to the street where 
my car was. I would say, I couldn't get-I couldn't get out, 
absolutely not. 
Q. No way for you to have gotten out? 
A. If I could have gotten out, it would have been much 
better but I considered those factors . 
. Q. Was there any door leading into this room other than 
the door going into the hall? 
page 237 ~ A. No. 
Q. Just one door? 
A. One door. That door I had to pass to get to the kit-
chen-to the other back entrance. · 
Q. Now ref erring to Commonwealth's Exhibit Ten, does 
that show the location of the bed in that room? 
A. Yes, it does. 
Q. Now if you will hold that photograph so that the Court 
and Mr. Garnett and Mr. Taylor can see, indicate where 
you were in that room at the time that Mr. Pittman entered 
the room. 
A. Right here (indicating). 
Q. Now the diagram in evidence shows that room to be 
twelve feet two inches long I believe and you were standing 
against which wall as close to which wall? 
A. Well, that would be the north wall. 
-Q. That would be the north wall Y 
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A. The north wall. 
Q. Was there any object between the north wall and the 
point where you were standing and if so, what was it Y 
A. Well, it doesn't show in this photo but I was standing 
here (indicating). The reason I wasn't further hack, there's 
a chest I guess you call it, a cedar chest, a wood chest from 
here back. That's almost flush against the wall. 
Court: Mr. Garnett do you have that diagram 
page 238 ~ there? 
Mr. Garnett: Yes, sir, I do. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: That was introduced, wasn't iU 
Court: It was introduced but he had taken it back. 
Mr. Garnett: I had used it to cross examine. 
By Mr. A. L. Bivins: 
Q. Now you say you fired a shot as he came into this room, 
is that right? 
A. That's right. He was already in the room. 
Q. He was in the room when you fired the shot? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. That shot went where, if you know? Did you know 
at that time where it went? 
A. At that time I didn't know. Later on I learned it hit 
the TV. I know it was to his extreme right. As he is facing 
me. it is to his rfa:ht. 
Q. Were you directing your fire toward him at the time he 
first entered the room or not? 
A. Of course not. 
Q. Well, that's what I want the Court to know. Is the 
television you speak, we refer to Commonwealth's Exhibit 
Number Thirteen. Is that the television you refer 
page 239 ~ -to? 
A. That's the TV. 
Q. Is there any point on the television indicating where 
the bullet penetrated? 
A. Yes, there's a white mark right there which later on I 
understand that Captain Kennedy or someone put in there 
to show the point of where it entered. 
Q. After that first shot had been fired, how long an interval 
occurred before the second shot was fired Y 
A. Well, he advanced-he was standing-when the first 
shot was fired he had just entered the door and he turned 
facing me. I fired the shot to his right which hit to the 
side and then he advanced. By this time he got this metal 
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object which later turned out to be that wrench. I'll assume 
it was that wrench and this way (indicating). He taken about 
three steps towards me. I'd say in a matter of oh, twenty 
seconds. 
Q. All right sir, again referring to Commonwealth's Ex-
hibit Number Ten, indicate on this, · on this photograph if 
you will, the approximate position of the deceased at the 
time the second shot was fired. If you will do that T 
A. Well, the second shot fired, I fired that as he advanced 
to me. As he advanced to me, I was here (indicating). He 
was right along in here (indicating). I'd say about midway 
in the room. 
Q. About midway in the room T 
page 240 ~ A. That's right. 
Q. Now that photograph shows the object on 
the floor; an object rather, in appearance similar to this. How 
did that get on the floor (indicating)? 
A. Well, he had it in his hand. When the shot struck 
him, he dropped the lug wrench. As he dropped it, he pitched 
this way (indicating). He didn't actually go down. I 
grabbed him before he actually hit the floor but this metal 
object fell to the floor. 
Q. Now is this the lug wrench that you saw him drop 
or is it similar or does it appear to be the same? 
A. I'd say it is the same one. If not, it is one exactly 
like it. 
Q. Now when you first saw this object, where was it? 
A. Where was it T 
Q. Yes, sir. 
A. It was about right in here (indicating), about right 
here (indicating). 
Q. Who had hold of it, if anyone? 
A. Who had hold of it? 
Q. Yes, sir. 
A. Mr. Pittman. 
Q. All right, was he holding it stationary or was he pulling 
it forward or what was he .. doing in respect to it T 
page 241 ~ A. He was more or less m a motion. He had it 
about here (indicating). Oh, I'd say about this 
way and he raised it over his head as he advanced toward me. 
I assumed he was going to strike me with it. 
Q. Well, when you first saw it as he was pulling it for-
ward? 
A. That's when I fired the first shot. 
Q. Why did you fire the shot T 
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A. Well I wa:nted to. warn him that I had a ·gun. In fact, 
I made a remark, "I. got a gun too, Jack, and it's a small 
gun as you can see.'·' : I .wanted him to know I actually had it 
and I fired it. I wanted to warn him. 
Q. Did you know what this was at, the time? 
A. Not at that particular second I didn't. 
Q. Did you have any thought as to what it was Y : 
A. I thought it was gun, his thirty-eight. I had seen the' 
thirty-eight before. 
Q. And when did you learn it wasn't a thirty-eight? 
A. Well as he came over his head with it in my direction, 
I realized it wasn't a gun but he's going to hit me anyway 
so I shot it. ' 
Q. Did you realize that at the same time you fired the 
second shot or was it before or after you realized that it 
wasn't a gun that you fired the second shot? 
A. I fired the second shot I realized at that 
page 242 ~ point it wasn't a gun. 
Q. At the time you fired is the-
A. He was coming at me this way (indicating) with a gun. 
If it was a gun he wouldn't have raised it over his head. · 
When he was coming this way, I thought it was a gun. 
Q. Did you fire the gun when he was in this motion Y 
A. He was in this motion I said, '' I got a gun too.,·, I 
fired the gun to his right. At that point I thought it was 
a gun and I wanted him to know I had a gun too and that's 
when I fired the first shot. 
Q. The first shot you fired away from him? 
A. I fired to his right. I wanted to warn hini. I didn't 
want to hit him. I could have hit him the very first shot 
I imagine in a small room like that, as big as he is. 
Q. This morning Mr. Kashouty testified he sold you an 
automatic forty-five, semi-automatic I ·believe he described 
it, during the year 1954. Is that correct? 
A. That's right, twenty-five semi-automatic. 
Q. Well, did he see-did Mr. Kashouty see this gun which 
he sold you in 1954 from-the date of the sale up until sometime 
the last part of last ye'ar or first part of this year? 
A. Vlell actually I ca'.n explain that. 
Q. Did he see it any time from the date of sale 
page 243 ~ up to January-
A. From 1954 up until the first, sometime the 
first of January, 1957 he did not see it. 
Q. He did not see it? 
A. He did not see it. 
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Q. How did he· happen to see· it during the early part of 
J anuaty; 1957 or ·during· January, 1957? 
A. Well, the reason for that being this. My mother, on the 
30th of December called me up and in my brother's house. 
I was with Alice Pittman. She says Jack had been to my 
mother's house, you know, to her house which is my mother's 
house. · 
Court: In· other words, she related-
By Mr. A. L. Bivins: 
Q. In other words she related-
Court: We heard that. 
By Mr. A. L. Bivins: 
Q. She communicated the threat to you? 
A. I got to tell that. 
Q. Just a minute. Did she communicate the threat to 
you? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. And the threat was what? 
A. She said, ''I'm scared Jack is going to kill · you and 
Alice was here and he had a gun. I assume he 
page 244 ~ had a gun. He made some very bad threats.'' 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did she communicate the _threats to_ you? 
Q. Did she tell you what he said he was going to do? 
A. He said, ''I'm going to kill that son of a bitch.'' 
Q. All right, then having had that threat· communicated to 
you by your mother, what did you do in relation to the 
gun? 
A. Well, I wasn't living home at the time and I thought 
if he was that serious to go to my mother and father which 
had nothing to do with it, that the possibility that maybe he 
really would, so a few days in January I got thinking about 
this gun that I used to have. In fact, it was in the trunk of 
my automobile, an Oldsmobile that I used to drive and it was 
jammed and had been there for a good while. It wouldn't 
even fire so I was riding by Jefferson A venue Extended and 
I happened to see this gun shop and I remember that Ernie 
ran it so I stopped. I took the gun out of the trunk and I 
went in and said, "Ernie, can you fix this gun?" 
Q. Is that where you bad been keeping the gun, in the 
trunk of the car? 
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A. Yes, it was in the trunk. It was jammed up. He said, 
'' I think so.'' He worked on it a few minutes and then he 
said, ''it's very rusty. You should take better 
page 245 ~ care of it than you do.'' I said, '' I never have 
any occasion to use it'' so then he returned it to 
me. I stuck it in my coat and from that day on I kept the 
gun in my top coat. 
Q. WhyT 
A. Because I was in fear of Jack Pittman, what he said he 
might really kill me if he ever caught me with his wife. 
Q. All right sir, why did you get the gun T Why did you 
buy the gun in the first instance? 
A. You mean in 1954? 
Q. Why did you buy it? Yes, in 1954, for what purpose? 
A. Well actually I went in the gun shop to buy a hunting 
gun, a shot gun which I bought and some ammunition for it 
and after I bought it we walked over to this display case 
which these pistols were in and I was looking them over and 
I said," gee, that's a nice"-
Q. Anyhow you bought it for what purpose T 
A. Target practice; shoot it when I came back from hunt-
ing with the other gun. 
Q. Did you buy it with any idea of shooting any individual? 
A. No, sir. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: Witness with you. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
page 246 r By Mr. Garnett: 
Q. Now Mr. Bailey, you say that you took this 
gun to Kashouty in the early part of January, 1957? 
A.. That's correct. 
Q. And he worked on it a very few minutes? 
A.. It wasn't too long. 
Q. You said a few minutes. 
A.. A. few minutes, that's right. 
Q. As many as five? 
A.. Five minutes? 
Q. Yes. 
A.. I'd say five, probably five minutes, yes. 
Q. No more than five? 
A.. Not for-when he unjammed it. It might have taken a 
little more time when he was oiling it. 
Q. How long was it altogethed 
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A. Altogether? Oh, probably ten or fifteen minutes. 
Q. All right, ten or fifteen minutes. He took the gun 
which you described was rusty and made it up like new? 
A. I said it was a little rusty. 
Mr. Jacobs: Kashouty said that. 
Court : Let him finish his question. 
By Mr. Garnett: 
Q. He took it, which was rusty and hadn't been taken care 
of and made it look like new? 
page 247 ~ A. I don't know if it looks like new but he oiled 
it. 
Q. It's not rusty now, is it? 
A. Well, you can put oil on rust. That's the first spot 
the-if you don't get it too far down I guess you can do. it. 
I'm not familiar with that. I don't know about the oxidation 
of metal. 
Q. All right sir, now Mr. Bailey, that was after you 
mother had called and allegedly relayed a threat to you? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. And you say at that time you were with Alice Pittman 
when your mother called? 
A. That particular night I was, yes. 
Q. Now you say that Mr. Pittman had threatened you! 
A. That's correct, he had. 
Q. Personally? 
A. That's right. 
Q. And you said that he had said he would kill you. 
That you put your gun in your pocket because he said, "he 
would kill me if he ever caught me with his wife.'' 
A. That's correct. 
Q. That's correct. Well, you only kept the gun in your 
pocket then when you went out with his wife, is 
page 248 ~ that right? 
A. No, that isn't right. 
Q. That is not right? 
A. That certainly isn't. 
Q. Did you ever tell Alice Pittman you were carrying 
this gun? 
A. On some occasions I did. 
Q. She testified I understood that she didn't know you 
carried a gun. 
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Court: Of course-
Mr. A. L. Bivins: That's one thing. 
A. I didn't tell her every day I took it. I didn't see her 
every day. I didn't talk to her every day. I have on occa-
sions told her I had a gun. 
By Mr. Garnett: . 
Q. You had a gun. Well had you told her on occas10ns 
you had a gun or you told her on occasions you carried a 
gun? 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: We submit your Honor, that is cer-
tainly-
Mr. Garnett: I would like to know that. 
Court: I think that's proper. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins : All right, we save the point. 
A. I '11 tell you when she first knew I had a gun. I was 
in the Riverside Hospital in the month of N ovem-
page 249 r ber, 1956 and when I was in the hospital I was in 
there I think it was thirteen days. Alice Pittman 
lived on Chesterfield Road. She used to come and see me 
at the hospital every day or either that night. The least she 
visited me every· day or night. I'd see her sometime during 
that period and she was using my automobile for transporta-
tion to get back and forth because she had to feed her two 
children. Quite often she'd go back and forth in a matter of 
not too much time. In other words, she probably leave say 
four o'clock she'd go home and feed the kids I imagine and be 
back maybe six thirty or seven. She used my car during the 
whole time. On one occasion she drove the car home and 
Jack was waiting in there for her. He grabbed the keys 
so she is telling me-
Mr. Garnett: I object to what she told you. 
A. I'm going to tell you how-
Mr. A. L. Bivins: That's his answer. 
Court: Wait just a second, The question was this. Did 
you tell her you bad a gun or that you carried a gun? 
A. She found out for herself. I'm getting ready to tell 
you about the car. I got to mention the car to clear it up. 
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He took the car away from her, too~ -:my::~ar away fr~m her 
and went through the glove compartment and there was this 
· gun and she told me later on about the incident and that's 
how she first asked me about the gun. 
page 250 r By Mr. Garnett: · · ·, : ·. J :, . • · 
Q. It was Pittman who found that you had a 
gun in your car T · 
A. Well I don't know whether he found it or not. She 
told me about it. He must have found it, if that's ,,,hat 
you are trying to get- across. 
Q. Now that was before he had threatened to kill you· or 
noU .. 
A. No, he threatened to kill nie before that, several times. 
Q. When did he first make the threat T 
A. When be :first made the threat, it must have been about 
December the 10th, 11th; somewhere in there of 1956. 
Q. A year before T 
A. Well, that's the first you asked me. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: December '56. 
Court: Would be after you were in the hospital. Was it 
before you were in the hospital or after T 
A. Before I was in the hospital. 
By Mr. Garnett: 
Q. Well was it in December, 19557 
A. That's correct. 
Q. December 1955 he first threatened your life? 
page 251 r A. That's ri'?'ht. In fact he came to the -hos-
pital and thref-ltened me when I was laying in the 
bed. He grab}ed his wife and slapped her and said, '' I 
was going to kill vou yet." That was a very direct threat. 
I'm laying like this on the bed (indicating). 
Q. That was in the hospital Y 
A. That's correct. "' 
Q. He said, "I'm going to kill you yet/' 
A. That's right. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins : The witness said he was confused. 
He was in the hospital in 1956. 
A. The time element-
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Court: Let him correct that. 
A. I can correct that. I thought he corrected that. Should 
I correct it? 
Court: Mr. Bivins, let him testify. 
A. Ask the question again. I seem to be confused. 
By Mr. Garnett: 
Q. Yes, you do. Now did he first threaten you in December 
of 1955T 
A. December¥ 
Q. That's what you said. 
A. I said January the 10th or the 11th. 
Q. Of January¥ 
A. That's right. 
page 252 r Mr. Garnett : 1955. 
Court: Forget about whether it is '55 or '56. 
How long before the shooting did he first threaten your 
lifeT 
A. I'd say about a year. 
By Mr. Garnett: 
Q. A year. Ho\.v many times during that year do you sup-
pose he threatened your life to you, directly? 
A. ·wen, I don't understand what you mean directly. He 
called me on the phone. Would you call that directly? 
Q. How many times did he threaten you, not through any-
body else. How many times did he threaten you? 
A. About six times. 
Q. About six times? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. Now you and he had been close friends T 
A. At one time. 
Q. Until you started going with his wife. Isn't that righU 
A. We'll assume that. 
Q. Is it right or not? 
A. That's right then. 
Mr. Garnett: All right. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: Answer the question, Mr. Bailey. 
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page 253 r A. All right. 
By Mr. Garnett: 
Q. And he knew that you ran a used car lot, didn't he? 
A. Yes, he did. 
Q. And he knew where you lived, didn't he¥ 
A. I imagine he did. 
Q. Well, he's been to your apartment? 
A. Never in his life. 
Q. Never has been to your apartment¥ 
A. No. 
Q. He's been to your place of business¥ 
A. Yes. 
Q. He knew where that was¥ 
A. Yes, he did. 
Q. He knew that you ate in certain restaurants? 
A. Did what¥ 
Q. That you took your meals in certain restaurants f 
A. Yes, yes. 
Q. He knew about that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. He knew your habits then; your eating habits and your 
working habits, didn't he? 
A. Yes. 
Q. So that had he wanted to kill you at any 
page 254 r time during that year, he knew exactly where to 
find you, didn't he¥ 
A. Well, if he wanted to find me, I think he could have, 
yes. 
Q. He could have found you? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. And you never went to the police about these threats Y 
A. No, I never went to the police. 
Q. You never went to the police because you never really 
thought he would kill you. Isn't that right? 
A. Well, I really didn't think he would, up until the time 
he took it upon himself to go to my mother's home. My 
mother's and father's at that time. I thought if he was 
that concerned to go to my mother and father, he knows 
their habits also; that they go to church quite often. They're 
not used to any fuss, using the language he did. He's 
going to kill that son of a bitch. I thought he was getting 
very serious at that time. I did become very concerned. 
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Q. So when your mother called you and relayed that al-
leged message to you, you formed the conclusion then tha.t 
he was now serious Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. And yet you waited three days before you went and 
got your gun fixed? 
page 255. ~ A. I didn't say three days. The early-
Q. Well you said-
A. Approximately three days. 
Q. All right, that's what I understood. 
A. I wasn't seeing Mrs. Pittman at that time. 
Q. Sir? 
A. In those three days I hadn't seen her. In fact, I hadn't 
seen her until that particular day, the 24th. 
Q. I know you hadn't seen her but you had understood this 
man was looking for you and was going to kill you'? 
A. If I was with his wife. 
Q. But you had testified even after you had your gun fixed 
you carried it all the time. Not just when you were with 
his wife? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. That's correct. So at the time that you formed this 
conclusion on the ni~ht of December 30th, that Jack Pittman 
was serious about his threats to kill you, you undertook three 
days later to get your gun fixed but you still never went to the 
police about any threaU 
A. No, I didn't go to the police. 
Q. You think your life was in danger Y 
A. Well, I got to date it back a little bit. 
Q. Let's talk about that time. Let's don't date it back. 
Let's talk about that. 
page 256 r A. Repeat the q~estion. 
Q. Did you think your life was in danger in the 
· early part of January, 1957? 
A. Yes, I did. 
Q. The only step you took by way of preventive measures 
was to have your gun fixed? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. That's correct? 
· A. Up to a point. 
Q. Well, up to what point. Is it incorrect? 
· A. Well, when I was in the hospital, when he came to the 
hospital that particular day and grabbed his wife and made 
that threat to me, that night he called me back up on the 
telephone. I had a telephone in my room and we talked for 
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about ten minutes and he said-well, between the two of us 
we reached an agreement that I was going to talk Alice 
into dropping the warrant. She went to the police her.self. 
She went to the police about his conduct and his threats in 
regard to me. She was divorced so she went to them and 
that .night he called me up and he says, "you talk to her. Get 
her to drop these warrants." Says, "I won't bother you or 
Alice and I won't make any more threats'' and I believed him 
at that point. This all happened later.· This happened-
Q. I understand that, Mr. Pittman but-after on December 
30, that you then formed the conclusion that your 
page 257 ~ life was in danger, the only step you took to pre-
vent your life being snuffed out was to put that 
gun in your pocket. Is that right? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. That's correct. I know that. 
A. What was I supposed to do? 
Court : You just answer the question. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: Don't argue. You answer the question, 
Mr. Bailey. 
By Mr. Garnett: 
Q. Now Mr. Pittman, you say you borrowed this camera 
when? Mr. Bailey, excuse me. 
A. Yes, it was in December. I'd say the middle of De-
cember. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: Of course, Judge, this makes the third 
time Mr. Garnett has asked about the camera. 
Mr. Garnett: I haven't asked this man a word about the 
camera. 
Court: I think I asked the lady considerably about the 
camera. I believe-go ahead. When did you get the camera? 
A. It was-it must have been about the middle of Decem-
because the purpose was, the camera was to take some pic-
tures during the Christmas holidays of my family. 
page 258 ~ By Mr. Garnett: 
Q. So you borrowed the camera ten days early 
for that purpose Y 
A. That's about right. 
Q. Now when did Mrs. Pittman get the film back? 
A. When did she get the film back Y 
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Q. Yes. 
A. I give her the pictures the 24th of January. 
Q. I'm talking about the film. Did she ever have the 
film? 
A. She didn't have the film. She had the stubs, not those 
particular film. That film, that was not in the camera, not 
the ones that were originally in it. 
Q. So when her little boy asked her for the pictures, she 
didn't have the film in her pocketbook? 
A. I don't know about the little boy. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: We object to that. 
Court : I think he can establish some variance in testi-
mony. He doesn't have to explain her testimony. In other 
words, he disputes her testimony. He says he never gave 
her the film. 
A. Not those particular film the way-state your question 
again? 
Q. I thought I made it-
page 259 r A. Maybe you have. 
Court: It is perfectly clear to me. You deny that you 
ever returned to her the film on which these pictures that 
have been introduced in evidence were taken, is that cor-
rect? 
A. No, that's not correct. 
Court : Did you ever give her the film? 
A. She asked me about the film three or four times and I 
kept saying, "well I haven't had them developed. I haven't 
had time.'' Finally she says, '' give them back to me'' which 
I don't recall the date. At one time I give her the pictures 
ba-ck. She in turn later on gave them back to me and I kept 
them for a good while and put them in the drug store to be 
developed. 
Court: Didn't you say you never gave her the film? 
A. I thought you said the pictures. 
By Mr. Garnett: 
Q. I was talking about the film. 
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A. The film. 
Q. I understood you to say you never gave them back 
to her? 
A. At one time she had them in her possession. 
Q. You passed them back to her and then she passed them 
back to you? 
page 260 ~ A. That's correct. 
A. When! 
Q. Yes. 
Q. Now when did she pass them back to you Y 
A. Oh, around-it must have been around the Christmas-
time. She was at our-my home, my mother and father, 
when I took those other pictures. I'd approximate it around 
Christmas. 
Q. That would have been when you passed them to her Y 
A. No, I didn't say that. 
Q. When did you pass them to her Y 
A. Sometime in December. 
Q. Well, when in December, Mr. Bailey? 
A. I don't recall the exact date. 
Q. Was it after Christmas? 
A. Before Christmas. 
Q. I thought you took the pictures to get the camera to 
take the pictures during the Christmas holiday? 
A. You are confused. 
Q. I'm not. 
A. Let me explain. The pictures I took during the holidays 
are right there of my mother and father. They're laying there 
right now. They're a different set entirely. These are 
colored film here. I think you have them, don't 
page 261 ~ you Mr. Bivins? That's a different set of pic-
tures. 
Q. It was necessary, I understood, that there was some 
film still left in the camera unexposed Y 
A. That's right. 
Q. When did you take those pictures and of what did you 
take them? 
A. I snapped them near an apartment in my apartment. 
I think perhaps of TV, or something. There's a double ex-
posure on one of the pictures I think. 
Q. When was that? 
A. They didn't turn out. 
Q. When was that? 
A. When was that? That was in the month of December. 
Q. Well, before Christmas? 
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A. I'd say before Christmas. 
Q. Before Christmas Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. How long after that was it that you gave her the 
film? 
A. How long after that T 
Q. Yes. 
A. Oh, maybe three or four days. 
Q. Three or four days Y 
A. One occasion when I met her. 
page 262 ~ Q. Where were you Y 
A. I met her. 
Q. Where? 
A. Where? In my apartment. 
Q. You met her in your apartment? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. And you gave her the film? 
A. That's right. 
Q. Anyone else present when you gave her the film T 
A. No. 
Q. Well, when did she give them back to you T 
A. On a few days later. 
Q. Well, why-where were you then T 
A. I was in an automobile with her; my automobile. 
Q. Where? 
A. WhereY 
Q. Yes. 
A. Oh, I'd say on Kecoughtan Road, somewhere in that 
vicinity. I had just met her at Chesterfield Road where 
she was living at the time. She· said, ''I haven't got those 
pictures developed yet. '' I said, '' give them to me. I '11 
turn them in later on.'' 
Q. Why didn't you turn them in then. There are drug 
stores along there somewhere to take pictures? 
A. I wanted to take these other pictures. 
page 263 ~ There's no absolute hurry for it. I didn't think it 
was that important. 
Q. What other pictures were you going to put in there? 
A. I was going to take some pictures later on. It wasn't 
that urgent to rush over to the drug store to turn them in. 
Q. She told you her little boy needed those pictures back 
because he was making a scrapbook for the school? 
A. Yes, and later on she said he turned in the scrapbook 
without the pictures. She didn't say that in the testimony 
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but she told me that. The pictures never were too important 
to me~ · But it's two different sets of pictures there. You 
had me confused· on that issue of it. There's two different 
sets of pictures. 
Q. I haven't seen but one. 
A. I know. You haven't, but there are two different sets. 
Q. Now at your apartment· at twelve thirty, is that your 
usual lunch hour¥ 
A. Sir¥ 
· Q. Is twelve thirty your usual lunch hour T 
A. No, it's not. 
Q. It is not? 
A. No. _ 
Q. How did you happen to be at your apart-
page 264 ~ ment at twelve thirty on this particular day? 
A. I wasn't feeling too well. 
Q. You were not feeling too well T 
A. That's right. 
Q. Had you been ill Y 
A. Well as a matter of fact, I had an appointment with 
Doctor Grier the day before. I told you some time back 
I had been in the hospital. This 23rd of January I had an 
appointment with Doctor Grier and I overslept and I didn't 
keep it. It was an early appointment, about ten in the 
morning. The next day which was the 24th, I still wasn't 
feeling too well. I tell you the truth. I was still in the 
bed at twelve thirty. 
Q. You were still in bed? 
A. That's right. 
Q. I understood you to say that when you received the 
phone call you changed your clothes? 
A. I got up. 
Q. And took a shower? 
A. I think that's correct. 
Q. Well, if you ,vere in bed, there wasn't any necessity-
A, How about pajamas. That's changing. 
Q. I didn't understand you. 
A. I'm sure you didn't. 
page 265 ~ Q. I didn't understand you took off your 
pajamas. I understood you changed clothes and 
showered and shaved? 
A. I didn't say suit. I said clothes. 
Q. You had planned to go to the doctor on that after-
noon? · 
A. I didn't say that either. 
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Mr. Garnett: You had not. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: He said he had had an appointment. 
Mr. Garnett: We ought to swear Mr. Bivins in. 
Court: Just let the witness testify. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: Yes, sir. 
Court: We '11 give you an opportunity. 
]\fr. A. L. Bivins: I would appreciate it. 
By Mr. Garnett: 
Q. When you received the phone call and she told you 
about the pictures and she wanted to meet you, you expressed 
fear of meeting her? 
A. That's right. I was scared. 
Q. You were scared to meet her f 
A. That's right. 
Q. Because you were afraid that Pittman would kill you 
if he caught you there? 
A. Well, he expressed that. 
page 266 r Q. Well, were you afraid of that? 
A. I was afraid of that. That's right, I was 
absolutely afraid. 
Q. That's why you carried the gun up there, isn't it? 
Isn't it? 
A. The gun was in my top coat. I wore the top coat. I 
had carried it before that. 
Q. You carried the gun up there because you were afraid 
of what might happen if Mr. Pittman caught you there with 
his wife. Now isn't that correcU 
A. That's absolutely correct. 
Q. That is correct? 
A. That's right. The man threatened my life. I was 
absolutely sea.red. You 're right, absolutely. 
Q. So you carried your gun to use it in case it became 
expeditious to do-
Mr. Jacobs: Your Honor, we object to that. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: He already answered it. 
Mr. Jacobs: He just answered it. He's asking him the 
same thing over again. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: The repetition of it. Except stated 
differently, 
Court: He said he carried it there for that purpose. 
Mr. Bivins: Three times I think. 
page 267 r Court : If Pittman got after him. 
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By Mr. Garnett: 
Q. There was no emergency that required your presence 
there, was iU 
A. Well she seemed very excitable and she said Jack had 
fired a pistol at her and she was very alarmed. She said, 
"I just got to leave. That's all there is to it. I got to leave 
him'' and I thought that was very serious. 
Q. Did you consider thaU She wasn't your wife. Was 
that an emergency such as to take you up there? 
A. I was concerned about her. 
Q. Maybe so but do you consider that such an emergency 
as to risk your life or Pittman's life and Mrs. Pittman's 
life? 
A. I didn't know he was going to be there. In fact, she 
told me, "his car is in the shop. He's at the Elks'. There's 
no danger being there. I asked her that question. 
Q. She told you there-
A. I had no idea he was going to be there. 
Q. You didn't tell us that when you were relating the con-
versation before T 
A. I told you the description as I could. 
Q. Now she told you where her husband was? 
A. That's righ.t, she did. 
Q. But you still carried the gun for that pur-
page 268 r pose, didn't yon, because you thought he might 
find you? 
A. It's a possibility. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: That's the fourth time now, Judge. 
Mr. ·Garnett: He's under cross examination. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: I know he is but we submit your Honor-
Court: You '11 take more time to argue it than it would 
be to go into it. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: The fourth time he answered it. 
Court : He made his position plain. 
By Mr. Garnett: 
Q. Now your intentions were then of giving her some 
money with which to get away? 
A. Well, I had thought about it, yes. 
Q. Did you intend to do it? , 
A. Yes, I did. 
Q. And you went on up there and went up the back wayf 
A. That's correct. 
Q. She let you in the back door f 
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A. That's right. . 
Q. Did you. state you didn't know whether she locked it or 
not? 
page 269 ~ A. She did lock it . 
. : . Q. She did lock itT 
. A. When I left at the back door, I had to unlock it. 
Q: She locked the back door T 
A. That's right. 
Q. And then invited you into the bedroom T -
A. That's right. The bedroom and living room com-
bination. 
Q. Now from midway of that bed, Mr. Pittman-
A. Mr. Bailey, you mean. 
Q. Mr. Bailey, can you see the front doorT 
A. Can I see the front doorT 
Q. Yes. 
A From midway in the bed T 
Q. Yes. 
·A. No, I can't. 
Q. You cannot T 
A. I have never looked but I wouldn't think you could. 
Q. You couldn't see it. From where you were seated on 
the bed you couldn't see the front doorT 
A .. No, I had to get up and go look. When I looked, I 
was still in the room but from actually in the middle of the 
bed I don't think you could see that. I wouldn't swear to that 
but I don't think you can. 
page 270 ~ Q. Well you had to get up to go look T 
A. I did get up and looked. 
Q. You got up and went to look, which necessitated taking 
several steps over toward .the south or to your left T 
A. What's that again T 
Q. In order to see down that hall, you had to take several 
steps toward your left? · 
A. To my left, that's right. 
Q. Right. And then you stood there and watched the 
door being broken open by a person whose identity to · you· 
at. that time was unknown Y 
A. For about maybe a couple of seconds, as long as it take·s 
to look, the flash of an ·eye. I'd say less. than a couple of 
seconds. 
Q. Was the door open any at alH 
A. Partly. · I'd say about like this (indicating). 
Q. Where was Mrs. Pittman? 
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A. She was up against the door trying to hold · it, I ima-
gine. 
Q. She had gotten up against the door? 
A. That''s right. 
Q. You then went back to your trench coat? 
A. Top ·coat, yes, sir. 
Q. Top coat, got the gun out? 
· A. That's right. 
page 271 ~ Q. Threw a shell in the chamber? 
A. That's right. 
Q. And then you heard the splintering of the door? 
A. That's right. 
Q. So all that took place. from the time you heard the: real 
loud. knocking until the time the door came open? 
A. I'd say about twenty seconds. 
Q. About twenty seconds. Now Mr. Pittman-do you 
mean to tell this Court that in a space of twenty seconds 
you could not have gotten off that bed, gone into that little 
hall which· was only two feet eight inches long from the 
bedroom door and out through the kitchen in that little apart-
ment? 
A. I ~ertainly couldn't have. 
Q. In twenty seconds? 
A. Look. Mrs. Pittman had her weight up against-may 
I demonstrate? Against the door like this (indicating). It's 
only, she stated two feet something. She's blocking. I got 
to get by her to get to the kitchen and get to the door. 
Q. On the contrary-
A. If I do that, I got to unlock the back kitchen door and 
then I got to go down the projection or roof as you call it, 
some forty or fifty feet and down the steps and but even to 
get through the hall I got to pass her and to pass her I got 
to push her aside or do something to her. She's laying 
against the door. 
page 272 ~ Q. She is prone against the door? 
A. I didn't say prone. She's holding against 
the door. 
Q. In this position (indicating)? 
A. Something similar to that. A little more vivid than 
that. 
Q. There's a kitchen door immediately behind her? 
A. Kitchen door behind her. 
Q. Sort of. Yes. 
A. Sort of to the side. 
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Q. When you open the door you walk right in. You cross 
a little hall and you 're right in the kitchen without turning, 
don't you? 
A. To get to the kitchen door I have got to pass by her. 
In other words, the kitchen door is on the other side of her. 
Q. But if she is against the far end of the door, Mr. Pitt-
man-Mr. Bailey, let's look at Exhibit Num:ber Nine. Now 
that right there is a little mat at the kitchen door? 
A. It looks like a mat. 
Q. That's where the kitchen door-
A. Yes. 
Q. If she's at the far end, I assume she wasn't holding the 
hinged end. She was holding the far end of the door. That 
would put her beyond the entrance to the kitchen 
page 273 ~ door, wouldn't it! 
A. I don't know that. I guess there's a physi-
cal possibility of me getting by her. There might be a physi-
cal possibility of me brushing her aside, of me getting by her 
but still I got to unlock the door. I didn't take that chance. 
Q. Isn't it true, Mr. Pittman? 
A. Mr. Bailey. I don't mean to be offensive about that 
but you keep saying that. I'm not trying to be smart but 
you said that eight times. 
Q. I appreciate your correcting me. Isn't it a fact if she 
is standing here (indicating), here, holding that door, you 
get to the entrance of the kitchen before you ever come to 
her? 
A. Well, you have to demonstrate. I don't agree to that. 
Court : Show him this diagram. 
A. That's your opinion, not mine. 
Court: Show him the diagram right there. 
By Mr. Garnett: 
Q. Mr. Pittman, I show you-
A. Mr. Bailey, you mean. 
Q. Mr. Bailey, I show you here a scale model. 
A. You keep saying that. I wish you wouldn't 
page 27 4 ~ do that. 
Q. I'm sorry. It's a slip of the tongue. 
A. It's nine times. I'm not trying to be smart but you 
keep doing that. 
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Q. I show you a diagram which shows the kitchen door to 
be directly across the hall from the outside door. · 
A. That's right. 
Q. Is that right? 
A. That's right. 
Q. And you testify that she was holding this side of the 
door which is the door that swings open? 
A. That's right. 
Q. That's right. So you would reach this end of the 
kitchen door before you ever got to her. Now isn't that a 
fact? 
A. No, no. 
Q. That is not a fact. You deny that? 
A. No, I don't deny that. I'm talking about the position 
she was. She's leaning against the door like this (indicating). 
Her leg is extended like that. It's .only two feet wide. 
Like I repeat myself, it might be a physical possibility of 
me getting by her but the time element is very important. 
The door is coming in. I don't know that I can get by and 
then if I do, the kitchen door ie located and there's the long, 
very long roof that I got to go through. The time 
page 275 ~ is very important. I repeat, it's only a matter of 
seconds when this happened. 
Q. Why didn't you try to help her hold the door? 
A. The door had already splintered. The door was that 
much opened (indicating). 
Q. But she was at the door. You have testified that the 
door didn't come all the way open until after you had gotten 
your gun and thrown the shell into the chamber. 
A. I don't kno,v when the door-I was in the other room. 
I didn't actually see the door fly open. I retreated to the 
corner. 
Q. Going back to your evidence, the door flew open after 
you put the bullet in the chamber of the gun? -
A. The first splinter-the first splinter I actually went 
over to the hallway. I seen then. Then I retreated to the 
room and grabbed the gun and I don't know whether it 
splintered once or twice. 
Q. Now you don't know whether you put the shell in the 
gun before you heard this final splinter or not? 
A. I know I put-I got the gun out of the coat, cocked it. 
The shell went into the chamber before he entered the room 
where I was at. 
Q. I understand that but you preveiously testified that you 
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did that before he. finally broke the door 9pen. Now I want 
to know whether that is correct or incorrect 7 
A. That's correct. 
page 276 ~ Q. That is correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. So if you had time to do all that, I ask you again 
why didn't you go down and help the lady hold the door 7 · 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: That's the fourth time he asked it. 
Mr. Garnett: He never answered it. 
Court: I think it is proper cross examination. The ques-
tion is why didn't you go down and help hold the door in-
stead of loading the gun f 
A. The door was partly open. I didn't think I could hold 
the door. The door was cracked to the point where I could 
see. I didn't think I had that much time. I didn't think 
I could hold the door, to be perfectly frank. The man is 
very powerful. He weights 230. I'm aware of that and 
if it is Jack and I assume it is Jack and I don't think I could 
have held the door and then again, he's not in. I think he's 
got a gun at this point. I didn't want to try to hold the 
door. I wanted to try to get away, if possible. I don't think 
I could have held the door. It's a very thin door. 
Court: I mean you answered it. 
By Mr. Garnett: 
Q. Do you know what was on the other side of the wall into 
which you fired 7 
page 277 ~ A. Did I know what was on the other side 7 
Q. Yes. 
A. Into the wall that I fired 7 
Q. On the other side of the wall into which you fired the 
first time 7 
A. No, I don't. 
Q. You don't know. You haven't any idea. So if you were 
firing to warn him, why didn't you fire into the ceiling, not 
knowing what was across there? 
A. It was a very solid wall. I didn't think that could do 
anybody any damage there. Most walls are solid. . Had I 
fired up like this (indicating) in the ceiling, if he's got the 
gun, I got to come back down like that anyway. Much 
simpler if I fire this way and then back this way. If I had 
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been like this (indicating) I would have been off. , I might 
have been too late. He's rushing me. 
Q. If he had been in this position with the gun that you 
claim you thought he had, by the time you fired into the 
wall he could have shot you anyway, couldn't he 7 
A. There's a possibility. 
Q. A possibility. It's a fact, isn't iU 
A. I don't know it is a fact. I can't say that. I don't 
know it is a fact. 
Court: I think he can ask him whether or not-
page 278 r Mr. A. L. Bivins: When he asks whether it 
is a fact, I think that is improper, your Honor. 
Court: I think it is proper cross examination. Overrule 
the objection. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: We save the point. 
By Mr. Garnett: 
Q. You testified he was in this position (indicating), with 
whatever it was and he was-and you thought it was a gun, 
is that right 7 
A. That's right. 
Q. And notwithstanding that, he could whip in a fraction of 
a second. You nevertheless fired far to his right and to the 
wall. Is that right 7 
A. I fired to his right, yes. 
Q. You said far to the right. 
A. Far to the right, yes. 
Q. You fired far to his right when he could have whipped 
and that might have been it. 
A. There might be a probability of that. 
Q. You knew he didn't have a gun, did you 7 
A. I didn't know a.t that point. No, I didn't actually know 
until he was up like this (indicating). 
Q. And I believe he was holding it by this end (indicating)? 
A. That's right. 
page 279 r Q. And this is the way he was going to use 
it, rather than holding it here where he would 
get more leverage (indicating)? 
A. I don't know about that. He was holding it the way 
you demonstrated it. 
Q. By this end 7 
A. That's right. 
Q. Do you own any lug wrench like thatT 
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. A. Several. There are several in the cars. 
Q. Did you own any on the day that Mr. Pittman met 
his death? 
A. Yes. 
Mr. Garnett: That's all. 
Court : Did you wish to ask him any more questions Y 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: No, sir. 
Court: Let me ask you. You said you kept this gun in the 
trunk of your car. Is that of an Oldsmobile Y 
A. Yes. 
Court: And you kept it there all the time since you bought 
iU 
A. No, sir, I tell you the reason for that. I 
page 280 ~ visit my brother who has two small children and 
once in a while this car, the boy who works with 
me, Ralph Balockie, he used to use this car quite often .. He 
has· a very small son and at one time I had .had this gun in 
the glove compartment and after it jammed up I just one 
day, when he was going to borrow the car, I took the gun 
out of the glove compartment and put it in the trunk com-
partment so possibly the child, if he went through there he 
wouldn't get a hold of it. That wasn't a practice, but I left 
it in there and neYer did bother to take it out. 
Court: How did it happen to be in the glove compartment 
at the time you were in the hospital Y 
A. Well, it had been in the glove compartment before 
that. 
Court: You mean you would change it around from time 
to time, first have it in the compartment and then in the 
trunk? 
A. No, no sir. I carried it in the glove compartment at 
times, most of the time when I had it in the car. The only 
time it was ever in the trunk was this one particular time. 
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Court: Now when you took . your overcoat off or this 
top coat in which you had the gun, where did you put it? 
A. The coat? 
page 281 ~ Court : Yes. 
A. Across the front of the bed, across what was two pil-
lows; I believe to be pillows or something there. 
Court: Did you take this coat with you when you left? 
A. Did I take it with me? 
Court: Yes. 
A. Yes, sir. 
Court : Let's see those photographs. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: Yes, sir. . 
Court: You say you bought this pistol for target practice? 
A. Not exactly for target practice. We used to go hunt-
ing along about that time, quite often. I used to go hunting 
with different boys and on the way back from hunting or 
sometimes when we didn't see any game, they used to have 
pistols which sometimes they :fired a shot. So when I bought 
this gun, I had that in mind although I didn't buy it for the 
express purpose of target practice because. it's a very small 
gun. In fact, it's anything but a targe pistol. 
Court: Will you look at this picture and identify it, C-11, 
and shows a coat in there, an overcoat. Is that your coat? 
A. No, it isn't. I think this is a blanket if I am not mis-
taken. 
page 282 ~ Court: All right. I have no further ques-
tions. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: Pardon me. 
Court: Do you have any questions? 
Mr. A. L. Bivins : I was going to say when you say the 
further 11ortion of the bed, you mean the top of the bed 
where the head of the bed, where the pillows are Y 
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A. Yes, where the pillows are. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: That's where you put your coat? 
A. Yes. 
Court: Did that bedroom door have any lock on it T 
A. Any lock? 
<Jourt: Or catch on it. Could you have closed the bedroom 
doorT 
A. I don't think so. 
Court : All right. 
Mr. Garnett: What would have prevented you from closing 
the bedroom doorT 
A. I don't know what would prevented it· from closing, 
whether it works or not. 
Court: I'm not talking about closing. Is there anything 
to fas ten it T 
page 283 ~ A. I don't think so. I don't know. I didn't 
look but it's still intact. I mean you could see, 
I guess. 
Court: Let me ask you this. If you knew this man was 
coming after you and you didn't wish any trouble with him, 
why didn't you just close that door T 
A. Well, that wouldn't have stopped him Pm sure. I 
thought if I pulled out the gun and said, "I got a gun too" 
and actually had it in my hand, I have no idea there would 
be any trouble. Then we might have had a few words but I 
don't think there be any attack either way. I didn't want 
to hurt the man. All I wanted to do was save my own self. 
I didn't want him to hurt me. Actually it was a semi-auto-
matic. If I actually wanted to real harm, I could have shot 
every shot that was in the gun, not just one. I didn't have 
any intentions of shooting him. I thought surely he :would 
stop. Actually it is an automatic. I could have emptied every 
one if I was intending to kill him. 
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RE-CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Garnett: 
Q. That wasn't necessary, was it Y 
A. What's that Y 
Q. It wasn't necessary. He dropped on the second shoU 
A.. When I fired in his direction, he stopped and 
page 284 ~ I threw it aside and I grabbed him, that's right. 
I didn't know his condition at that time, whether 
he was alive or going to jump up or what. I didn't know 
whether I struck him. 
Q. You said-
A. It might have been necessary. I didn't know that. 
Q. When you-you said when you fired the second shot, 
I mean when you said, ''I've got a gun too'' and fired it, 
you didn't think there would be any attack either way! 
A. What's thaU 
Q. You didn't think there was going to be any attack 
either on you or you on him Y 
A. When I fired the shot T 
Q. Yes. 
A. If I had a gun and somebody pulled a gun on me and 
I actually knew it hit there and he had a gun, I would stop 
and consider the matter. 
Q. Didn't you think with his pulling a gun, as you thought 
he was doing, you state and your firing right alongside of 
him that that was not an invitation for him to fire at you T 
A. No. 
Mr. Garnett: All right. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: That's all. Stand down. 
page 285 ~ Court: Gentlemen, it's ten minutes to six. 
We've already run a little longer than I had 
intended. How many witnesses do you have tomorrow? 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: Judge, we-
Court: I'm not trying to hold you to it. I'm trying to get 
some estimate of time and whether you need any rebuttal. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: I can't answer the question right now, 
not intelligently. · 
Court: Do you want these witnesses, any of them that 
you have, recognized for tomorrow morning? 
Mr. A. L. Bivins : No, sir, I don't. 
Court: Should I tell them to return T I've got to either 
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excuse them or tell them to come back or tell them something. 
You '11 have to tell me what you want me to do. 
Mr. A.. L. Bivins: Judge, from our standpoint you may 
excuse all of them. We have a great number of character 
witnesses. We don't want to impose on them, bringing them 
back again tomorrow. 
Court: You may notify all the witnesses who have not 
testified. A.re there any witnesses that you have out that you 
wish not to be excused? 
page 286 ~ Mr. Garnett: I don't-I think my witnesses 
will be back tomorrow. 
Court: What witnesses do you wish back? 
Mr. Garnett: Mrs. Cook, for instance and Officer Fox 
should be back. 
Mr. A.. L. Bivins: How about Captain Kennedy. We 
may want to ask him some questions. 
Court : Ask Mrs. Cook to come in. 
At this time Mrs. Cook entered the Courtroom and was 
directed by the Court to return the following day at 10 :00 
o'clock a. m. 
Court: All other witnesses are to be excused? 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: Yes, sir. 
At this time the Court adjourned until Thursday, April 25, 
1957 at 10 :00 o'clock a. m. 
page 286-A r Virginia: 
In the Circuit Court for the City of Warwick: 
Commonwealth of Virginia 
v. 
Earl M. Bailey 
Stenographic report of all the testimony, together with the 
motions, objections and exceptions on the part of the respect-
ive parties, the action of the Court in respect thereto, and all 
other incidents of the second day of the trial of the case 
of the Commonwealth of Virginia v. Earl M. Bailey, tried 
in the Circuit Court for the City of Warwick, Virginia, on 
April 25, 1957, before the Honorable Robert T. Armistead, 
,Judge of said Court. 
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Present: Mr. Henry Garnett, Attorney for the Common-
wealth. 
·Mr. H. R. Taylor, Associate Counsel for the Common-
wealth. 
Mr. A. L. Bivins, Mr. Ben Jacobs, and Mr. A. J e:ffery 
Bivins, Attorneys for the Defendant. 
Schneider Reporting Co. 
Law Building 
Newport News, Va. 
page 287 ~ The Court at 9 :30 a. m., in company with coun-
sel for both sides, then viewed the scene where the 
shooting had occurred. 
The Court and Attorneys for both sides then returned to 
the Courtroom. 
Court: Mr. Bivins, do you rest your case? 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: Yes, sir. 
Court: The defense has rested their case. Do you have 
any rebuttal evidence Y 
Mr. Garnett: May I take just a moment? 
At this time counsel for the Commonwealth conferred with 
associate counsel. 
Mr. Garnett: No rebuttal. 
Court: Before you argue the case, I think it would be 
just as well for me to tell what I have in my mind and 
what I have been thinking. That is this, that there is no 
doubt in my mind but what a good deal of the moral guilt 
may rest upon Mrs. Pittman, knowing her husband made 
threats and knowing Mr. Bailey was armed, she participated 
and made this arrangement which would bring them in con-
flict. Of course we are not trying her. 
Mr. Garnett: Yes, sir. 
Court: I want to say this about the self de-
page 288 ~ f ense. That there's no doubt in my mind the man 
certainly had some reason to apprehend bodily 
harm after the door was broken in and the man advanced 
on him, whether he be armed with a gun or a tire iron. The 
thing that gives me the most concern is whether or not the 
man, by placing himself in this position, whether he was with-
out fault. I understand the law of self defense is that it has 
to originate without fault. In other words, if I am at fault 
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in bringing on a controversy, self defense is really in mitiga-
tion rather than a perfect defense. I think that's really 
the-
Mr. Garnett: That's the crux. 
Court: I think that's the whole case in a nutshell. 
Mr. Garnett: May counsel have a little conference. 
Court: Yes, if you'd like a few minutes, I'll give it to 
you. 
At this time there was a short recess after which the Court 
reconvened. 
Mr.· Garnett: Your Honor, I hope in my argument of this 
matter that I will not go beyond the realm which the Court 
has anticipated. · · 
Court: I didn't mean to confine you to that. 
page 289 ~ I was just telling you what I was thinking so you 
would know how perhaps best to direct your 
argument. You can argue anything you like. 
At this time Mr. Garnett presented his closing argument 
to the Court. 
Mr. Jeffery Bivins: Your Honor- .. 
Court: Mr. Bivins, I don't want to cut you off. 
Mr. Jeffery Bivins: I don't intend to argue the facts. 
Court: I want to tell you this; if this had happened in 
the man's house with his own wife I don't think this thing 
would have gotten pass the Police Court is the way I look 
at it. It's obviously seeing it down there, the man might 
have taken the chance on getting by at the door. It would 
have been close. He would have had to turn his back to some-
one who he had reason to believe had a gun and put himself 
in a rather vulnerable position. The weak spot in your 
case is the fact he was there with someone else's wife and 
he armed himself knowing of these threats. I think that's 
the weak spot in your case and let's talk about that. As 
far as the other things of this self defense, I-my mind is 
pretty well made up that he was acting in self defense. The 
question in my mind is whether he didn't bring 
page 290 ~ it partly on himself. 
At this time Mr. Jeffery Bivins presented his argument 
to the Court. 
Court: What I am considering, considering his fault may 
have been he knew that a threat had been made, that if. he 
was with Mrs. Pittman he would be shot. He thereupon takes 
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the gun and goes with ¥rs. Pittman under circumstances 
that would certainly · provoke some suspicion although you 
said it was entirely platonic. That's what concerns- me. 
At this time Mr. Jeffery Bivins continued his argument 
before the Court. 
Mr. Garnett then concluded his argument to the Court. 
The Court then, at 12 :02 p. m. recessed until 1 :15 p. m., at 
which time the Court reconvened. 
Court: Mr. Bailey, you may stand up. I feel that all three 
of you were at fault in the matter. Of course I can't-try 
the deceased. Mrs. Pittman is not here before me. I'm oiily 
just considering your particular case. I think to some extent 
that you were maneuvered into this situation. Certainly, I 
certainly will take that into consideration. I have 
page 291 ~ decided to find you guilty of voluntary man-
slaughter and I do that primarily because of the 
fact that I think certainly that you acted in self defense 
because I feel that it was partly brought on, the difficulty, 
and I don !t say intentionally but it certainly was a reckless 
disregard brought on by someone else. I'm not going to fix 
your punishment at this time. I'm going to refer the matter 
to the Parole Officer on a pre-sentance report for May 12, 
1957 at 12:00 o'clock noon and you're remanded to jail until 
that time. That's the first day of the term. Is that con-
venient with counsel? 
Mr. A. L. Bivins: Yes, sir, that's the first day of the 
May term. 
Mr. Jacobs : Except he has been out on bond. 
Court : Of course once he is convicted-
Mr. Jacobs: He's been here all of his life, a native here. 
He's not going anywhere. 
Court: I'm not sure he's going anywhere or not. I've 
got to decide that but I feel that he is-while he hasn't been 
convicted of murder he's been convicted of manslaughter and 
I think it's-justifiable that under those circumstances that he 
be remanded to jail. 
page 292 ~ JUDGE'S CERTIFICATE. 
I, Robert T. Armistead, Judge of the Circuit Court of the 
City of Warwick, Virginia, who presided over the foregoing 
trial in the case of the Commonwealth of Virginia v. Earl M. 
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Bailey, tried in said Court at Denbigh, Virginia on the 24th 
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